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Computers have had more impact on the development of 

conunand control systems than any other technological development. They 

provide the ability to perform complex mathematical manipulations and 

handle vast quantities of data with speed and precision. Due to the 

increasing complexity of modern warfare, cOITImand control systeITIs of the 

future will continue to rely heavily upon the ability provided by the computer. 

Advances in cOITIputer technology in the past have been steady and iITIpres

sive.· Projected capabilities are equally impressive. 

It is with this thought in mind that computer technology was 

explored for the period 1975 to 1985. Throughout reference is rnade to an 

MTACC systeITI. This is the generic name of a future iITIproved capability 

Marine Tactical ComITIand and Control System. It's outlines and functional 

requirements are as yet not fully developed. But the advances in cOITIputer 

technology justify a ITIore probing search of areas of applicability to 

aITIphibious operations than has been performed heretofore. This explana

tion, done in parallel with those for displays, comrnunications, input/ output 

equipment etc., are primarily related to amphibious operations and ground 

combat. This study continues where ANTACCS first year technology 

exploration ende,d and preSUITIes that the study is a basis for ITIany of the 

derived comments contained herein. 

In the projected Marine Tactical ComlTIand and Control era, 

cOITIputers will be capable of providing the field forces with small, rugged, 

field transportable, battery-operated cOITIputers that ten years ago required 

tons of equipITIent and kilowatts of power. This ilTIprovement in capabilitie s 

with a reduction in size is attributable both to the use of integrated circuits 

and to advances in computer design and organization. The following report 

is concerned with the advances in cOlTIputer design, organization, and 
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utilization. The report however, does not discuss the mechanics of construc

tion which make possible the fabrication of the small, reliable, and relatively 

inexpensive cOlnpute r s of the future. 

One of the lTIore ilTIportant ta sks in developing technical system 

concepts for MTACC is to determine what organizations of computers and 

computer systems are best suited for fulfilling the functional requirements. 

This analysis is of vital importance to a future MTACC design. Results 

of this analysis will be used in the Technical System Concept effort to select 

a best approach within the constraint of operational requirements, reliability, 

redundancy, cOlnmonality, and cost effectiveness. 

1 • 1 REPORT ORGANIZATION 

The MTACC Study Computer Technology Report was designed to 

fulfill a nUlnber of objectives. It describes expectations of future computer 

technology; it explores how these technologies lTIay be applied in general to 

various areas of amphibious operations. In this sense it describes candidate 

areas for computer implementation. As the functional system requirements 

are not yet complete it is preITlature to state that computers should be used 

at different points of a future MTACC system. The ITlany requirements of 

mobiI'ity, availability, maintainability and logistic support have not yet been 

fully probed. In the course of the MTACC study Technical System Concept 

effort these areas of applicability and the justifications for theITl will be 

developed. 

In addition to the provision of necessary data processing capa

bilities for tactical operations it is necessary to explore those areas of 

cOITlputer technology which have a heavy bearing upon system realizability, 

practically speaking. That is, it is necessary to see the impact of advancing 

technology on the cost of acquisition of hardware and software, the modifi

cation of systems to meet changing requirements and the provision of intra 

and inter service compatibility. Therefore such matters of technology that 

make for minimal cost, retarded obsolescence and greater interface 
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con1patibility are also treated. The problems currently anticipated by 

other services such as uniformity and decreased expense of program 

production are treated. 

The style of presentation is adapted to the cOITlplexity of the 

subject n1aterial. Where relatively involved concepts are ITlet a ITlore 

tutorial approach is taken. The purpose of this technology report is to 

provide a basis for further technical systeITl concept activities which will 

be responsive to the developing functional system requirements. It will 

act as a guide document to the use of advanced data processing techniques. 

The MTACC Computer Technology Report is organized into six 

major sections and six appendices. Section 1 is the introduction to computer 

technology setting forth study objectives. Section 2 is a summary of the 

findings of the study and includes conclusions and recommendations which 

are documented. Section 3 presents a description of the state of the art 

\vhich exi sts in rnilitary computer technology. Section 4 documents MTACC 

cOlnputer systen1s considerations. These include multiprocessing, luemories, 

organization considerations, and software trends. Section 5 lists design con

cepts and application characteristics of computing systems and includes a 

discussion on family concepts and cOITlpatibility. Section 6 discusses the 

implen1entation concepts of computers including the relationship to the 

CCIS-70 cOlnputers. The factors governing selection of a contractor and 

a system are also included. The section is concluded with a discussion of 

the impleluentation pha se s and principle s which govern cOITlputer developITlent. 

The six appendices present ITlore detailed information on the 

functions and applications of computers. Appendix A presents detailed speci

fications of two cOITlputers referenced in the study. Appendix B discusses 

general multipurpose registers and Appendix C gives a description of the 

main types of memories. Appendix D discusses the major computer lan

guage which have direct application of the study. Appendix E is a glossary 

of phrases and terms used in the report. The glossary is included as an aid 

in understanding technical terms. Appendix F lists the source material used 

in this report. 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

REPORT OBJECTIVES AND STUDY PURVIEW 

Computers and automatic data processing will be an ilTIportant 

part of a future MTACC SystelTI. Tactical comlTIand and control increas

ingly has becolTIe cOlTIputer oriented. Despite certain special Marine 

Corps requirelTIents, this cOlTIputer orientation is likely to be true for 

many Marine Corps tactical operations. However, acceptance of this 

point of view raises lTIany questions that must be answered. All aspects 

of cOlTIputer technology n1ust be evaluated with respect to ilTIpact on an , 
MT ACC System. 

A review and analysis of computer technology is an ilTIportant 

part of the MTACC study. The subject of this report is computer tech

nology suitable for application to Marine Expeditionary Forces require-

, n1ents. In the ANT ACCS effort, whe re shipboard data handling s ystelTIs 

we re elTIphas ized, con1pute r technology was exalTIined frolTI the point of 

view of con1ponents and systelTIs. The cOlTIputer systelTIs work elTIphasized 

larger scale lTIilitarized con1puters, but not in all cases fully ruggedized 

and transportable. These cOlTIputers were more general purpose in nature 

such as those frequently used in strategic systelTIs. This study will elTIpha

size computer technology oriented to the particular problelTIs of the Marine 

Corps. 

The subject here is cOlTIputer technology related to lTIilitarized, 

ruggedized, transportable equiplTIents. It is desired that the cOlTIputers 

under consideration be capable of handling all future tasks concerned with 

Ma rine alTIphibious operations and land combat. 
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The con1putcrs to be used in the future MTACC systems should 

be appropriate for irnple111cntation in a tactical data system which would 

bccon1c operational in the 1975-1985 time frame. The information is 

developed in a framework of cur rent cOInputer technology and appropriate 

forecasts are n1ade to develop insight as to the desired and potential capa

bility of the 1975-1985 period. To the extent possible at this stage of MTACC, 

the information is developed within the framework of the requirements and 

systems concepts which are evolving in the study. 

follows: 

More specific statement of the objectives of this study are as 

1) A review and analysis of the technological state-of-the-art 
for ruggedized, transportable computer s. 

2) The development of required and desired capabilities of 
computer s for Marine Corps use. 

3) An analysis of the hardware and software implen1entation 
concepts for computers. 

C0111puter technology will be iD1portant for any future Marine 

Tactical Data System. This study's objective is to determine what may be 

available, what the Marine Corps will need and how the equipment may be 

selected and developed into a useful capability. 

The study emphasizes the systen1s aspects of both hardware and 

software with relatively little docun1entation on circuits and components. 

The circuits and cOn1ponents aspects of computers were covered in the 

ANTACCS progran1 and are under continuing investigation. The aspects of 

the technology emphasized here are those most closely associated with the 

user. 

It is emphasized that the cOn1puter technology study up to this 

point is a n10de st effort. Although in1portant beginning steps have been 

taken, and a nUluber of in1portant conclusions reached, more remains to be 

done, especially after functional system requirements and concepts are more 

specifically determined. 
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The re is little doubt that compute rs will be important to a 

future MTACC systen1. This technology study is based on that assumption. 

Although it would be desirable from many points of view to have a clear cut 

picture of exactl y what the con1pute rs will be us ed for:l and how. they will be 

used, there is much which can and should be done regarding basic tech

nology until such detailed con1puter use inforlTIation has been developed. It 

is too early in the 1vlTACC progralTI to state how much computing will be 

perforn1cd and for what purposes computers will be used. It is, however, 

possible to discuss systen1 configurations in considerable detail. Perhaps, 

more accurately, it is possible to discuss the required characteristics of 

syst~ms with regard to configurations in some detail. For example, 

ques tiorts of lnodularity and multicompute r operations are appropriately 

set forth as principles to be followed. Many aspects of logic design can be 

specified at this tin1e. Physical characteristics and environmental re

quiren1ents are reasonably well known. It is also possible at this time to 

develop detailed characteristics of cOl11puter modules which would be re

sponsive to Marine Corps requirements since the overall characteristics 

of the real-time data processing problem are known. 

On the other hand,n1any questions can not be answered at this 

tin1e. For example, the required total speed of computers as they are 

aggregated in multicomputer systems cannot be determined at this point. 

It is also not possible to state quantitatively the requirements for: internal 

storage, auxiliary storage, number of input/output channels and the like. 

An in1portant point of view developed in these con1puter tech

nology considerations is, that the earliest questions on cOlTIputers referred 

to the technology itself and are only dependent on the functions and appli

cations environlTIent to a limited extent. The overall character of the data 

processing problelTI, the environlTIent, and design criteria of reliability 

and lTIaintainability and the like, are l11atched with the present capability 

and the extrapolation of that capability. .A..1though the re suIts do not yield 
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a completely designed computer system, the broad outlines of a computer 

system have been developed. 

Considerable work needs to be accomplished, however, to 

determine what configurations are best and what kind of peripheral equip

rnents should be developed and used with this computer rnodule •. 

Many questions need answers. What is the lowest command 

level at which conlputers are applicable? What is the entire spectrum of 

potential applic"ations of computer s? How ambitious should system de

signers be in the degree to which they should strive for automation? These 

questions, of course, can be answered by answering prior questions re

lating to the overall functional system requirements, and the functional 

system ~oncept. 
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In the following sections a number of conclusions and reCOIn

mendations are sumn"larized: 

2. 3. 1 State- 0[- the-Art 

An exan"lination of the state-of-the-art of computers and com

puter concepts suitable for use in an MTACC was made. This was not a 

thorough or exhaustive study. However, the following conclusions were 

developed as a result of the analyses and studies conducted: 

1) No contractor in the country toda y has developed a fanlil y 
of COl1"lputers and a system concept cOnlpletely suitable 
for an M T ACC systenl. A nun"lber of contractors have 
developed prototypes of lTIodern cOnlputers which could 
be points of departure for a future s ys ten"l. Thes e con
tractors are developing the equipnlents with their own 
funds, for the nLost part, and are ainling the COnl-
puters at broad application areas. However, rnuch of 
the work done to date is directly applicable to the 
Marine Corps needs. There has been little aCCOnl
plished, however, in terms of total systen"l and farnily 
concepts which are sorely needed. A few contractors 
have developed these broader concepts to the point 
where they can be described in general ternls. How
ever, there is no specific design for faluilies or sys"
terns of cOnlputers of the kind needed for an MTACC 
systen"l. 

2) The speed of the computer modules wlde r developrnent 
today is considered adequate on the whole. Most rnan
ufacturers are developing computers with memories in 
the 1- 5 rnic ros econd memory cycle range with equiva
lent add-type instruction times of 2 to 10 n"licroseconds. 
In other words, cornputers are in an advanced state of 
dcvelopluent now, have 4- 10 times the capability of the 
current ruggedized computers such as those appearing 
in inertial guidance systems of intercontinental 
ballistic mis siles. 
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3) A ITlajority of the contractors have under developITlent a 
con1puter ITIodulewhich is suitable £.or airborne applica
tions and could be extended to field cOITlbat use. Many, 
if not most, of these have not given ITluch thought to 
n10dularity, Inulticon1puters and computer faluily con
cepts. Son1e, however, have given some preliITlinary 
thought to these family and systems concepts although in 
no case are the concepts developed to a suitable extent. 
Questions of details are lacking although it is clear that 
the rnodular cOITlputers developed by these contractors 
are suitable for extension into bigger systems. These 
contractors have undoubtedly displayed a capability to 
develop the broader systems, given sufficient con
tractual support. 

4) COITIputers under development today seem to ITleet most 
environlnental and physical factor requirelnents. The 
extent to which thes e prove out in actual application and 
in field tests of product line manufactured cOITlputers is 
anothe r n1atter however. 

5) The in1plications of new circuit design to reliability have 
not been sufficiently treated. There is son1e doubt 
whether adequate analysis has been accomplished to 
detennine optilTIUITl package design in vie'\v of ITlaintain
ability requirernents. 

6) Software does not exist in any quantity for any of these 
systen1s. In few cases there is nothing more than 
ITlachine type asseITlbly language. Furthermore, there 
is no standard appreciation to the developn1ent of soft
ware becaus e of the lack of lU1animity of opinion of 
higher order Janguages for these systems. However, 
there is evidence that contractors appreciate the prob
lern and have a capability to solve it, given the time and 
contractual support. 

7) The incorporation of special language features and the 
addition of new compiler language staten1ent for multi
con1puter usages will be an important consideration in 
developing programming facility. The language design 
should be flexible and should incorporate software modu
larity; and should be as nearly paraITIetric to the anti
cipated applications as is pos sible. 

In this connection, the developn1ent of a special command/ 
control language is recommended. This language should 
include special multicoITIputer macros to treat prece
dence, scheduling, and task allocation problems. In 
addition, it should be sufficient! y gene ralized to be to 
some extent translatable through switch action and should 
also have display feedback characteristics. 
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8) The biggest technical challenges lie in systems organi
zation and in programming systems. A systems organi
zation should be developed which makes the systems open 
ended and the programnling orders must be developed to 
make progralnnling rnore efficient. 

9) There is a general lack of militarized and ruggedized 
pc ripheral equiplnents. A future MT ACC systetn will 
requi re auxiliary n1emory and printing devices, for 
exan1ple. It appears that developments have not pro
ceeded as far as they should in these areas. 

Computer Technical Requirements 

The following summarizes some of the salient requirements 

for a future MT ACC systen1: 

l) The con1puter systems should have as a component at 
least one type of general purpose con1.puter module. 
This con1puter would have an order structure of general 
purposc characteristics with the need for information 
handling emphasized in the order code as well as arith
n1etic instructions. The module should have all the 
characteristics to Ineet the requiren1.ents and applica
tions relating to tirne sharing, multicomputers, and 
the like. In addition, it would be highly desirable to 
allow higher speed Inemory to be substituted as re
quired for lower speed ones and larger memories to 
replace sn1aller memories, depending on the application 
needs. 

2) A system should be designed which accommodates the 
most modern nlulticon1puter concepts. This will allow 
system units to be aggregated to allow increased capa
bility for SOlne applications while still us ing the same 
basic modules. A systems concept should be developed 
which is responsive to real time environment and time 
sharing and which allows the addition of peripheral equip
n1.cnts of a wide variety of types and in small or large 
numbers. 

3) Special attention should be given to requirenlents of the 
real time environment and time sharing. Iten1.S such as 
the following should be included: mode rn inte rrupt 
handling, modular and high capacity input/ output 
channels, memory protect devices. An important re
quirement is that compatibility and commonality be 
achieved to a very great extent. This applies to circuit 
modules, memory modules, peripheral equipment, con
t rolle r s, and the like. 
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the 1975 to 1985 period, some current ap
plications indicate that a 1-3 microsecond 
memory cycle and a 2-6 microsecond speed 
for air add type instructions may be sufficient. 

Fan1i1y Concept 

A single system computer family should be developed for I or 

used by, an MTACC system. Recent military and commercial develop

ments underscore the efficacies which can accrue from integrated hard

\vare and software approaches. Many of the requirements I which 

con1mercial users are facing and reacting to, are the same as the re

quirements for the military user. The objectives of low hardware and 

softwar,e costs and system maintainability are generally very similar. 

It is visualized that the computer system can be one computer 

systen1. This systelTI could be inl.plemented by one general purpose com

pute r nl.odule. This compute r module could be us ed by its elf in modest 

sized 111emory configurations for the lower echelon applications, and it 

could be used in lTIulticon1puter configurations for higher echelon appli

cations. The system must be designed so that it is open-ended with 

regard to internal n1emory sizes I auxiliary memory, input/ output equip

n1ents, nunl.ber of lTIodules in multicomputer configurations I and display 

device attachments. 

It appears possible to design a system so that it can be used 

in configurations of equipments, or under certain field demands "pulled 

apart" and used in snlaller configurations. It is emphasized here that 

what is nl.eant is the grouping and regrouping of the equipments into 

various sized multicomputer and multiITlodule systems according to sys

tern needs. If two units are separated to ITleet contingencies, it should be 

pos sible for each to take a portion of the system which has been used to 

s uppo rt the total. 
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Abstractly, one can look at the computer application for Marine 

Tactical operations as filling a matrix, the elements of which are defined 

by intersections of echelons and applications. The echelons are Divisions, 

Battalions, and the like, and the applications are fire support, intelligence 

and similar functions. One can then initially analyze the problem by look

ing at "vertical and horizontal" aggregations of the echelon-application 

des igned lnatrix elements. 

Software would similarly, follow the family concept. There 

would be one basic executive prograln, for example, which would be used 

for the systems, independent of the siz~ of the system as the various units 

are combined. There would be one machine language, since there is only 

one .general purpose computer module, and it would be one' higher order 

language for the entire computer system, or, if appropriate, one language 

for each H1ajor application area where each language would be usable 

throughout the entire system of modules. 

The family concept would include coordination of compatibility 

and c0111monality to a very great extent. These objectives can be reached 

to a very great extent for the computer system within an MTACC system. 

Very likely the cOlnpatibility and commonality would be reached to a very 

significant extent by the MTACC system and any future sister service 

system as well. It is doubtful, though possible, that there can be com

patibility and con1monality between this system and all elements of the 

DOD in the time frame dis cus sed. 

2.3.4 Implementation Concepts 

The following represents a sUlTImary of conclusions on inlple

menting the future C0111puter system: 

1) Early decision lTIust be lTIade as to the relationship be
tween the computers of the MTACC system and those of 
other U.S. arlTIed forces. The decision should cover 
political, adlTIinistrative and technical aspects. Almost 
everything which is said about implementation concepts 
is dependent upon these broad political considerations. 
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2) It \vill be important, for instance, to determine the 
diffe rences in requirenlcnts between the Army and the 
Marine Corps for tactical computer systems. These·'·~ 
differences should be clearly understood at an earty .. ~
date regal:dless of the degree of commonality between 
any future ArnlY systern and a future MTACC system. 
These differences should cover items such as fire 
support and cOlnbat philosophies. 

3) The choice of a contractor to develop the computer system 
should include the classical ones of engineering and manu
facturing capability. However, in addition, the con
tractor should have systenls experience and should have 
a de In 0 n s t rat e dab i Ii t Y to de vel 0 pat 0 tal s y s t ems 
approach to the conlputer problem. He should have a 
dernonstrated capability to understand the applications 
and have a denl0nstrated capability to develop this family 
concept described in the previous section. 

4) In the past, the general procedure for procuring com
puters has been along the following lines: each func
tional area was analyzed in detail and computer 
requi rClnents developed for each area. Following this, 
the detailed c olnpute r specifications were developed and 
procurClnent nlacie on this basis. This hadmany serious 
disadvantages. 

5} The disadvantages in proceeding, as described above, 
are: insufficient advantage was taken of contractors I 
in- house developnlent, and procurelnent costs were high. 
The result was that a basically different computer was 
developed for each application. Furthernlore, as re
quirements changed as the application becanle better 
understood, the conlputer developed no longer fit the 
requirenlents. 

6) The implenlentation schenle advanced here would pro
ceed along the following lines: in general, the develop
ment of the computer system would develop along with 
the devcloprnent of the detailed requi rcnlents . The 
C0111puter systenl developed would be flexible in its 
applications and open- ended with respect to the system 
configurations pos sible. Modifications to the computer 
system co'uld be accomplis hed as the requirements be
come better established. 

7) In the early phases of the work two manufacturers 
could be selected so that each could provide a paper 
design and the best one selected from this competition. 
Since the 111ilitary would be placing many "eggs in one 
basket" with the s election of one contractor, contractor 
tea111S cutting across rival c0111puter 111anuiacturers would 
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be encouraged. In other words, the ideas of contractor 
consortiunl. and associate contractors such as those for 
lar ger airplane and weapon systems would be encouraged 
for these developments. . 
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Military requiren1.ents in the field environment have led to the 

developrnent of computers especially designed for this use. These com

puters n1.ust operate in severe'and hostile environments, and must there

fore exhibit high reliability, low Inaintenance, high rnaintainability, and 

minirhuD'l physical size. 

A survey of several n1i1itarized computers currently being 

developed has been conducted to determine computer characteristics of 

the next generation of ground mobile computers. This survey was of 

lin1.ited scope and included a study of approximately a dozen computer 

systems. A detailed analys is was pe rformed on the systems aspects of 

two computers which are representative of current industry develop

mental attitude s. 

Included In this study are several con1.puters which are, for 

economic reasons, currently considered prirnarily for avionics and space 

applications. These con1puters are of interest because of their miniaturized 

production techniques. These teclmiques allow production of large and 

mediun1 scale (by today's standards) miniaturized computers which are 

competitive with conventional size machines. (What is regarded as a 

conventional size insofar as physical size is also becoming radically 

reduced. ) 
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There is a growing trend for commercial and military com

puters to be very sin1ilar. Heretofore, this trend has come about in two 

ways: 

1) 1.-1anufacturers of n1ilitary cornputers have beep able to 
find comInercial applications for their Inachines and 
have I11arketed them in modified versions. 

2) Con1mercial manufacturers have militarized their com
me rcial products in the hope of attracting military 
business. 

There now appears to be a growing opinion among manufac

ture rs tha t the cOlnputing capability of a general purpos e design encom

pas se.s the application span of most n1ilitary requiren1ents. This is 

sufficiently true to suggest significant econon1ic advantage for using the 

support and development investment of commercial models, especially 

of their software. 

The iITIpetus for the development of what are now considered 

large and Inediun1 scale con1puters in miniaturized versions comes not 

only from the military applications for the ground mobile environment, 

but also fron1 avionics and space applications. The basic limitation, as 

far as n1iniaturization is concerned, is not technological development; 

rather it is due to human and mechanical lirnitations (e. g., control panels J 

n1anual input devices, and display). 

It is therefore concluded that con1puting power and the degree 

of miniaturization for con1puters will be largely sufficient for MTACC for 

the 1975-1985 tin1c period. Many instances could be cited where it is 

important to introduce equiprnent whose characteristics and capabilities 

appear beyond the cost versus perforITIance curve; where it D1ay be iD1-

portant to purchas e twice the capability at ten tiD1es the cost, as in cas es 

of D1ilitary necessity for exarnple. However, cOD1puters do not appear In 

general to be in this category as far as the MTACC applications are 

concerned. 
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Appendix A lists detailed specifications for two computers 

currently in the process of final development. These Litton and Autonetics 

cornputers are realizable in the field in an off-the-shelf basis by 1970. The 

analysis of rnachincs of this type presents a basis for extrapolation to the 

MTACC time period. The following paragraphs in this section discuss the 

capabilities of the two representative computers and lists the desired in

struction repertoire characteristics for the MTACC system. Following 

this material is a description of the projected capability in computer 

technology. 

3. 1. 3 Definitions 

To provide a basis for discussion, it is helpful to review a 

number of computer organizational concepts. The organization of a com

puter is typically composed of five basic functional elements: 

1) Input - that portion devoted to bringing data in from 
exte rnal sources 

2) Output - that portion devoted to s ending data out of 
the cornpute r 

3) Arithrnetic - that portion devoted to the logical 
manipulation of data 

4) Memory - that portion devoted to storing data and 
programs 

5) Control - that portion devoted to control of the flow of 
data an-long 1), 2), 3), and 4). 

Often the above elements share coalmon hardware and will 

vary in the degree of interrelationships from one organization to another. 

Functionally, however, they are distinct and can be considered independ

ently when discussing organization. Varying the capabilities of any or all 

of the functional elements is possible, which results in computer organi

zations of widely divergent capabilities. 
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The n1.ost common division of cOn1.puter functional elen1.ents is 

to consider the arithn1.etic and control unit as one basic n1.odule. This will 

be referred to as the central processing unit (CPU), or sin1.ply as a 

pro c e s s 0 r ~:c • 

A processor rnay also have associated input/output capability. 

Thus the tern1. "processor" is sOn1.etin1.es used to n1.ean a "con1.puter without 

n1.e n1.0 ry. " 

~:~Unfortunately, this tern1. n1.ay be confused with any nUn1.ber of other types 
of processors, including cOn1.puter progran1. processors (e. g., language 
processor, I/O processor, etc.). 
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3.2 INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRES 

The list of the basic operations which may be specified by the 

progran1n1er for the con1puter to execute is referred to as the instruction 

repertoire. The progranlIner who uses the basic commands of the com

pute r is s aid to be prog raInnling in machine language. An important trend, 

however, is the use of compiler languages which allow the programmer to 

present his problem to the computer by means of a compiler program. The 

conlpiler program translates his problenl statement to machine language. 

This method of programming is generally easier, since it does not require 

the programmer to possess an intimate knowledge (perhaps none at all) of 

the individual computer instruction characteristics. 

The in struction repe rtoire may be optimized according to 

various criteria. A discussion of several of these follow: 

3. 2. 1 Progran1ming Eas e 

Since one of the highest cost items in a cOO'1puter system is 

progranlming, this is an important criteria. Two factors in the MTACC 

environment trend are to make it less crucial, however: 

3.2.2 

I) The trend toward use of cOlnpiler languages tends to 
insulate the programmer somewhat from machine 
language concerns. 

2) The bulk of ope rations progranls will be preprog rammed 
before use in the field, and will be incorporated as a 
fixed part of the computing system. This suggests that a 
greater emphasis should be placed on performance 
rather than programming ease. This enlphasis would 
be reversed if the primary activity of the computer 
involved the running of nOI1- recurring job programs, 
as would be expected at a comnle rcial computer 
ins tallation. 

Pe rformance 

The design of an instruction repertoire may be optimized to 

permit maximum performance of the object program. Efforts to achieve 

!/" 
..;..c.-"'~ ... "' 

I 
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Inaximum performance with a relatively small number of basic operations 

have featured the developlnent of stored logic microprogrammed computers. 

Thes e compute rs tend, howeve r, to be n1.ore difficult to program. 

3. 2. 3 Compatibility Cons ide rations 

Machine language con1patibility is an important advantage in 

preserving software investments. Whether standards for instruction 

repertoires exist in this time period is not clear. Although there is a 

distinct possibility that a large degree of industry-wide compatibility will 

exist with regard to instruction repertoires, the more important level of 

compatibility will exist on the compile r language level. 

3.2.4 Cost 

Cost is an important factor for all decisions. However, in the 

context of the overall computer systelTI, the internal logic is: -not a large 

cost item cOlTIpared with lTIemory and peripheral considerations. 
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Variations in the method of counting instructions may tend to 

obscure the true nature of the instruction repertoire mix. A few examples 

are given to follow to illustrate this difficulty. 

For SOHle computers the instructions, Branch less than, Branch 

greater than, Branch if equal, or Branch if not equal, would be counted as 

four instructions. For others, a single branch instruction with a conditional 

modifier specified in the instruction word would provide the saIne functions. 

Comparative analyses of order codes among candidate com

puters are difficult to evaluate and are easily subject to misinterpretation. 

The r;unl.ber of instructions is a poor indication of computer instruction 

repertoire effectiveness since the rnethod of counting instructions is vari

able. The use of nl.odifiers in the instruction word lend confusion to what 

an instruction is and what is simply a variation of an instruction. The 

theoretical maxirnunl. number of instructions is 2n, where n is the number 

of bits in the instruction repetoire field. However, if variations of ad

dressing branch options, shift parameters and specifiers of working 

registers are also included, n may be extended to include the entire instruc

tion field. In this way, extravagant claims of thousands of instructions 

(combinations) aris e. 

3. 3. 1 Systenl./360 Example 

The IBM Systenl./ 360, which will soon become the standard of 

the industry, has an instruction repertoire of only four I/O "instructions." 

However, in addition to this, channel logic provides six additional "com

nl.ands." The I/O devices, in turn, react to control conlmunication infor

mation called "orders." These orders are I/O device peculiar and are 

highly diverse. Thus in the area of I/O, a hierarchy composed of instruc

tions, commands, and orders constitute a highly structured set of control 

which is hardly reflected by the lite ral nume ration of instruction types. 
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Factors which effect the luachine efficiency are highly depend

ent on the organization of the internal registers. The nature, number and 

organization of accun1.ulators, prog ram counters J index registe rs, addres s

ing registers, and input-output registers dctcrnlinc to a large degree the 

instruction repertoire structure. In the area of machine organization, the 

use of general n1.ultipurpos e registe rs is noteworthy. A des cription of 

multipurpose registers is contained in Appendix B. 
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: CHARACTERISTICS OF TACTICAL COMMAND AND CONTROL 
INSTRUCTION REPERTOIRES (ORDER CODES) 

The c on1putation cha racte ris tic s of tactical corrunand control 

encom.passes a large span of applications which correspond to typical 

scientific and business data processing cOlTIputing. The typical, reper

toire of the general purpose cOlTIputer is largely adequate. Several COlTI

puter n1anufacturers m.ake no distinctions between cOlTIm.ercial and m.ilitary 

cOlTIputer instruction codes. This approach provides com.patibility with 

previously written progran1s. Therefore, existing software inventories 

m.ay be used. However, those lTIanufacturers who design special reper

toires provide a few powerful con1lTIands which give special recognition to 

applications. 

For the tactical cOlTIn1and control problem., the com.puting task 

requirelnent should be categorized according to broad functional charac

teristic categories, rather than by the usual categories of fire support, 

logistics 1 personnel, operations, etc. The following are noteworthy 

characteristics of the computing requirem.ents: 

Date Managem.ent 

Inform.ation retrieval 

Mes sage handling 

I/O and interrupt oriented executive functions 

For this type of processing the instruction repertoire should 

feature the following: 

Bit, byte, va riable field m.anipulation 

Table searching capabilities 

Flexible addressing (c. g., literal, direct, indirect, content) 

Forn1at conversion com.m.ands 

A strong set of logical com.m.ands 

Provis ion for efficient inte rrupt handling 
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An important trend in real-time systems is the use of interrupt 

n1.ethods for data input. A characteristic of such systems is the require

ment that input/output de111ands be serviced rapidly. In particular, a 

sensitive and t~rnely response to comn1.and/control infprmation input by 

hUl11.an or electronic intervention is needed. In some cases, the computers 

must respond to reconfiguration commands and alter the priority of opera

tions in real-time. 

For MTACC, the interrupt technique will be very important. 

The importance of servicing exte rnal devices before pos sible los s 'of data 

suggests that interrupt control assurnes a prominent position in processing 

priority. Viewed in this way, the aggregate of interrupt processors con

stitutes a high (perhaps preeminent) level of executive control. By means 

of the interrupt technique, events external to the computer are registered 

in the con1.puter progralTI and the computer is able to respond to new situ

ations in a predetern1ined and appropriate manner. 

The interrupt feature consists of the ability to impose a hard

'-.vare signal into the computing sequence in order to initiate a required 

action. The interrupt signal will ordinarily cause a branching of control 

to an interrupt routine. After the interrupt routine is completed, control 

is usually reverted to the sequence which was suspended. 

Typically, the interrupt signals that data is ready for input 

into computer memory. It may also, however, simply signal an external 

event. Another usc of the interrupt is to signal the end of a previously 

initiated data transfer. In S0111e cases, this notification of a cOl11.pleted 

transfer triggers a new transfer. The interrupt is also used to indicate 

malfunctions (e. g., power failure, parity error, etc.) Interrupt signals 

should be identifiable, both as to the interrupt source (which device), and 

as to the reason for the interrupt. 
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In a multicornputer system, the ability for one processor to 

interrupt the other processor(s) is a desirable, if not necessary, charac

teristic. One of the 1110st significant tasks involves the updating of cotntnon 

data bases to nlaintain currency. An important consideration in this con

nection is the extent to which data input is to be duplicated. 

Interrupts will ordinarily cause interrupted routines (that is, 

the routine that was operating is interrupted). This may result in a re

entrant condition. If the routine is re- entered prior to completion, pre

viously conlputed interilTI results (usually in temporary storage)· may be 

destroyed. This problern has been solved in a number of ways, 

usually by the individual user progranlnler. However, standard re-entrant 

proc.edures should be adopted and an easily specified tnethod provided as 

a fUl1ctiDn of systern support. 

When various equipments are competing for attention, prob

len1s of priority results. These priorities relate not only to I/O require

nlents but to the computations presently underway. In some systems, 

interrupt signals may be selectively enabled or inhibited under program 

control. This feature provides flexibility in providing for an ope rational 

sequence based on a priority logic which may be either preset or dynam

icallyalterable. 
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3. 7 PROJEC TED CAPABILITY 

The advances in con1puter technology have been steady and 

in1pres si ve, exceeding expectations and fanciful predictions. However, as 

one surveys the technical literature circa 1950-1960, he must conclude 

that n1any of the exciting developn1ents which were "just around, the corner, II 

still are. It is instructive to notice which areas of development have ex

ceeded expectations and those which have proved disappointing. 

The most irnpressive gains have been rnade in the area of 

increased speed, and we are currently in the stage of cornputer develop

ment where the convenient unit of measurement is shifting from rnicro

second to nanosecond. Impressive also, have been the trend curves 

reflecting a sharply decreasing cost per cornputation. 

Virtually all con1ponents of computing systerns have shared in 

thes e trends; however, the rates of irnprovement are not uniforrn. For 

example, speed advantages in the last 20 years range from one order of 

rnagnitude to six orders of n1agnitude in the following catego.ries:,.. / .:' .... ,I 

1 ) 

2) 

3) 

;' ;: I'.' ~ Ii V ,,;:~ r',' : ,~:,' ?,:~) ,I, :;'::~~ : ~ ,~,' >~:/:~::"~)~/ ~ " ::'; ,~,: 
Internal con1puter logic (6 orders of magnitude) '-:-.','/' ?):, . I~' _ I 

/J/lL -o/;,u/'.:.,_' .' 
Serial n1enlory devices (5 orders of rnagnitude) 

Printers (1 and 2 orders .of rnagnitude) 15' l.,;: 1/ 
I 

,: ,~) ", "');' 

In general, input/output and internal con1.n1.unications has not 

kept pace with the advances in internal processing capability. Electro

mechanical input/output devices are not advancing in speed or decreasing 

in size as fast as n1emory and internal logic elernents. 
~--Other limitations ... -. ( 

i ,J,... 

Inas - ('.) ;.(::' , I,., 

"',"< / 

n1uch as no ilnn1inent breakthrough in these areas is likely to reverse this :t .. ;, '.-t}'" 

include interconnection techniques and cornmunications capability. 

./) td ,'" 

trend, it 111USt be concluded that the MT ACe requirements in 1975- 1985 "", 

will not be II con1.pute r-liluite'd. It It is evident that the challenge of future 

irnproveluent for computer systems is not in the area of increased speed, 

but rather in the area of cornputer organization, cornputer system organi

zation, and the developrnent of effective methods of channeling prograrn

ming efforts. System organization innovations rnay have a profound effect 

'( 
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on future systems capability. These renlarks are not intended to belittle 

the contribution of increased speed, since n1any instances can be cited 

\vhere, in a stroke, the doubling of a computer's speed has obviated the 

need for painstaking progral'llTling efforts at optimization. However I the 

projection of speed imprOVeIl1Cnts and cost reductions may be made with 

as s uranc e, and ext ra polate d with mo re exactne s s than can pred'ictions for 

greatly improved system organization or breakthroughs in programming 

techniques. 

In the area of hardware capabilities, in particular, in the 

areas of internal ITlachine logic cOITlponents and memories, a straight

forward extrapolation of current trends is likely to yield a meaningful 

proj~ction. The base of extrapolation can be used ,as a guide to indicate 

which areas of development should receive the greatest emphasis. Viewed 

from this standpoint, the irnportant topics of cOITlputer technology for 

MTACC are those dealing with organizational aspects of computers and 

C0r11puter systerns, and their effective use rather than those which relate 

to what might be termed the raw computing power (which will almost 

certainly be adequate for the anticipated application). 

A concensus of current predictions with respect to computer 

capabilities indicate the likelihood of an order of luagnitude increase in 

speed in con1puter speeds, and an order of magnitude decrease in size 

and cost. Assuming that this trend is correct, a machine with the follow

ing characteristics could be postulated for the 1.975-1985 ground mobile 

environment as shown in Table 3- 1. 
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Physical Characteristics 

VolulTIe 

Weight 

Power ConsulTIption 

Packaging 

Word Length 

Speed 

Memory 

Addres sing Modes 

1 cu. ft. 

30 lb. 

100 w 

Field Cas e with Integrated 
Control Panel 

Variable Multiples of 8 bits 

Cycle 100 nsec 

Add 200 ns ec 

Multiply 2 tLs ec 

Transfer 100 nsec 

Internal- 2 lTIodules of 8192 words each 

Other Memory Modules 

S c ratchpad - 256 words of 32 bit lTIelTI. 
20 nanoseconds 

Associative MelTIory Module - 4096 32 bit 
words, 16 search criteria 

50 nanosecond cycle, 2 ~sec 
search 

Read-Only MelTIory - 2048 word lTIodules 
10 nanos econd 

Direct, Indirect, Lite ral, Content 
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MTACC COMPUTER SYSTEMS CONSIDERATIONS 

MULTIPROCESSING 

Multiprocessors and multicomputer systems, because of their 

inherent redundancy and flexibility, offer many advantages for tactical 

command control systems such as MT ACC, particularly at the high 

command levels. Among the most important of these that relate to 

MTACC design are: 

1) Reliability 

2) Availability 

3) Survivability 

4) Evolutionary system growth 

5) Independent tasks can be factored or processe"d 
separately 

6) Simplified maintenance 

7) Reduced costs 

The diverse nature of command control systems causes them 

to be quite amenable to use of such systems. The changing pattern of 

the data processing load related to the threat or the military situation is 

especially suitable for multicomputer approaches. 

MTACC design, it is anticipated, will be heavily influenced 

by lTIulticonlputing considerations. The most important of these is the 

reliability which can be achieved through the module redundancy rather 

than total system redundancy. Improved performance is obtained by the 

automatic scheduling and sharing of peripheral equipment among the 

processing units. A significant advantage is obtained in cases of command 

post displacements in a multicomputer design, since it is then possible to 

di vide the proce s sing capability according to tactical exigencie s. 
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The use of multico111puters is consistent with a modular 

C0111puter organization which would also feature input/ output modularity 

and modular 111elnorics. The salient advantage of a modular computer 

organization is the capability for system expansion or contraction to meet 

requirements of different sized applications for various size ta'sk forces. 

4. 1. 2 Multicornputers, Multiprocessing, and Multiprogramming 

Recent developments in computer organizations which feature 

parallelism in various forms have given rise to a number of terms which 

are easily confused. A difference exists between computers and processors 

which determines the difference between multicomputers and multi

proces~ors. Thus, a multicomputing system contains two or more 

computers, multiprocessing indicates the use of two or ITIore processors 

in the same system. The terms are often used interchangeably. One 

distinction is that a multiprocessing system features processors which 

have one or more shared memory. The reasoning for this distinction is 

somewhat obscure but may be traced to the fact that a processor without 

any ITIClTIOry would be largely useless. If it has only local (private) 

ITIeITIory, then it might more properly be referred to as a computer. 

Therefore, the rationale for the separate term "multiprocessing" is based 

on the need to describe those systems which have shared ITIeITIory. ~~ 

An iITIplied characteristic of ITIulticomputer systeITIs and ITIulti

proces sing is that the computing elements are capable of parallel operation 

upon a shared task. Thus, simply duplexing for reliability (as in SAGE) 

and computers operating on separate tasks (even though co-located) do not 

qualify under the definition. 

~:~It is recognized that the definitions presented are arbitrary. Another 

usage of the term "ITIultiprocessing" is for systems which use multi.., 

computers and use ITIultiprogramming techniques for the solution of 

common tasks. 
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Multiprogramming is the process of using one computer for 

different processing tasks on a time-shared basis. Time sharing is a 

special case of multiprogramming wherein the several jobs being run 

concurrently arc originated by different users. It is getting a great deal 

of attention, especially alTIong scientific users who wish to have ITlany 

problem solvers using the machine simultaneously. Although there is no 

requirement that rnultiprocessing and multiprogramming exist in the 

same system (nor is one a subset of the other), they are often utilized in 

the SalTIe system to good effect. The advantages of multiprogramming are 

enhanced in a multiprocessor system because of the parallel processing 

capability afforded. 

4. 1. 3 Load Sharing 

The problem of optimum allocation of tasks to processors, 

and optimum sequencing of tasks within individual processors is greatly 

simplified, if the length of computer tasks may b~ clearly anticipated. 

Unfortunately, this is usually not the case. Tasks are not always divided 

between processors so. as to equalize the load. 

Even in cases in which tasks are of fixed and predictable' dura

tion, the occurrence of external events, {e. g., input request interrupts, 

receipt of conunand informat~on, etc.} lTIay cause computing load imbal

ance, and possibly enforced idle time. This problem may become partic

ularly serious if the output of one processor is required by another 

processor for perforlTIance of a subsequent task. 

In systems for which the processors interrelate to a high 

degree in the performance of common tasks, intermediate results are 

often passed between the processors. Frequently, one machine must 

be idle while waiting for needed data. 

One approach to this probleITl involves periodic monitoring 

of the program progress in each processor. For this scheme, processors 
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signal each other reporting status information, and make periodic decisions 

\vhether to cause a shift of functions from one computer to another. The 

logic for such decisions is not necessarily trivial and that such a moni

toring schelne, if Inade too complex, becomes so cumbersome as to 

negate the advantages of load redistribution. In general, the pre-empting 

of one processor from continuation of its assigned tasks to acconunodate 

higher priority tasks should be minimized. 

A preferable treatment of load sharing may be obtained with 

the use of common function lists. With this approach, the processors are 

able to schedule thelnselves by selecting tasks from a common task list 

loca.ted in each con1puter or in a shared memory. If a shared memory is 

not used, a requirement is ilnposed that the computers notify each other 

upon the selection of each new task to avoid duplicate assignment on an 

availability basis. This scheme introduces a self-organizing character

istic to the system, but is subject to precedence limitations. 

4. 1. 3. 1 The D- 825 System Example. One example of load sharing 

is the Burroughs D-825 systeln. The D-825 is a military system oriented 

toward the command/ control problem. Its Inodular design allows a 

building block approach to applications de sign. 

All memory is totally shared between all processors in this 

system; therefore, programs or program segments may be shifted about 

from processor to processor with ease. Also, since programs need not 

be associated with any particular processor in logical step of thinking of 

programs controlling processors instead of processors executing programs 

was Inadc. The result of this concept is an executive routine that is 

executed by each processor when its services are needed for obtaining 

a new job. This program is called Automatic Operating and Scheduling 

Program (AOSP). 
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The AOSP maintains a job file for all programs currently in 

the system. When a processor seeks a new assignment, it runs the AOSP 

and if it is assigned to the program, it transfers the program frolTI the 

lnain lTIenlory to its own lnemory. If the program is interrupted for any 

reason, the processor transfers it back to the main memory suitably 

revised to take account of the work done to that tilTIe by the processor. 

The AOSP may also divide a single program between several 

processors since program branches may be specified by programmers. 

In this way, simultaneous parallel solution of the separate segments can 

be achieve d. 

The executive routine used with this multi- computing system 

\vas developed to provide an automatic control framework for efficiently 

and effectively running multi-path, parallel, real-time programs. When 

a process'or seeks a new assignment because it has completed a progralTI 

or has been interrupted, it runs the executive routine. If it is assigned 

to that program it transfers the image of the progralTI from the main 

rnelTIory to its own thin film registers. If this program is again interrupted 

the processor transfers the program, revised to the new status, back to 

the executive routine to be drawn out again as another processor becomes 

available. Thus, programs or program segrnents are shifted about frorn 

processor to processor to perrnit direct response to the various interrupts 

in the systern. Prograrns are never associated directly with any individual 

processor. Moreover, processors need not even be aware that they are 

picking up a partially completed job. 

4. 1. 4 Programlning 

Multi-cornputer systerns are probably not significantly rnore 

difficult to prograrn than other systerns. The prirnary cornplexities 

irnposed by reason of the rnulti-computing aspects of the system are those 

of scheduling and load sharing as discussed in the previous section. To a 
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large extent, executive control for any system deals mainly with consider

ations which are independent of whether the system is a multi- computer 

systen1 or not. Executive control in a multi-computer system involves 

different kinds of complexities (not necessarily more) than for a single 

'lmit proces sing system. 

Design of control programs for lTIulti-computers is' a pre

eminent consideration, nonetheless, and lTIuch attention should be devoted 

to this problem. The preparation of the executive programs is a one 

tin1c expense which pays dividends in the system support afforded. The 

control programs provide the framework within which the operations 

programs are executed. If properly designed, the system user program

Hler may be relieved of lTIuch of the concern about the details of the system 

opel"ation. In general, the user programmer should not have to be Wlduly 

aware ~f the multi-computer aspect of the system. The progranuner 

should be provided with the necessary tools to specify parallelism without 

the necessity of being concerned with assignment of individual processors 

to the ta sks. 

4. 1. 5 Executive Control for Multicomputer Systems 

Executive control philosophy has been described as a recogni

tion of the systelTI'S tasks in order of system priority; distributing then1 

an10ng the systern's COITlputers; and then controlling them in the individual 

cOlnputers of the systelTI by an executive routine within each computer. The 

design lTIay becolne more difficult. To the extent that task allocation be

tween con1.puters, coordination and tilTIing synchronization considerations 

add to the executive overhead. 

There are several kinds of executive control, and within each 

executive program is usually a hierarchy of control to provide supervisory, 

scheduling, monitoring, and peripheral control. In addition, as was 

pointed out earlier, the aggregate of external interrupt signals together 

with the awaiting interrupt routine logic constitutes another form of 

executive control which is able to superimpose environmental c:onditions 

and occurrences into the system operation. 
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Several basic concepts of executive control are characteristic 

in current multi-colTIputer systems. Some of these are: 

1) Master-Slave Control - This is typical in systems with 
centralized control. This has the advantage of flexibility 
in the assignment to the various subprocessors. 

2) Reciprocal Control - This type of control prevails in 
systelTIS wherein both (or several) computers all have 
equal control capability, but at anyone time only one 
processor is in charge. 

3) Autonornous Control - This type of control may be appro
priate for systClTIS which divide tasks largely by function 
(e. g., one for I/O and one for processing). The executive 
progralTIS n1.ay be relatively independent and interrelate 
only occasionally. 

4) Shared Control - The shared task concept was discussed 
in a previous section. Here, as in the reciprocal control 
concept, the processors have equal executive control 
capability; but no one computer is in absolute control, 
and the executive concept is one of self- servicing in 
respect to task selection. 

There has been relatively little done in terms of formal or 

rigorous inve stigation of progralTI control of multi- cOlTIputer systems. 

This subject is a challenging one, deserving much design consideration; 

preferably, early in the developlTIent of the total system design. 

Unfortunately, determination of executive philosophy is usually 

derived after other system elements are determined and is, therefore, 

largely a pragmatic consideration, an after-the-fact recognition of the 

system structure. 

The full and complete optilTIization of all units of a multi

cOlTIputer system is a lTIulti- queue and scheduling problelTI of great pro

portions. However, much can be implemented by the executive control 

program to improve the overall efficiency of the system. Although the 

executive control program cannot yet be expected to optimize the system 
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according to a con"lplex mathematical formula, it can nevertheless accom

plish considerable system optimization. It can also provide the very first 

and important step in the research and development process which must 

take place to allow full use of multi- computer systems. 
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Memory organization and utilization is one of the most signifi

cant considerations in the design of computer systems. It is a particularly 

iIYlportant aspect of MTACC computer design due to the wide range of 

memory requirements anticipated for the system. The internal memory 

of a typical stored program computer performs in the following roles: 

1) program storage 

2) 

3) 

4) 

data storage 

processing and control registers 

calculational scratch pad ".:,,' 

Main memory capacity is related to the size of all programs 

which must be executed cyclicly or upon demand, and to the amount of data 

which must be held in random acces s, ready reference form. 

An important aspect of internal memory is its modularity, 

that is, the ease of adding increments of memory. Modules with capacities 

as low as 4000 words permit ease of tailoring memory to application re

quirements. There is an important trend toward use of shared memories 

between processors. The shared memory eliminates the need for exten

sive transfer of data between computers in a multicomputer system. It is 

important to notice that a large memory may be physically one and logically 

many, or vice-vcr sa, depending on the system design. An important ad

vantage of physically distinct memory modules is that they can be separ

ately accessed by different processors and/or I/O units simultaneously, 

thus increasing the effective speed of operation. One method of using this 

capability with a single processor calls for the storage of instructions 

(operators) in one memory module and data (operands) in another memory 

module. Access of data and instructions may then occur simultaneously, 

resulting in effective speed increases. This technique, called memory -"-'----------_ .... _ ....... . 

overlap"ping, is only effective for certain applications, however. _ . ...___------o.J. -~, ...... ~...,.,.., 
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The types and capabilities of n1emories for the MTACC era 

will be extremely diverse. The organization and use of memories with 

various speed characteristics and special capabilities present the system 

planner with many degrees of freedom. He must not only be aware of the 

various kinds of memory at his disposal, but must be ~lert to the special 

capabilities afforded by the combinative properties of hierarchies of 

melTIorie s. 

The trend to'ward use of lTIultiple melTIories of various speeds 

and capabilitie s n1ay be expected to continue. One could anticipate a system 

design encompassing a wide variety of such lTIemory types, each employed 

acco.rding to the special capacities afforded. Appendix C presents a dis

cussion'of memory hierarchies. Also included are the special topics of 

associative memories, read-only memories, and scratchpad melTIories. 
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The following subsections discus s modularity considerations 

for MTACC and introduce the "Family of Computers" concept. 

4. 3. 1 Modularity 

The concept of modularity is strongly interrelated with the 

subject of multiprocessing. Modularity is offered as the basic rationale 

for the use of multiproce ssing and it is therefore important to examine 

the various kinds and levels of modularity. 

4.3.1.1 Modularity Advantages. The development of standardized . 
modules of processing capability, memory capacity, and I/O capability 

provides a basis for a modularly expandable system. In general, the 

problem is one of assembling a mixture of computer capabilities and ca

pacities suitable for a wide range of problem types and/or a wide range of 

users. If the system is constructed from a common set of physical com

ponents, a number of important advantages are realized: 

1) The foremost advantage of modularity is to provide 
reliability and assure availability. The system MTBF 
is greatly increased by modularity and the concept of 
graceful degradation is provided. 

2) The individual systems constructed from the comrnon 
components rna y be optimized for the application, or 
the user. The compromises ordinarily required to ac
commodate a large span of applications or users may 
be alleviated. 

3) The capability for changing the computing capability 
in the field is provided. This capability is important 
for Inobility and in case of displacement where both 
expansion, contraction, or division of computing capa
bility may be necessary. 

4) The developrnent of a relatively small nurnber of 
module s which are interchangeable has an important 
effect in reducing the necessity for stocking large . 
varietie s of equipments. 
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5) SystelTI expansion is accommodated by an open-ended 
lTIodular design permitting unlimited growth capability. 

6) Economies are realized in the areas of maintenance 
and training. 

7) A modular approach is consistent with tactical deploy
n1ent concepts since it permits module reallocation, 
possibly within minutes. 

The use of modular components has important software rami

fications. A modular software design is also required and the program 

must be adaptable, and able to recognize increases or decreases in I/O 

equipment an.d memory capability and react accordingly. 

4.3 • .1.2 Levels of Modularity. Various levels of equipment modularity 

are currently recognized in tactical systems, ranging from the component 

level for repair replacement to small replaceable packages to functional 

subassemblies and subsystems. It is expected that for the MTACC era 

these levels of equipments modularity will tend to merge into fewer dis

tinct levels at a higher level of equipment package. In the field, repair 

will be minimized because of cost considerations due to the increasing 

complexity and miniaturization of equipment, the lowest level of modu

larity will thus tend toward the functional and subas sembly level. For 

computer systems, the modules for replacement could thus consist of 

processors, memory subsystems, I/O units, and special purpose modules, 

such as associative memories. 

The amount of stratification into a hierarchy of modularity 

levels, the degree of standardization of system building blocks and on

line interchangeability depends most heavily on the interface character

istics and whether the designs allow for plug-in connectors. The 

relatively low reliability of plug-in connectors suggests that their use be 

reserved for use between rather large units. These units would tend to 

be the smallest replaceable modules (replaceable by unskilled personnel). 

The use of common plug-in elements is important in the 

MTACC environment because it permits a reduction in the number of 
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spares and specialized test equipment which must be carried for a given 

complement of equipment and eases associated logistics problems. Ad

ditionally, it simplifies the training of maintenance personnel and the 

actual perforlnance of the maintenance function. 

4.3.1.3 System Reconfiguration. The foregoing sections have dis-

cussed the levels of modularity and suggested that one of the motivations 

for lTIodularity is to provide the capability to reconfigure and to expand, 

contract, or divide the processing capacity. An important consideration 

regarding reorganizational capability is the incorporation of alternate 

paths to peripheral equipment. 

An illustration of this capability is presented in Figure 4-1. 

In this diagram, the basic module s are: 

1) A basic computer module, consisting of a central 
proces sing unit (CPU) a single memory bank. 

2) Basic memory modules (M) which may be shared be
tween the computer s and are selectable (and de selectable) 
either by program control or external switch. 

3) Special modules which are here limited to associative 
memories, and content-addressable memories, but 
which could include other specialized capabilities as 
well. 

This diagram illustrates the division of a cOTIlputer system, 

(A), into two constituent systems, (B and C), either of which, for tactical 

reasons, could be transplaced. 

4.3. 2 The "Family of Computer" Concepts 

Computer manufacturers and users frequently refer to a par

ticular group of computers as a "faTIlily." The following discussion 

defines the family concept and examines the benefits accruing froTIl the 

family relationships. It also considers the relevance of these benefits 

to MTACC. 
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The "family of computers" idea has been proposed as a 

promising approach in military applications but has been implemented 

in1perfectly heretofore. The concept has considerable appeal among 

commercial manufacturers, since it provides a basis .for coverage of a 

complete product line. 

They are then able to offer a range of operating speeds and 

capabilities and provide user options for a variety of systems applications. 

The family of computer s approachi s an important de sign 

philosophy. As background for this concept, the following sections list 

family properties and contrast the family concept and the "unit computer" 

concept., 

4.3.2.1 Farnily Properties. The family designation is usually reserved 

for the case where two or more computer s of different size or capability 

are offered by a manufacturer or applied by the same user. Although suc

cessive generations of one computer may be so described, typically, the 

menlbers of the family co-exist and may be chosen on the basis of their 

suitability for selected tasks. It is the exhibition of similar characteristics 

by the different sized member s which distinguishes the fanlily concept. 

An in1portant feature of new computer families is the close 

interrelation between the equipnlents (hardware) and the operating systems 

progranis (software). Control programs are designed to complement the 

particular equiprnent configuration for each system. The supervisory 

programs and the equipment appear to the user progranlmer as an inte

grated structure. Compatibility, therefore, is maintained at the user 

level, although mechanizations of the individual computer may differ 

widely. 

Although this approach offers many advantages for the typical 

computer installations, a wide selection of computing family members 

for MTACC is not indicated. 
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4.3.2.1.1 Program Compatibility. A valuable fatnily characteristic is 

that of program compatibility, that is, the ability to run programs written 

for one 111ember on another member without Inodification. Program com

patibility IS itnportant because it: 

1) simplifies the training of programmers, 

2) reduces program development costs, and 

3) pcrmits systcm growth without the necessity to replace 
correctly operating programs. 

If both upwards and downwards compatibility are not achieved 

in the design of the iaInily, the third factor requires only upV(ards com

pati~ility while the second requires both. Although all programs could be 

written tor the smalle st member of the family and take advantage of up

wards conlpatibility, such an approach would not realize the full capability 

of the larger members. Effective progratn compatibility can be achieved 

with varying degrees of efficiency and desirability at the following levels: 

1) symbolic language (compiler level) 

2) machine language (instruction level) 

3) by microprogrammed sequences. 

4. 3. 2. 1. 2 Symbolic Language. In the first level, compatibility results 

from the specification of a common symbolic language for use in all pro

graIn preparation, regardless of which computer may actually run the 

program. The individual computers of the family need not be identical 

at the tnachine language level but each must be equipped with a compiler 

program to generate its own machine language version of the symbolically 

stated program. Although compilers traditionally produce less efficient 

object programs than manual coding, the advantages of a common, appli

cation oriented, symbolic language may dictate its use in any case. Pro

gramming compatibility at a symbolic level would provide the three 

benefits, requiring that only systems programmers and maintenance per

sonnel be familiar with the various machine language instruction repertoires. 
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4.3.2.1.3 Machine Language. Compatibility at the machine language or 

instruction level implies a strong logical similarity between members of 

thf.' family. Logical functions ri,IY, however, be implemented with dif

fl..!r~nt electronic "building blocks" and instruction execution times may 

vary from ITlcITlber to member. If upwards and downwards compatibility 

is required, there rnust be a one to one correspondence between instruc

tion set features. Great care must be exercised during machine design 

to ensure that difference s in implementation do not introduce subtle (but 

disastrous) differences in instruction effect. Where upwards compatibility 

accomplishes the desired purposes, the instruction repertoires of the 

smaller members may be subsets of the progressively larger members. 

Complete instruction set compatibility provides the three 

benefits stated above, permits the development of universal system soft

ware, and simplifies training of maintenance personnel. Adherence to a 

doctrine of machine language compatibility, however, does have the ad-

ver se effect of inhibiting the introduction of new technique sand technologie s 

during the subsequent de sign of replacement machine s or additional mem

bers. That is, second generation machines may be less efficient because 

of the necessity to accommodate a previously established word length and 

instruction repertoire (with all of the implied logic structure) while at the 

same time introducing newer, more desirable features which cannot take 

advantage of that hardware required for compatibility. 

4.3.2. 1.4 Microprogrammed Sequences. The stored logic or micro

programmed technique of cornputer dOe sign offer s a third approach to 

achieving program compatibility in a family of computers. One of the 

principal characteristics of microprogrammed computers is the basic 

nature of the micro-operations and, in some cases, the freedom to assign 

processing functions to a number of general registers. These attributes 

facilitate "interpretive mode" operation, permitting microprogranuned 

computer s to simulate (or emulate) a given instruction repertoire with 

considerably more efficiency than would be the case with a "conventional" 
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cOlTIputer. The benefits of progralTI cOlTIpatibility at an instruction set 

level can thus be achieved by equipping a microprogralTIlTIed cOlTIputer (or 

a family of microprogralTIlTIed computers) with appropriate sequences of 

lnicro-orders to pcrforlTI equivalent operations for each instruction in the 

set. 

4. 3. 2. 1. 5 Input I Output Compatibility. Like programming cOlTIpatibility. 

the ability to control and communicate with a common group of input/ 

output devices is an important characteristic of a computer family. It 

is not essential that the individual computers have identical I/O instructions 

but the circuit properties and logic of the interface must agree if all 

lTIelTIbers are to use the COm.n1.on devices. 

110 compatibility is a neces sary condition to the use of several 

different members ina multi-computer configuration with variable or 

shared peripheral responsibilities and with inter- computer cOlTImunication 

requirements. A considerable emphasis on 110 cOlTIpatibility stems from 

the relatively high cost of designing and installing special purpose adapters 

and equipment interface. Also, it is generally true that system growth 

involves the substitution of a faster, more capable processor along with 

the addition of more I/O interconnections. That is, there is usually the 

requirement for the new processor to continue to function with the existing 

110 channels. One can envision an evolutionary type of growth, however, 

in which a next generation processor is equipped with a nUlTIber of improved. 

higher speed I/O channels in addition to the ,normal complelTIent of 

II standard II channel s. 

In modern computer systems with memory buffered I/O fea

tures, I/O compatibility among family members also ilTIplies similarities 

in lTIethods of melTIory communication. In particular, if two or more 

processors are to share common external memory modules with assigned 

I/O channels, standardized memory communication is required. 
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An additional memory related aspect of 110 compatibility is 

the recognition that in order to make efficient use of memory for data 

storage, memory word length should be equal to the 110 channel width 

or a simple lnultiple thereof. This integer relationship eliminates pro

gram steps and avoids compromising 110 transfer rates because of the 

need for programmed formatting. 

4. 3. 2. 2 The Falui! y Concept vs. The Unit Computer Concept. The 

conc ept of the "unit computer" is implemented in the NTDS. This concept 

is based on the selection of a basic computer module designed as a fit for 

the smaller applications. For larger applications, multiples· of the unit 

cOlnputer are used. The essential idea here is the use of identical modules. 

This is- the basic philosophy for the Autonetics computers described in 

Appendix A. 

The family concepts described in the foregoing section antici

pate a gradation of capability from one computer to the next member in 

the family. This concept is shown in the design of the IBM System/360 

and in the Litton faluily. The ratio for the Litton machines is approxi

Inately 2:1. Complete coverage of the product line is strongly motivated 

by sales considerations; and therefore, it is probable that a finer gradation 

of family members is designed than would be dictated by economical 

considerations only. It is therefore likely that if the family of computer 

concept is adopted (as opposed to the unit computer concept), the gradation 

could be more gros s. For Marine uses, this suggests a maximwn of two 

computer capabilities with a ratio of from 3:1 to 6:1 between the family 

members. i 

Although both concepts are candidate, the distinction between 

the two is relatively minor. 
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4. 3. 2. 3 Intcrscrvicc COlupatibility. Thcre is an extensive interchange 

of data among the servicc s. The need for input of supporting data between 

scrvices nceded for carrying out operational tasks ana for updating common 

files provides a strong luotivation for commonality of equipments. The 

family of COluputers concept is strongly reinforced by the economics of 

equipment commonality and it may be anticipated that a common services 

computer family will be well established in the MTACC era. This is highly 

conjectural, since it depends on political as well as technological and 

economic considerations. However, it should be recognized that compati

bility with equipment of the other services may be as important as 

compatibility with equipments especially designed for the Marines. More

over, compatibility with widely available commercial equipments may be . 
as important as compatibility with military equipment. 

4. 3. 2. 4 Relevance to MTACC. To simplify programmer training, 

minimize pro graIn development costs, and facilitate system growth, some 

form of program compatibility should be achieved. While it is fairly 

certain that a common symbolic language should be adopted, the necessity 

of machine instruction level compatibility is not so obvious. The important 

compatibility consideration is that the members of the family are able to 

execute the s an1e set of instructions and produce identical results. 

The practical requirement for evolutionary change in any 
f 

installation of equipment places relatively more importance on 1/0 

compatibility. The expectation of multicomputer configurations further 

underlines this emphasis. Also, the anticipated pattern of system growth, 

in which a new luore powerful processor must work with previously 

installed Ilo equipments, requires careful attention to this family charac

teristic. 

4. 3. 3 Organizational Conclusions 

Organizational considerations involve interaction of processors 

with each other (multiprocessing), with memories, and with peripheral 

equipment. A nUITlber of conclusions in each of these areas follow: 
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Multiprocessing 

Memories 

1) The capability for parallel processing should be provided 
in the form of multipl"ocessors. The processors should 
have the capability to a ttach additional memorie s and to 
signal other processors and exchange status information. 

2) Shared storage among processors is a desirable feature 
and ITlay also be required for standby and backup purposes 
in order that the standby progralTIs and the essential data 
base may be quickly obtained. 

3) Processors should have private (local) ITlemories but 
should also have the capability to form memory expansion 
by the incremental addition of memory lTIodules. There 
should also be provisions that memory modules may be 
shared to obviate the need for bulk data transrrUssion 
between processors. 

4) There should be provisions for inter-processor comlTIuni
cation for transfer of status inforlTIation and to provide 
inter-processor health checking. 

l) A lTIemory hierarchy of at least three levels is required. 

a) Fast scratchpad memory 

b) Fast ITleITlory 

c) Bulk memory 

Provision should be made to allow shared memories. 
However, each processor is expected to have at least 
one module of local (private) memory. 

2) In addition, specialized memory devices may be used· 
in the memory hierarchy. 

a} Content - addressable associative lTIemories. 
Slnall rnodule s in the general size of 1024- 4096 
may be used in conjunction with mass memory 
devices for such application areas as information 
retrieval and radar correlation. 

b) Read only memories of two types: 

(1) Large ROM for storage of programs and 
bulk data which is not subject to change. 
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(2) Small ROM for specialized uses such as: 

o Storage of table s 

g Function generators 

g Code conversion 

g Interrupt proces sing registers 

G Storage of executive routines 

The perforlTIance characteristic lTIay be fast read, 
slow \vrite, rather than read only. For such 
designs it lTIay be useful, for security purposes, 
to establish a class of privileged instructions with 
the write capability. 

3) Scratchpads. Used to bridge the gap between logic 
speed and main lTIelTIory speed and as pseudo-working 
registers, and for storage of important and frequently 
us ed paran'1eter s. 

Consideration should be given to the possibility of sharing 
the special n'1elTIory devices among processors - both 
froln the standpoint of economics (improved hardware 
use) and frolTI the standpoint of ilnproved capability 
(eo g., decreased need for interprocessor cOITllTIunication, 
COlTImon functions lTIade available to each process or, 
etc. ). 

4) Peripheral and 1/0. The cOlTIputers should be highly 
interrupt oriented to provide a flexible and self-adaptive 
aspect to the systeln. The topology of comlTIunication 
should feature alternate paths to peripheral equipment. 

Non-ambiguous data forlTIats and standard codes for use 
at 110 interface. Standard interfaces should have open
ended de sign, however. 
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In the areas of software and programlTIin~, a nUlTIb~r of impor

tant trends can be identified which are likely to endure through the next 

decade and beyond. These developITlents will provide meaningful and 

important implications for MTACC. The discussion of software trends 

is divided into three major subsections. These are introduced below and 

dis cus s ed in gr eate r detail in the following sub sections: 

1) Computer Languages. There has been a growing trend 
toward even greater usage of higher order compiler 
languages as opposed to the machine oriented assembly 
language. 

Efforts are underway to combine the most powerful 
features of current compiler languages into what might 
be termed a universal language. 

A design concept of several advanced compilers is an 
open-ended design which permits inclusion of new features 
in the language as the need is seen. 

Atten1.pts to achieve economy of effort with respect to 
cOITlpiler writing are underway with use of meta
linguistic techniques. 

2) Systems Support. A dichotomy between the operations 
progralTIS written by the system user and the systems 
prograITlS {programming tools}, such as the executives, 
monitors, input/output, and utility packages is increas
ingl y evident. 

The purpose of such system support is to relieve the user 
of a number of detail computer considerations (e. g. , 
I/O programming), and to achieve efficient scheduling 
and equipments allocation. 

3) Time-Sharing and Man-Machine Relationships. There is 
a strong trend toward the de sign of multiprogramITling and 
time- sharing systeITls. Provision for rnultiprogramITling 
will be a requirement if these concepts are used in 
MTACC design. Time sharing is likely to be used at 
some echelons which use remote input devices. Many of 
the te chniques which are being developed to a greater 
degree of sophistication are directly applicable to 
MTACC design. 
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In1plicit programn1ing is a new concept. It encompasses a 

vast area of investigation and experinlentation that will eventually allow 

the conl.n1ander and his staff to converse directly with the computer with

out an internl.ediary (such a~ a progralTIlTIer) to obtain response from the 

systcrn that ha~ ,"lot been prcprogran"lmed. Progress in this ~rea is 

significant, but the applicability of thes e developments appear to be ex

trenl.ely linl.ited for MTACC because of the complexity involved in the 

implen1entation. 

4.4.2 Computer Languages 

In the context of conl.puter discussion, a language is defined 

by.a set of syn1bols and a prescribed set of rules governing the manner 

and sequence in which the syn1bols may be combined. These languages 

are n1cn1bers of a class of fornl.al systelTIS of expression similar to the 

equations of n1athen1atic s. Although the powe r of prog ramming 

languages is lilnited, their utility must not be underestimated. By 

providing a powerful notation, they allow a programmer to concentrate 

on a nl.ethod of problen1 solution, rather than on the problems associated 

with or ganization of machine ins tructions. 

The topic of corTIpute r languages has an important if s ome

what indirect significance to MTACC. Current efforts to "develop pro

granuning tools to provide more direct rapport between the progranl.nl.er 

and the c ornputc r give pron1is e of decis i ve inc reas e in prog ralnn1ing 

effectivencs s. In sorne instances the necessity of assistance from the 

programn1.e r profes s ional will be obviated and the programming function 

may be assumed by the application analyst. 

An in1.portant distinction to be made is that between programs 

which are intended to be enduring (used on a recurring basis), and those 

which sirTIply pose a problem for computer solution. For a program 

which may be used thousands of tin1es, a good deal of program optimi

zation may be justified. In the case of the program written to solve a 
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a par tic ul a r pro b 1 e n1 w hi chi s not use d sub seq u e n tl y, a so phi s tic ate d pro

gram is not needed. Ideally, the services of a programmer to translate 

such a problem to the computer should not be required. 

A further division an10ng the programs which are expected to 

"endure", n1ay be Inade between progran1s which are used in .the field and 

those which may be needed for system support, such as the programming 

tools ordinarily available at a programming center. 

Progran1s in the field have the characteristics of being highly 

refined and optimized according to the most crucial need (e. g., speed, 

storage). It is usually found inadvisable to modify such programs in the 

field. The programs used in the progranlming centers to support the 

produ~tion prograrn.rning efforts have no particular tactical significance 

but have inlportant economic ramifications, since the efficiency of such 

programs 'will exert a continuing effect on system costs as long as they 

are used. 

Although the goal of a universal language is still nurtured by 

111any, there will continue to be a multiplicity of higher order languages. 

PL- 1 (formerly NPL and MPPL) being developed by IBM for the System! 

360 n1ay become a de facto standard because of the vast impetus that 

will be provided in the installation of System/ 360 equipment. PL- 1 

comes close to serving as a universal language, since it incorporates 

FORTRAN, ALGOL, and COBOL features, as well as being intended 

for use by the systems programmer. It has features for handling ex

ecutive and interrupt functions and is appropriate for real-time pro

granl111ing. 

Other languages of particular interest to the Marine Corps 

and MTACC designers are JOVIAL, NELIAC, and CS-l. These languages 

and others are briefly described in Appendix D. 
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4.4.2. 1 Con1piler Languages. The most efficient translation from 

problern statement to con1putcr progran'l in terns of programmer effort 

is by Ineans of higher orde r languag(~s. It is important to maintain the 

distinction between the language anc11he language processor. The 

language processor is the routine which translates it into basic internal 

machine language, orobject language. This distinction n1ust be kept in 

mind although the language/language processor pair must frequently be 

discussed at the same time. Before proceeding to a discussion of ex

isting Language/language processor pairs, language processors in 

general will be briefly considered. An important type of language pro

cessor is the "compiler." 

The compiler accepts an entire program and translates it 

cOlnpletely into inte rnal machine language. Son'letimes intermediate 

languages are used with two or nl0re translation steps. The translation 

is preserved for execution at any subsequent time. 

The programming costs in computer systems are consuming 

an ever increasing portion of overall implementation costs. Therefore, 

ease of prograrnming is often regarded as more important than pro

gram efficiency. 

The use of compiler languages is generally less efficient in 

ternlS of progran'l efficiency than programs produced with n'lachine 

languages directly. Machine language progranls generally occupy less 

mernory and require less cOlnputer time for their execution. As a rule, 

the nlore general purpose the progran1ming language, the I110re ineffi

cient it becol1'les both from the standpoint of the computer tin'le (required 

by the language processor) and the efficiency of the machine language 

produced. On the other hand, progran'lming languages are extren'lely 

valuable because of the ease with which programs can be constructed, 

checked out, and maintained. 
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4.4.2.1. 1 Con1parison of COlnpiler Languages. COITlparative 

evaluations between con1piler languages are difficult since there are not 

cOlnpletely valid bases for cOlnparisons. The basic difficulty in investi

gatin b ~anguage efficiency is that recognized languages exist in ITlany 

forn1s. "Even where an agreed definition of a cOlTIpiler language exists, 

the cOITlpiler prograITls which in1.pleITlent the prograITl translation are 

not standard. 

Other variables which tend to confuse evaluation efforts are 

the variations in the operating systems and the types of users. An 

analogy could be made to natural languages. It is sOITletiITles suggested 

that French is the n10st expressive language for novels, and that German 

is best for mathelTIatical expression. However, far n1.ore important vari

ables are at work in detern1.ining the quality of expression. 

In the case of compiler languages, one of the important 

variables in addition to the choice of language and the writer is selection 

of the operating systen1. In son1e cases, the supposed advantages (or 

disadvantages) of a language actually reflect the power of the operating 

systelTI.under which the compiler and cOITlpiled program operates. The 

operating systeln consists of the set of support progralTIs designed to 

control the cOlTIputer as it proceeds sequentially through a string of 

jobs. Exan1ples of operating systems are the FORTRAN Monitor and 

NELOS (used in conjunction with NELIAC). 

SumlTIary descriptions of FORTRAN, COBOL, ALGOL, JOVIAL, 

CS- 1, NELIAC and PL/ 1 languages are contained in Appendix C. 

4.4.2.4 Metalinguis tic Technique s. The developITlent of lTIeta-

as semble rs and metacompiler s give promis e for decis ive ilTIprovelTIent 

in programITling effort effectiveness. These tools provide leverage for 

the production of other tools at a cost an order of magnitude less. 
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A meta-assen"lbly program provides the capability to produce 

code for any conventional (Von Neuman) digital computer. This is done 

by specifying the characteristics of the computer in terms of the in

stru(· .on repertoire and instr\i,-tion forn1ats. 

:;\ Although the prinl.ary purpose of the mcta-assemoler is for 
,·1 

assembling data, it has other powerful uses as well. With the lUeta-

assenl.bly program, the user can define his own pseudo-operations 

(macros) and can thus tailor his language to his needs. 

Another important feature is its ability to produce code for 

computers other than the conl.puter on which the meta-assembler is 

ru.r;ning. The sys tenl.S progran1mer des c ribes to the lUeta- as semble r 

both the source language and the ins truction forn1at of the target 

c 0111.pute r. 

In case of changeover from one conl.puter system to another, 

it is possible by these means for the user to prepare his programs even 

before his new con1.puter is delivered, using his currently available 

systen1. 

This type of programming tool has important implications 

for the translating of program libraries £1'0111 one assen1.bly language to 

another. In any situation where conservation of program inventories 

is an important consideration, this tool would find important application. 

4.4.2.2 Monitors. Monitors were first conceived for use with off-

line C0111puter systen1s; that is, with computer syste111s for which inputs 

and outputs were entirely under the control of the central processor. In 

most cOn1puter installations it is not unusual for the COluputer tin1.e re

quired for the execution of a single task or run to average less than ten 

minutes. The majority of these runs are used for program checkout and 

require less than a n1inute. The time between tasks, if each task is set ,,-
up after the last is removed from the equipment, will average at least 
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five minutes. Monitors provide the means by which a group or batch of 

tasks can be executed following a single setup. For this reason, the 

computers in these installations are called batch processors and the 

operation \.U1der a l1"lonitor system is called batch processing. 

Even with a Inonitor system, the central proces s 6r of a 

large systel1'1 will be idle much of the time awaiting the completion of 

input and output operations. A recent innovation involves a smaller 

satellite computer connected to the larger computer. The monitor 

resides in the smaller computer which assembles inputs for and dis

tributes outputs from the larger computer. The work is processed con

tinuoutly - so that it is no longer a patch processing system but has 

evolved into a "continuous-flow" system. 

4.4.2.3 Synlbolic Assen"lbly Languages. Symbolic assembly languages 

are currently the most universally used computer languages. In general, 

such a language provides a n"leans by which the instructions for a parti

cular n"lachine rnay be written symbolically. That is, locations in 

memory nlay be assigned alpha-numeric names, and the machine in

structions may be referred to by mnemonic symbols. Every useful 

lnachine instruction is assigned its mnemonic symbol. NUlnbers may be 

written in decilnal notation. The advantage of writing prograIns in an 

assenlbly language is that the programmer can n"laintain almost complete 

control over every detail of the operation. The disadvantages of using 

an assen'1bly language is that every detail of the operation Inust be 

specified. As a result, the process of programlning in an asseInbly 

language is time consurning and the prograIns produced are difficult ot 

read or interpret because the stateInents can seldom be grouped into 

sequences which are very meaningful to hUInan beings. 

A n'1ode rn technique is the "Meta-As sembler" approach. In 

this case, the characteristics of the object Inachine (the nlachine on 

which the object language is to run) is cons idered as input data to the 

processor. Thus, the processor can produce from the same source 

language, object code to run on anyone of several machines. 
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The programrning systenl development may be thought of as 

containing two elen1ents: systelTI support programs - executives, I/O 

packages, n10nitors, utility progranls, etc., and the applications pro

gran1s which are essentially the working progranls. These are some

times referred to as the object programs, but since this term refers 

also to the object/source dichotomy used in the discussion of program

ming languages, it is perhaps preferable to refer to such programs as 

ope rations prog ran1S. 

4.4.3. 1 Executive Control. The program which is the master con-

troller of all other progran1s is called the executive. For MTACC in 

the gC,neral case, C0I11puter systems will be required to operate under 

continuous progran1 control. This dictates that an executive function is 

requi red regardle s s of \vhethe r it is a one- computer or a multiproce s s or 

systelTI. The nature of the executive concept may vary, however, at 

different echelons and for the different orientation of the various pro

cessing tasks. For example, an executive program which is oriently 

almost entirely to message handling and the processing of message re

quests may appear quite distinct from one which is intended for informa

tion retrieval and data management. Howeve r, to provide fran1ework 

within which the operations programs can operate in a uniform manner, 

the executive progranl. should be constructed in such a way as to ac

comlTIodate the applications area. It should be sufficiently generalized 

in des ign to provide for addition of functions with no or minimal re

progranl.n1ing. 

Executive progranls relieve the progranlI11Cr of the intricate 

problems as sociated with the interface between the cOnl.puter and the 

devices to which it is connected. They provide overall systenl. control. 

They nl.inimize the changes which must be nl.ade in the computer programs 

where the system is used in a different way or hardware components 

are added. 
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Executive programs relieve the programn1er of the intricate 

prob1en1s assQciated with the interface between the computer and the 

devices to which it is connected. They provide overall SYStClTI control. 

They minin1ize the changes wl1ich must be made in the computer programs 

where the system is used in a uifferent way or hardware components are 

added. 

Other functions commonly perforlTIed by executive programs 

are lis ted as follows: 

1) Scheduling - The scheduling and/or sequencing of the 
tasks the system is to perforlTI on the basis of manual 
inputs, exte rnal inte r rupts, predete rmined inte rnal 
sequences, or priorities. 

2) Facilities Allocation - The allocation of the system 
hardware to the tasks which are to be performed. 

3) Real-Tin1e Control- The coordination of systen1 
activities and real-time data handling requiren1ents. 
Real-tin'1e data has the distinguishing characteristic 
that the con1puter inputs and outputs are detern'1ined 
by othe r s ysten1 components. Real-tin'1e control in
volves the acceptance, analysis, control, coordination, 
and re s pons e to real- time data. 

4) Data Buffering - The control, temporary storage, 
queueing, and Inovernent of data through the system. 

5) Diagnostics - The autolnatic detection of errors and 
lTIalfunctions and the automatic execution of mal
function procedures. 

6) Restart - The autolTIatic storage and updating of the 
files which 111USt be saved in order to restart the sys
ten'1 afte r the n1alfunction of the s ys ten1 togethe r with 
the progranls required to restart the computer follow
ing its repair. 

7) SystelTI Rcadines s - The automatic, pe riodic initiation 
of those procedures which are required to determine 
the operability of various system components. 

8) SystelTI Performance - The automatic gathering, re
cording, and analysis of parameters needed to evaluate 
system performance. 
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The executive for a single computer at a low echelon may pro

vide sinl.ply a sequencing function calling for program nl.odules in appro

priate order. In a nl.ultiprocessing system, the executive must also 

allocate pc riphe ral equipments and melTIOry m6duels, and res 01 ve scheduling 

problems fo·r possible conflict. It l1l.ust assure that two processors do not 

nl.odify data at the sanl.l! tilne in a shared nl.enl.ory, for esample. A design 

goal for executive progralTIS in n"lulticOlTIputer systems is to pernl.it the 

user (the programnl.er in the programnl.ing center, or the operational user 

in a tactical situation to be unaware and to 11l.ake no allowance for the fact 

. that the systern has more than one processor. 

4.4.3.2 Priority Considerations. 

tafiiks rnust be deferred or suspended. 

The dynan"lic entrance of priority 

A great deal of con"lplex analysis 

nl.ay De required to deternl.ine which tasks should be deferred or suspended 

in order to cause the n"lininlUrn disruption of established schedules. Satu

ration of the conl.puting system with job requests also creates a require

nlcnt for analysis and judgn"lent in scheduling. For exanl.ple, a decision 

is required as to whether all tasks should be a little bit late or one task 

should be very late in order that the other tasks can be on time. How

ever, relatively simple rules can be invoked which state how the executive 

programs should handle the scheduling and equipment allocation tasks J 

allowing for enl.pirical optinlization by the progranl.nl.er through his 

priority and task definition, and at the same time provide for future inl.

provements to be n'lade which reflect nl.ore nl.athematical or sophisticated 

treatnl.ents. 

There are a nunlber of criteria for determining priority. 

Input requests aSStU1l.e a high priority because of priority possible loss 

of data. Hig~ priority is also accorded failure or lTIalfunction condition 

signals. The cOnl.puter, through its supervisory control, autonl.atically 

nl.onitors the status of current tasks and may dynamically change the 

priorities as necessary. 
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4.4.3.3 Input/Output Control System. The computer programs re-

quired to read, 'write and coordinate the operation of input/output equip

nlcnt arc sonle of the 1110St difficult to design, program, and checkout. 

Such package concerned with the interface between the computer and any 

other devices conlplctely under its control is referred to as an input/ 

output control s ys tem. 

Input/output control systems represent a careful balance be

tween the constraints inlposed by the hardware, and the constraints imposed 

by the progranls which the C0111puter executes. They are both machine and 

application dependent, but are designed to permit the progra111111er to exer

cise a maXinlUlTI of control with a nlinin1um of effort. 

A general input/output control systenl will read data, write 

data, check for erroneous data, check for malfunctions of the peripheral 

devices, check for C0111puter n1alfunctions of the peripheral devices, 

check for conlputer rnalfunction, maintain a record of the status o~ peri

pheral equiprnent and execute standard malfunction and error procedures. 

Erroneous data checks will include checks for error codes (parity, re

dundancy, error correction, etc.) and format (too much data, too little 

data, nunleric, alphabetic, binary, etc.). Peripheral equipment status 

clas sifications are thos e for connected, disconnected, operating, mal

functioning, etc. Standard malfunction and error procedures may be 

automatic (reread or rewrite following the detection of erroneous data) 

or involve the operator (restart after peripheral equipment malfunction). 

In existing systen1.s, the execution of input/output control 

systen1 progranls represents an excessive and unavoidabl<.~ overhead. 

These progranls require both cOITIputer men1.ory for storage and com

puter time for execution. By applying the nl0dularity and econon1.ic 

special purpos e components afforded by advances in hardware technology 

together with an adequate overall system design, it will be possible to 

so standardize the input and output procedures that such programs can 
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aln1.ost be eliminated. The amount of programlning and computer time 

under actual operation devoted to input/output control provides a criteria 

for effective systenl design. 

4.4.3.4 Progran'l Checkout and System Test Tools. Good debugging 

and progranl testing tools, when they are properly used, red\:lcc im

mensely the computer and progranlmer tin'le required to checkout pro

grams. The availability of adequate tools for system test is imperative 

for the in1.plen'lentation of la rge s ys tems. 

The functions of con'lputer program checkout tools are to 

provide progran'llUerS with the ability to examine the results of the 

execution of his program in the nlinutest detail. The concensus is that 

th~ ba.sic program checkout tool provides the ability to obtain, at speci

ficd points during the progranls execution, the status of specified portions 

of main mcn'lory. 

It is advantageous if the presentation of the memory status 

takes a fonn which is as close to the source language of the program as 

possible. Nun1.bers should be presented in decimal and instructions 

syn'lbolically. To achieve this capability, there must/be a close re

lationship between the language processor and the checkout tools. One 

method of obtaining this close relationship is to embed the higher lan

guage proces sor '.vithin the checkout package. 

Program checkout tools are us eful only for the checkout of 

individual programs. In order to test time-shared or multiprogrammed 

systems, special system test tools are required. Even though two or 

luore progralus nlay operate properly when executed independently, the 

timing relationships and the facility allocations may be such that neither 

operates in parallel. 

A good set of systenl test tools will have three components. 

The first will be capable of generating test data with specified charac

teristics. The second will be capable of driving the system with thes e 
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inputs and recording the s ysten1 outputs. The third component will be 

capable of analyzing the outputs for anomalies. It must be possible for 

all three con1ponents to be executed concurrentl y. 

For the MTACC tin1e period, on-line checkout will be of 

prin1ary llnportance. This rncthod was pron1inent in early c0n1puting 

e ff 0 r t s, but ,\va s soon pro v e d un e c on 0 n1 i cal, s in c e it r e q ui red the com

puter to be paced at the slow rate of human decision and reaction. This 

is a strong revival of this rnethod brought about by time-sharing tech

niques which permits the progranln1er to be on-line but using only a 

fraction of the computer capability. The economics of this usage are not 

clearly proven at this tinie, but it can be anticipated that for the MTACC 

e r:a, checkout of prog rarns will be prin1arily by this method. 

4.4.4 Tin1e Sharing and Man-Machine Relatioi1ships 

An area of coniputer study which has had increasing emphasis 

In recent years is the simultaneous use by several users of a computer 

for different tasks. The development of sophisticated time-sharing tech

niques has strong econon1ic implication to program production methods. 

A computer is said to be "time-shared" when a special pro

gramniing technique is used to share the computer's central processor 

among a nun1be r of tasks. This technique called "multiprogramn1ing" has 

the following characteristic. A user's program is being executed by the 

central proc es s or. At s orne point in tin1e, before con1pletion of the 

user's program, the central processor stops executing the program and 

starts executing another user's program. At some point during the ex

ecution of the second us er' s progran1, the central proces s or again stops 

and either resumes executing the first prograni or goes to a third user's 

program. This process continues until the user's tasks are gradually 

all complete d. 

At a gros s level of detail, time sharing is not new. For 

n1any years computer programs have been designed to use a processor 
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for one task while Input/Output equipn1ent is engaged in other tasks. 

Al so, rea 1- t i 111 e s y s t e In s ha v e bee n des i gn edt 0 use apr 0 g ram w hi chi s 

capable of con1n1utating rapidly through n1any sub-programs. The newer 

aspects of tiIlle sharing are the accomplishment of apparent simultaneity 

of con1.puter prog,ran1s by 111uch tighter interleaving of individual pro

grams, and with appropriate protection features to ·prevent one prograrrl 

froIn in te rf e ring with anothe r. 

Tin1e sharing of general purpose cOrrlputers relies on both 

hardware and software for its iluplementation. Early systems had a 

deficiency of hardware features, placing an added burden on computer 

progran1ming. This has contributed to a somewhat distorted picture of 

the complexity of tin1e sharing. On the other hand, it would be unreal

istic 'to assume that added hardware features will eliminate the need for 

time sharing software. 

The general term II n1an machine" implies anyon-line human 

operated system. In the previous statement the user is assumed to be 

the programmer. However, the same technique can apply to the military 

user at the remote console to facilitate decision making. Non-prograI11rrlers 

n1.ay also program data by providing a simple means of problerrl express

ion not requi ring extensive training. 

Man-n1achine relationships will be vastly improved in the 

next dec a de. T hi s i n1 p r ov e n1. en t m us t com e a ln1. 0 s ten ti r ely in th ear e a 

of the rrlachine since the amount of information which may be recognized, 

absorbed, isol?-ted, or otherwise processed by man is not likely to In

crease 111casurable. However, luan is endowed with a cOlnbination of 

processing abilities which will not be successfully sinHdated except to 

a liI11ited extent. The judgment, intuition and guidance supplied by the 

comlnander will still be required to direct the processes of con1putation 

and to effectively exploit the available but cheaper logical power. 
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The user of conventional data processing centers cannot 

interact with the progranl while running. The response time (ternl.ed 

turnaround time) is in hours and days. 

Time sharing perI11its the user and n1achine to interact with 

consequent savings in tinl.e and programn1ing and costs. Tirrie shared 

acces s to cOlnputers perlnits the user to directly request system pro

gran1s. The user may als 0 incorporate program modifications as 

needed. At the san1e time, other users are accon1modated. 

Apart fron1 man- n1achine cons ide rations, the re are similar 

situations which stand to benefit from tilne sharing. Wherever appreci

ab.le excess con1puting capacity exists, other programs can, in principle, 

use the remaining capacity. It is this iInprovement in efficiency which 

is the principal benefit to be derived from time sharing. This benefit is 

similar to the benefit obtained in cor'nlnunications by the use of conl.-

pres s ion techniques to bette r us e the available bandwidth. 

4.4.4. 1 Multiprogran1I11ing. The disparity between Input/Output and 

processing speeds is significant and will become worse as computer 

speeds continue to increase rapidly and Input/Output speeds increase 

only rnodestl y. In n1any systems this situation pos es a difficult problem. 

It is not unCOlnn10n for half the processing capability to be wasted due 

to the necessity for waiting for Input/Output service. To attack this 

important problem, the multiprogramming technique has been us ed. 

Multiprogramlning is defined as the time sharing of a 

processor to operate concurrently several independent program tasks. 

Multi prog ramming ll.l.inimizes dela ys caus ed by proce s s ors awaiting 

Input/Output service. In addition to input/output/processing load 

smoothing, multiprogramming exhibits advantages of greater throughput, 

reduction of turnaround time, improved machine utilization, and les s 

set-up tinl.e (as amortized over the greater number of users served). 
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There are two anticipated environments of multiprogramming 

usage. The fi rst is in the programnling center where program production 

is the prinlary activity. The second is in the field situation for which the 

computer programs have been prepared and checked out and are operating 

in response to the tactical situation. The users are different, and there

fore the nature of the multiprogranllTIing is different. 

For the progranlnling center, the user is the progran1nler, 

and the operations progranls nlay or may not be checked out. The ob-

j ective of Inult iprogranlnling is to achieve hardware efficiency and im

proved turnaround time. The nlernory protect function which maintains 

progran1 integrity is es sential in this enVirOnlTIent, because programs 

are not always c0111pletely error free. The trend in such centers is to 

interpose an operating systelTI between the programmer and the com

puter. This consists of a large set of progranlming aids operated under 

control of a set of supervisory progranls. 

In the tactical situation the nature of multiprogramming is 

considerably different. The user in this case is not a programmer. 

Progranls are shared on the conlputer not for efficiency and reduced 

turnaround tinl.e, but for purposes of tactical priority operation. The 

progranl.s are called as the tactical situation denl.ands. Operable and 

operating programs obtain specified responses to rnessages and other 

real-tinl.e input in an on-line operation. If many progranls operate o'n 

the san1e conlputer in this type of situation, does this constitute multi

progrannning. This is best resolved by considering whether more than 

one user considers his requirernents are serviced. 

The executive program in this environment varies. A simple 

sequencing of the progralTIS in a fixed order which is predeternl.ined and 

for which Input/Output servicing is completely defined is one. Other 

sophisticated supervis ory prog rams dynamically alter operations progranl.s. 

These are ordered in accordance with current exigencies. However, this 

is not necessarily done in accordance with a predetermined sequence. 
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The executive overhead will vary accordingly from 5% to 25% of the com

pute r program execution tin1e. 

There are a nun1ber of features, both programming and hard

ware, to be considered in connection with rnultiprogramming. Thc five 

requirc111ents provided for in hardware and/or in the programming 

systern arc as follows: 

1) Men10ry protection 

2) Progranl and data relocatability 

3) Supervisory program for Input/Output control and 
interrupt processing 

4) Intcrrupt system 

5) Symbolic addre s sing of Input /Output 

An elapsed tirne clock interrupt could be added to distribute 

computer tin'le an10ng tin1c-sharing programs (hardware), and to provide 

a clean subroutine linkage rnethod for standard use (programming). 

A goal of n'lultiprogramming systems is to allow each us e r 

to consider that his prograrn is operating continuously; and to relieve 

him of consideration of Input/Output details. Therefore, contact with 

Input/Output handled by the supervisor program and user references 

should be symbolic. 

4.4.4.2 Implicit Programming. The realizable hopes for implicit 

programming are often intermingled unintentionally with expectations 

which are quite unrealistic. Several properties and capabilities assoc

iated with the tern'l follow. The conccpt providcs the following capabilitics: 

1) Pe rn'lit a non- prog rarrune r technical pe rs on to pe rforn'l 
the programming function by providing hirTI the nec
essary tools for.communication and interpretation. 

2) Revise data formats and display characteristics on 
line. 
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3) Allo\v man-111achine communication in near-natural 
language. 

4) Perlllit the progralTI sequence to be dynamically 
alte red according to real time inputs. 

5) Receive answers in real time to questions which have 
been previousl y [raIned. 

6) Provide freedon1 from the usual lilnitation of a finite 
nunlbe r of working routines. 

Several of these goals (namely items 2 and 4) have been 

achieved in valious degrees by several tinle-sharing systen1s. However, 

realization of several of these goals is likely to prove elusive. In item 6, 

the nU111be r of s ysteni. prog ran1S is likel y to remain fixed, even though 

indefinitely expandable. One or more programs nlay be, in effect, a 

pr'ogram generator which Inay in turn produce an object program . 
that is executed (perhaps sufficiently rapidly to be considered as an 1n

stantaneous response). The desire to obtain (perhaps vital) answers to 

questions which have not been posed to (or programmed for) the com

puter heretofore is realizable only if it is understood that the rules for 

obtaining the answe rs must have been spec Hied to the compute r in some 

way. The answers may be deduced from data relationships, by a new 

progression of routines, by a program generator, or by combinations 

of these. 

The basic limitation is that no computer organization has 

yet been devised which does more than it is "told", and whether this 

instruction is fixed in construction, conventionally preprogramn1ed, or 

progralTIlTIed in real-time, docs not change the basic fact. 

Implicit programming, as seen by the programmer, does not 

appear as an intrinsically new concept. Rather, it appears as a variation 

of long-held opinions concerning worthwhile goals regarding programming 

in a modular fashion such that the current user can select a sensitive 

and flexible set of routines to satisfy his momentary requirements. 
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Today, one of the nl0st promising examples of an implicitly 

progran'ln'led systenl is the display-oriented console system. With sys

ten'lS of this type, the user can request or store both alpha-numeric and 

graphical displays. He is thus able to receive from and provide to the 

conlputer, infornlation concerning relationships. In addition, because 

of the intirnate man-machine interaction, the computer can be used to 

prompt the user with requests for information and to inform him iDlm.e

diately of inconsistencies and deficiencies in the information he provides. 

The lin1itations for pern'litting non-program.Dlers to do pro

gran'ln'ling should be recognized. Such goals are realizable and have iDl

portant econonlic inlplications. The goal of such programming is to 

ob.tain answers directly without expensive prograDlmer translation; the 

goal 1S not, however, to write optimized or enduring prograDls. 

The nature of the language for on-line communication pre

sents an interesting challenge. Ideally, a nearly natural language would 

be desirable; however, the prograDl structure to support this goal is 

currently unattainable. In the next decade, the best results will be ob

tained by keeping the language sufficiently limited in terms of input 

variables, that meaningful cornbinations of operations rnay be specified. 

The lin'litation n'lay be illustrated by considering the inherent 

difficulty of chess -playing programs. In certain programs, it is esti

rnated that to anticipate one Dlore n'love ahead (e. g., 3 rather than 2) 

would requi re a thousand-fold inc reas e in the current con'lpute r ca pa

bility. Such difficulties are mitigated to SODle extent by deliDliting filter 

routines that attenlpt to elinlinate large seglnents of unlikely continua

tions. These efforts add to the programITling structure and the aggre

gate of such routines will often surpas s the con'lplexities of the bas ic 

program. 

In an analogous way, provision for too large or varied a 

vocabulary would require a cODlplex structure of special purpose routines 

to interpret the language interrelationships. 
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The key to the problern is in the allocation of functions to the 

rnan and 111achine with each perforI11ing those functions which constitute 

its (his) forte. For the n'lan, this is likely to be in the areas of pattern 

recognition and decision-making. The "chess playing" program that we 

would like for our n'lilitary progran1n1ing chores n'light consist of a pro

gran'l which when requested would pres ent us with a nUI11ber of extra

polated choices according to a specified continuation selected by the I11an. 

The hackneyed conclusion that con1puters are best used not as decision 

ll1akers, but rathe r as aids to decis ion making is likel y to be valid even 

in 1975. 
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DESIGN CONCEPTS AND APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS 

APPLICA TION AREAS AND PROCESSING 
CHARACTERISTICS 

The general functional areas for which computing systems may 

be profitably applied are: 

1) Operations 

2) Fire Support 

3) Intelligence 

4) Logistics 

5) Com.rnunications 

6) Personnel and Administration 

The detailed computation characteristics in these functional 

areas have been studied in detail and are well known. It is appropriate to 

sumrnarize the basic characteristics of these functional areas, translate 

these into co.rnputer characteristics, and deterrnine the implications on 

computer design. A study of the span of applications in ter.rns of com

puter characteristics should give an indication of the type of computer 

design applicable. In particular, it is irnportant to discover how dispa

rate the problerns are and whether a single (general purpose) design or 

several (special purpose) designs are appropriate. 

Assignn1cnt of function to cOIllputer rnodules could be Illadc on 

the basis of the particular type of processing. For exaIllple, file Illanage

rnent, mathematical processing, or message handling could each benefit 

frorn a design specially optirnized for the particular functional perforrnance • 

. However, the advantages of this approach are far outweighed by other con

siderations, prirnarily in the area of communication lirnitations. Other 

cornpelling considerations which preclude this approach are those of load 
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slTIoothing, priority considerations, and geographic deployment, which is 

required to reduce vulnerability and to provide continuing capabilities at 

alternate locations. 

5. 1. 1 Functional Area s 

Some of the representative cOITIponent parts of basic functional 

requirements for MTACC include the following: 

1) Operations 

a) Information Requests 

b) Information Display 

c) Operations Planning Support· 

d) Landing Plan Preparation 

2) Fire Support 

a) Fire Planning 

b) Target Analysis 

c) Ammunition Accounting 

d) Tactical Fire Direction 

e) Fire Support Coordination 

3) Intelligence 

a) Retrieval of Intelligence Reports 

b) Enemy Capability and Location 

c) Terrain and Weather 

4) Logistics 

a) Stock Inventory Status Reports 

b) Consumption Reports 

c) Availability of Resources 

d) Requisition Processing 

e) Transportation Schedule Generation 



5) Communication 

a) Message Transmission 

b) Message Format Conversion 

c) Validity and Error Checking 

d) Autornatic Frequency Allocation 

6) Personnel and Admini.strative 

a) Personnel Record Maintenance 

b) Payroll 

c) Unit Status Reports 

5. 1. 2 Processing Characteristics 
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The range of the functional processing indicated in the preceding 

lists encompass a span of processing activity from highly mathematically

oriented problenls to those of data management and information retrieval • 

. Examples of mathematical problems are ballistic trajectory calculations, 

meteorological predictions, and target interception calculations. The 

other extreme is typified by message handling and stock control applica

tions. The approxim.ate position of the MTACC functional areas in the 

range is illustrated in Figure 5-1. 

Fire Support 

Operations 

Intelligence 

Personnel and 
Administration 

Logistics 

Communications 

. Figure 5-1. Proce ssing Requirement Characteristics Span 
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The functional areas could also be plotted against other charac

teristics, such as data volulne (alTIount of input/output), and real-time 

response requirelnents. For fire control applications the volume of data 

is relatively low and the computation requirements high. Logistics and 

personnel application~ have large data volume characteristics but less 

complex computations. 

Other characteristics from left to right in Figure 5-1 are: 

1) The cOlTIputation problems range from very fast response 
characteristics (real-time) to periodic processing (non
real-time) characteristics. 

2) The data storage requirements vary from modest to 
volull1inous. 

3) The processing tends to be appropriate for higher 
command echelons. 

5. 1. 3 1m ornlation Retrieval 

Inforll1ation retrieval is characterized as a request/response 

process. The requirement of this type problem is to obtain inforrriation 

in a timely fashion based on a partial description of the desired data. 

Another characteristic associated with this problem is the dynamic nature 

of the data. Data ordering, file updating or sorting H1ay be required fre

quently. A requirement for tactical command and control system infor

ll1ation retrieval is that the response patterns n'1ay change dynamically in 

order that the most relevant information be the most readily accessible. 

In some cases, the response is required almost imH1ediately in real time. 

Information retrieval for MTACC is particularly characterized by high 

turnover rate, and need to access using different keys. This presents the 

difficulties of reorganizing and reconstructing files. This type of proces

sing is too lengthy to be done in real time and therefore a preferable 

, approach is to construct new indexes to reflect changing requirements. 

An integrated hardware software design (e. g., list processing and associ

ative memories) is particularly appropriate here. Due to the volatility of 
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a great part of the data, the use of read only memories is not appropriate. 

However, read mostly memories may be useful for personnel and adminis

tration an·i for certain logistics accll '1nting. 

"'. 
There are several approaches to the problem. One .approach 

involve s the arrangement of data into a stratified structure which facili

tates retrieval. In particular, list structures have been found effective. 

Further benefits can be derived by the development of special instruction 

sets to provide the n1.anipulative functions needed. 

Another approach is to develop special capability hardware. 

Since a characteristic of associative memories is the capability to bypass 

scanhin!? and sorting in many instances, it is often considered for this 

application. 

Another characteristic of the information retrieval probleITl is 

the generally voluminous size of the data files. For future tactical data 

systems, conl.n1.odious storage capacity will be needed and retrieval of 

selected data will be required on a real-time basis. The advantage of the 

associative mell1.ory for this application would be twofold: speed of re

trieval and a Ie s sening of the requirement for frequent reord~ring of the 

data files. The latter consideration is particularly ill1.portant for problell1.s 

. where there does not appear to be anyone best ordering schell1.e. Since 

the development of extremely large associative memories appears reITlote 

for econoluic reasons and probably cannot be justified for the MTACC 

environment, the use of associative ll1.emories to contain only a select 

amount of key data is indicated for indexing into the lower levels of the 

file structure. 

The approaches to information retrieval by prograITlming 

methods are highly developed. In this area sophisticated programming 

tools are said to offer an economical alternative to hardware associative 

memories. In particular, the use of list structure stor.age and list pro

cessing methods have proved extremely useful. Historically, the same 
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rnotivations which have given impetus to associative memory development 

have resulted in the develop111ent and refining of list processing techniques. 

5. 1. 4 Me s sa ge Handling 

One of the prinulry applications for cornputcrs for. MTACC is 

to relieve insofar as possible, the communications requirement. To a 

11n1i ted extent, capaci ty may be traded for communication capability. This 

is done by condensing and cOl11bining messages, by the sending of only the 

nlost il11portant SU111Inary infornlation, and by using a "data request" rather 

than a "forced data'· philosophy. This would cause requested data to be 

trans111itted but '-.vould tend to elil11inate data that is not needed. 

Certain C0111puter characteristics are irnportant for the general 
\ 

application of ll1cssage handling. The essential processing consideration is 

the capability to acconlnluda~:e the peak l11essage processing load with little 

or no delay to essential services. In the area of instruction repertoll"e 

design, a capability for bit 111anipulation, the transformations of fields 

(for rnessage forrnat conversion), and a strong set of (Boolean) logi.cal 

cornnlands is indicated. A highly developed interrupt structure is also 

irnportant, along with the necessary interrupt processing logic within the 

executive programs. 

An important trend in the rne s sage handling problem relate s to 

the rnessage content itself. The message handling function in future sys

tems may elnphasize i.nterpretation of the message content itself in order 

to detcrrnine disposition and routing. The semantic significance of the 

message will thus interrelate with the program logic to effect efficient 

communication. The development of sophisticated techniques in this area 

will l110tivate toward a freeing of the communication lines for the highe st 

priority usages. 
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The conccpt of a falTIily of cOlTIputers will be lTIost ilTIportant 

for an MTACC systClTI. In the country today the n'lost ilTIportant decisions 

facing cornputcr luanufacturers relate to problelTIs of cOlTIpatibility and 

interchangeability of hardware and software alTIong elelTIents. For silTIilar 

reasons these questions also face an MTACC systelTI designer. In fact, 

many of the important questions become even ITIore critical in view of the 

special operational demands of a future Marine Command and Control 

System, especially those of cornpatibility '\vith other services. 

It is quite likely that the cOlTIputer systems in use in a future 

MT.A:CC systen'l will be siluilar to or compatible with the system which 

will be developed for CCIS-70. The concepts and principles suggested 

here cover the system concept, considerations of implementation of com

ITIand functions, the software problem, and the question of compatibility. 

All of these subjects are treated from the point of view of a family concept 

of cOlTIputers. The question of relating this to CCIS-70 is ignored in this 

discussion since there exists no specific computer concept for that systeITI. 

The presentation here may well fit the choice of a cOITIputer system for 

CCIS-70 if it is a concept acceptable to the Marine Corps and if the Marine 

Corps can, in turn, influence a decision on CCIS-70. 

Decisions relating to the development of a faITIily of computers 

will affect all evaluation criteria for computers. The concept will affect 

cost since the degree to which hardware and software modules can be 

replicated in a fieldable system has direct bearing on the cost. Cost is, 

of coursc, a pcrvasivc critcrion sincc ncarly all othcr tcchnical factors 

directly relate to cost. Maintainability problems are also involved since 

the entire question of spare parts and training is heavily dependent on a 

family concept. Last, but certainly not least, operational responsiveness 

is heavily influenced by decisions on cOITIpatibility and interchangeability. 
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In the ArlTIy FIELDATA SystelTI as it was first conceived some 

eight years ago) it was to be a falTIily of COlTIputcrs. These computers, 

the MOBIDIC) the BASICPAC, the INFORMER, etc., were in ;reality 

different cOlnputer systems. There was a degree of compatibility which 

was achieved mostly, however, through interfacing and communications 

equipment. The compatibility was restricted to format and electronic 

characteristics neces sary for convenient operation 'with the communications 

network. Each of the probleITl areas in the ArITly FIELDATA SysteITl to 

which these cOInputers were to be applied were regarded as separate and· 

independent application areas. The cOITlputers, as a result, had different 

charactoristics. In the light of newer technology and the fan1ily approach 

to computers, this concept should not be acceptable either to the ArIny or 

to the Marine Corps, or future fieldable comInand and control systeIns. 

COlnputer systeITl technology for Tactical COlTIInand and Control 

use Inust follow ITlany of the lines of developn1ent of conunercial cOU1puter 

systeIns, at least with respect to families and cOU1patibility concepts. The 

overall ITlotivations are the saITle in both cases. The cOlTIputer ITlanufac

turer wants hardware and software costs kept to a U1inimuU1 and wants his 

systems reliable and easily lTIaintained. So does the field conunander. 

Not only is hardware and software compatibility within the major ITlanu

facturers' computer lines increasing at a very rapid rate, but aITlazing 

stride s of progres s are be ing made on cOU1patibility between competing 

falTIily lines, that is, families representing different manufacturers. In 

1956, the first probleU1 oriented language (FORTRAN) caIne into the pic

ture, representing what was probably the first major step in cOlTIpatibility. 

Since then not only problem oriented computer languages, but internal 

machine languages are in many cases identical. We have also reached 

the point where there is a hardware module interchangeability and where 

various U10dule s can be added or deleted from systems to make up a com

plement of equipment which is responsive to a customer's needs or a 

certain a pplica tion. 
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Proceeding then from the developing picture in the comIT1ercial 

con1.puter area, the extens ion of the ideas to Tactical COIT1IT1and and Control 

is simple and direct. The obvious conclusion is to develop one computer 

systeIT1 to be used in all applications of a future MTACC systeIT1. The 

single com.puter system. n1.ight well be regarded a faIT1ily of cOn1puters since 

it will be possible to select certain types and numbers of n10dules to n1ake 

up an installation. While it is possible that there Inay be some exceptions 

required to the single cOInputer concept, the concept is certainly a laudable 

objective and the exceptions, if any, are not likely to be serious ones. In 

the following paragraphs, the single family concept is introduced. Prior 

to this however, some observations should be Inade which further Inotivate 

the approach: 

1) In the 1975-85 tiIne fraIne a ITlodest priced computer 
will be very fast. Because it is very fast, it will be 
perfornling nlany different kinds of operations in any 
single installation - receiving data, formatting data, 
rnathcmatical manipulations, buffering, and the like. 
It would be costly and inefficient to try to make the 
con1puters slower and therefore less costly, since by 
doing so the capability-cost ratio will drop markedly. 

2) From an internal computer point of view, all applica
tions in tactical operations are siITlilar. At any future 
installation in a tactical system the following kinds of 
operations will be required: 

a) Receiving data from communication lines. 

b) Processing and formatting data. 

c) (Optional) Mathematical IT1anipulation of quantities. 

d) Buffering and forIT1atting of data for internal 
operations. 

e) Accessing of data froIn files. 

f) ForInatting and synchronizing data for output to 
the conununications net. 

To repeat, all systeIT1s will be doing the saIne general type of 

operation. It is only the quantity of the processes which will vary froIn 

location to location. 
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3) The systeITl concepts which cITlbrace ITlodularity and 
lTIulticomputcr designs are very much ITlore widely 
accepted and undcrstood. The hardware designs for 
accolTIplishing lTIultipurposc and flexiblc systCITlS and 
the software concepts for controlling the systems have 
not only been developed but have becn iITlplemented in 
operational systCITls. 

The single cOITlputer concept then is described as having the 

following characteristic s: 

1) There is one basic computer ITlodule. The ITlodule is 
high specd, has the ability for tiITle sharing, and can be 
used as a free-standing COITlputcr or imbedded in a ITlulti
C0111puter syste111. Its basic order structure is general 
purpose. The 1110dule can accoITlmodate a wide variety 
of data processing and computation functions. 

2) The basic computer ITlodule is part of a ITlodular, ITlulti
cOITlputer systeITl. Modules can be added to the systeITl 
to provide increased overall systeITl capability. The 
systel11 can accomITlodate a variety of auxiliary storage 
and pcripheral equipITlent such as buffers, l11ass l11e1110ries, 
printers, and the like. 

3) The systel11 is literally open ended, that is, at any stage 
of developl11ent additional capability can be added without 
l11ajor hard\vare ITlodifications. This systel11 was con
ceived ab initio to be open ended. Likewise, the soft
ware prepared for the systel11 allows additional applica
tions and n10dules to be added without changing the 
basic structure. 

4} The system can be used on a highly centralized basis 
where time sharing is employed or it can be used in 
sITlaller installations where fewer applications are in
volved. Furthermore, the cOITlputer can be "pulled 
apart" during tactical operations in the field depending 
on the changing requirements of the tactical operation. 

The objectives of this faITlily are believed to be almost 100 per

cent achievable in the 1975-85 time frame. It is possible that there would 

necessarily be certain millor modifications to the description. For ex

ample, for some applications it may be desirable to substitute a higher 

speed memory in the system in the place of a lower speed mel11ory. The 
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higher speed memory is cOlupatible with the arithmetic control and power 

supply W1itS. Other rclatively minor modifications to the conccpt may be 

desirable. 

What is being described her'e is ~ faITIily, in fact" ~ system. 

The basic application program modules will be used in all systems. Upward 

and downward compatibility of the systCITI is to be achieved at least with, 

respect to the basic cOITIputer ITlodule. Application programs will be mod

ular and will interface with executive and input/ output systems and can 

therefore be used in a wide variety of configurations and subsysteITIs. 

5. 2. 2 IITlpleITlcntation of Corrunand Functions 

Having defined the basic system characteristics of a family of 

COluputers, the question arises as to how these principles should be applied 

to the field organization and functions of an MTACC system. Questions 

inunediately arise such as the following: What is the distribution of the 

computer modules and systems with respect to the various cOITImand 

levels? What is the distribution with respect to the various functions to 

be iluplemented in tactical operations? What kind of command and func

tional groupings should be implemented by groupings of computers? 

To advance general principles of a family of computers appli

cation to an MTACC system, it is useful to consider the problem abstractly. 

Figure 5- 2 illustrates a luatrix comprised of conunand levels on the vertical 

and functions to be implemented by computers on the horizontal. For illus

trative purposes, five command levels are shown, one through five, and 

five functional areas are shown, A through E. The command levels repre

sent ones such as MEF, MED, MEB, MEW, and the functional areas 

represented, such as fire support, intelligence, ground operations, logis

tic s, etc. Each box formed by the matrix repre sents, therefore, a function 

corresponding to a certain command level. 
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Figure 5-2. Command/Control Functions 
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Each box of the matri.x could conceivably be implemented by a 

computer. There could be a con'1puter for fire control at the battalion 

level, or one for intelligence at the Division level, or one for ground oper

ations at the Unit level, etc. Or the boxes may be grouped to a single com

puter system, that is, both fire control and ground operations, for example, 

at the battalion level, could be accomplished by a single computer. In addi

tion, certain of the boxes may be implemented by an input/ output device 

which reports upward to a computer or which uses a computer at a higher 

comn'1and echelon. 

Leaving aside for the moment I/O implementation of some of 

the boxes, consider the various ways of aggregating the boxes. (Aggre

gating in this sense means a grouping of the command-function boxes so 

that they are implemented by one computer system or one co-located set 

of equipments.) The boxes can be aggregated horizontally. This corre

sponds to one computer system for each command level. Obviously, how

ever, location may be a problem. It may be that the fire support computer 

may not be conveniently co-located with the intelligence activity, for 

example. It is apparent that if horizontal aggregating occurs on a large 

scale, then duplicate or standby systems must be considered in order to 

get the reliability in the case of a direct hit on the computer system. 
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Aggregation of boxes vcrtically is n1caningless, if not impos

siblc, because of the diffcrent locations of conunand posts, the ground 

operations functions could not be consolidated into one computer. However, 

aggregation can take placc in a vertical fashion by the use of remote con

soles. That is, lower command levels can use computers at the higher 

levels through I/O equipments which would essentially, therefore, imply 

time sharing of those equipments. 

Certain of the boxes of this abstract representation may not be 

filled with any equipment. It is doubtful, for exa:mple, whether there is a 

meaningful way in which the intelligence function can be implemented at the 

mult~computer level. However, here again an input device which is man

transportable which inputs observed ene:my locations to higher echelon 

systems might well be considered. The FIELDATA syste:m implemented 

the various functions to different levels. The computer i:mplementation 

of fire control is carried on down to the battalion level in CCIS-70, but 

cOlnputers implement other functions only at higher levels. 

Although we have not, in the preceding paragraphs, developed 

a specific answer to the question of implementing various functions at 

various command levels, we have, at least, developed a methodology of 

an approach to stating the problem. Essentially each box of the matrix 

lTIust be a cOlTIputer or an I/O device, or the conclusion is made that 

there is no mechanizable function at that level. The boxes can be grouped 

horizontally but care must be taken on location and total net reliability 

questions. Vertical aggregating can be accomplished by I/O devices 

which input or output data or implement system time sharing. Of course, 

various cOlTIbinations of vertical and horizontal aggregating can be 

accomplished. 

5. 2. 3 The Software Problem 

In computer based systems, it is commonly asserted that the 

software costs as :much as the hardware. The syste:m responsiveness and 
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the ilnplenlentation schedule depends strongly on software. The software 
I 

probleITl is very closely related to the probleITls of general cOITlpatibility 

and a concept for a cOITlputer falnily. 

The single cornputcr concept can be extended to software, in 

other words, a single s.oftware concept to match this single cOITlputer con

cept. To be ITlore explicit, the following is visualized: 

1) Since there will only be one basic cOlnputer systeITl, 
there will only be one ITlachine language used 
throughout. 

2) Since there will be only one ITlulticoITlputer systenl 
concept, there will be only one structure for all 
executive control software portions. In other words, 
there will be one systeITl for executive control, I/O 
prograITl rrlodules will be added to it as necessary. 
The executive itself will be independent of the nUrrlber 
of replicated rrlodules. 

3) There will only be one higher order language, or if it 
appears desirable, there will be one for each basic 
application of the system. However, each language 
will be used universally throughout the system. This 
could be referred to as the question of whether there 
should be one or more than one language which can 
only be answered after study. Perhaps the best 
solution is to have one overall language and have 
conl.piler s which cOITlpile certain subsets of the 
language. The cOrrlpilers therrlselves will, of course, 
be universal with respect to the set of tactical COITl
puters because of the universality of the machine 
language. 

4) In the early developITlent of the system before hardware 
becomes available, there will be only one set of siITlU
lation programs to test out and exercise the various 
COlTlputer prograln rrlodules. One integrated set will 
suffice because of the compatibility achieved through 
the fall1ily concept. 

There are, however, design probleITls associated with this 

overall approach. The upward compatibility of the total software package 

is an objective which is attainable but not easily so. It will require a very 
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careful design to be able to use progralu modules of smaller systenls in . 

bigger systems where the executive and I/O interfacing program modules 

will be l1"lore elaborate. Also, the design of executive programs which 

are usable for different types of configurations will not be a simple matter. 

Again, it will take much design but it is deemed achievable durihg the tilne 

period. The present state-of-the-art is that executive systems can be 

designed for n"lodular systems which are independent of the number of 

n"lodules used. The objective here would carry this a step further: the 

executive program would be usable over a wide variety of systems, from 

systclns which have very few peripherals and bulk luemory equipments to 

thosc systems where these types of equipments are in abundance. How

ever, much programming efficiency will have accrued by the single system 

approach and its extension to the software problem even if these problems 

and these design objectives are not achieved to their fullest. 

5. 2.4 C on"lpa tibility 

The importance of compatibility in the use of computers in an 

MTACC system cannot be over-emphasized. All of the factors of lower 

cost, maintainability, reliability and responsiveness are gained largely 

through compatibility. In the above paragraphs, much of what has been 

recorded is directly related to compatibility. However, a subject of such 

importance as this deserves a more specific and incisive examination. 

Compatibility is a much used word in military systems. It is 

an· objective worthy of much effort to achieve but is also is a subject which 

should be carefully exammed. Frequently, systems are constrained un

necessarily in their growth and development by meaningless requirements 

for compatibility and, frequently, debates rage over questions of com

patibility where the compatibility, when achieved, is of little consequence. 

A minor difference in format, for example, can be solved by the execution 

of a few extra instructions, a small penalty to pay in view of pos sibly far 

more expens ive alternative s. 
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There are three degrees of compatibility which should be con

sjdered \vith respect to computers in an MTACC system. The first of 

these is compatibility within MTACC, the second is compatibility with 

respect to the systenls with which it must conununicate or the systems 

with which it is similar (such as shipboard ANTACCS systems or land-

o based CCIS-70 systems). The third area is general compatibility within 

the Department of Defense. The following remarks are made about each 

of these types of compatibility: 

1) Intra- MTACC Compatibility. Compatibility within the 
MTACC system itself is highly desirable and can be 
achieved at relatively little cost since the system will 
be developed as a systcnl by one service. Modern 
tcchnology has progressed to a point where rcasonable 
system planning and systenl de sign can achieve a very 
high degree of compatibility within an MTACC System. 

2) Compatibility with Respect to an ANTACCS System and 
the CCIS-70 Systern. Compatibility relative to ANTACCS 
will be important from a number of points of view. First 
of all the system will communicate with the ANTACCS 
system because the chain of conunand for the Marine 
forces will likely be through the Naval command hier
archy. Also, on board ship before command and control 
has been transferred to the landing forces the command 
and control SYStCITI will operate in conjunction with 
ANTACCS type equipment. The question of compatibility 
with CCIS-70 arises fron1 the probalJ)ility that there will 
be Inuch communication between the Marine system and 
the Army's system. In many cases, in fact, the Marine 
C 0111111and and control systelTI Ina y opera tt! in conjunction 
with the ArITIY system when the transfer of the battle 
direction froln the Marine Corps to the Army is being 
achieved. Since the CCIS-70 operation and objectives 
are very similar to those of an MTACC system, the 
Marine command and control system may well evolve 
from the CCIS-70 system and have many equipments 
and procedures in common with that system. In other 
words, the compatibility with respect to the CCIS system 
may be all-pervasive. 

3) Compatibility Within the Department of Defense. It will 
behoove ANTACCS planners, of course, to make sure 
that the data handling equipments of the future ANTACCS 
system will be compatible with DOD equipments and 
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procedures wherever that compatibility has been defined. 
However, it is unlikely that any overall DOD compati
bility dicta, other than software-type ones such as 
language compatibility and commW1ication and data for
mat, will be achieved in time to affect any 1975 system. 

The advantages of cOHlpatibility are generally well understood. 

However, for the sak.e of completeness they are discussed in the next few 

paragraphs, both with respect to hardware and software. 

Concerning hardware, the important advantages of compatibility 

are ill spares purchasing and stock.ing. The nlore hardware compatibility 

which is achieved, the greater the advantage. If, for example, the same 

spares :vhich CCIS-70 uses are also to be used by an MTACC system, the 

spares could then be achieved frequently through Army channels, if this is 

nlade possible through procedures within the Department of Defense and if 

the geographical location allows it. If hardware compatibility is achieved 

maintenance procedures will be the same throughout large segITlents of the 

lvlTACC system and within large segments of land cOITlbat organizations. 

This will allow standardization of training with the resultant lower cost 

and higher quality of procedures and training. Another iITlportant aspect 

of hardware cOHlpatibility is that developITlent costs will be less and inter

facing equiprnents less costly and, frequently, unnecessary. It would be 

highly advantageous, for example, if the peripheral and auxiliary storage 

devices of the CCIS-70 were directly usable in an MTACC systern. 

The situation, however, with respect to software is somewhat 

different. While software compatibility within an MTACC system is highly 

desirable, it is doubtful whether Hluch is gained in software in having soft

ware con1patibility between various command and control systeHls. There 

is, for example, very little trading of computer programs within the com

mand and control systen1s and therefore in this respect there is not a large 

advantage in Hlachine language cOHlpatibility between an MTACC systen1 

and other conunand and control systems. Even though n1any of the functions 
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of CCIS-70, for exaI11ple, will bc very siI11ilar, the differing environI11cnts 

of these systeI11s and the differing operational requireI11ents, coupled with 

the lack of standardization froI11 the functional s pe c ification point of view, 

I11eans that there will be little advantage gained through I11achine language 

cOI11patibility. However, it is true that subroutines n1-ight be interchangeable 

as well as certain highly standardized processes such as sorting or I11erging 

prograI11s. 

The controversy which was underway two to four years ago, 

with respect to standardization within the DepartI11ent of Defense, of a 

problenl. oriented language such as NELIAC or JOVIAL, was probably pre

n1ature and probably still is today. In the first place, there is an iI11portant 

question. of whether ~ language should be used for cOI11I11and and control. 

Conl.lnancl and control is a very cOI11prehensive subject which eI11braces 

I11any procedures and processes ranging froI11 highly I11atheI11atical ones to 

highly procedural or I11anipulative ones • Perhaps the I11atheI11atical pro

cesses should be prograI11I11ed in a higher order language which is efficient 

for use in such prograI11s, whereas a different kind of language should be 

used for the procedural or I11anipulative prograI11s. The standardization 

on a higher order language does achieve the certain efficiencies in training 

of prograI11I11ers. However, a much more important factor is whether the 

I11achine languages are siI11ilar since, if they are not, the different trans

lator s must be developed for each language, and much of the language com

patibility benefits are lost. 
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In this section, many of the basic questions of implementing 

the system are r<1ised, especially as they relate to the computers. Many 

important problems and questions are discus sed in implementation and 

tentative solutions are presented. The questions of implementation tie 

together the technical, administrative and procurement aspects of the 

problem. The particular points of view discussed in this section are the 

relationship of the computers to those of CCIS-70, questions of contractor 

selc<;tion and system specification; and the overall time phase procedure 

which might be followed in specifying and procuring the computer system. 

6. 1 RELA TIONSHIP TO CCIS-70 COMPUTERS 

The highe st priority questions regarding implementing the 

COI1'lputers in an MTACC sy"stem concerns the relationship of the cOITlputer 

systeITl to those of CCIS-70. There seeITlS to be little doubt that ITluch of 

the computer technology and iITlpleITlentation concept to be used in an 

MT ACC systeITl will be the saITle as those for CCIS-70. There seeITlS to 

be strong sentiITlents in this connection in high Departlnent of Defense 

policy circles. Also, the use of an ArITly systeITl and its adoption and 

adaptation to Marine uses is not without precedent; it has been aCCOITl

plished many times in the past with respect to weapon systems and sup

porting systems. 

Questions which arise, therefore, are those which relate to 

the implications of the siITlilarity of the equipment with the CCIS-70. 

Questions are irrllnediately raised as to the differences and siITlilarities 

of the Army's needs compared with those of the Marine Corps. If the 

Marine Corps does adopt the Army's comITland and control system, or 

at least Il1ajor parts of it, what kind of Il1odifications will need to be 

effected? Does the Marine Corps have needs which the ArITlY does not? 
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To what extent can the overall system philosophies be directly transferred 

to the Marine Corps system? A full understanding of these questions has a 

very high priority in any ilnplementation concept; the problem. is a very 

fundaITlental one to implementing the MTACC system. 

A cursory analysis of the question of the difference between the 

ArITly needs and those of the Marine Corps suggest some very iITlportant 

differences. First of all, there is the matter of greater transportability 

requireITlents of an MTACC system. Army requirements can be less 

stringent for there will be ITlore time and more capable transportation 

vehicles to initially bring the system to its position of field use. An 

MTACC system must be in sufficiently small pieces to be lifted from the 

decks of ships by helicopter s. The implications of these greater trans-. 
portability needs of the Marine Corps needs more analysis and understanding. 

There will, of course, be certain functions which ITlust be im

plcHlented in an MTACC system which are unnecessary in the CCIS-70 

system. For exaITlple, the question of Naval gunfire support is necessary 

and is a high priority item for an MTACC system. Air support concepts 

'will require different cOITlputer uses. Since the Marines regard air sup

port as an integral part of their land forces, they have a different philosophy 

of operational employment. In an MTACC system, data bases are likely to 

be reduced in size since the Marine Corps is a very highly mobile and 

slnaller organization. As a result the USMC will have less time and less 

facility to develop large data bases concerning friendly or enemy forces. 

Another important difference is again related to the pl~ilosophies of per

sonnel usc. The Marine Corps works in smaller units than the Army, and 

needs a greater coordination between smaller field units and fire support 

units. This may make necessary the use of computers at a much lower 

organizational level for an MTACC system than is currently being con-

s ide red in the CCIS-70. 
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Although 111any of the answers to the questions remain obscure 

at this point, there are some general principles regarding this question 

which can be advanced. 

1) At an early date the full point of view of the Department 
of Defense with respect to an MTACC systeITl and the 
CCIS-70 should be developed with participation by 
appropriate Marine Corps personnel. 

2) Assuming MTACC-CCIS-70 cOlTIpatibility to a high degree 
is dictated, Marine Corps personnel should participate 
with Army personnel in the development and specification 
of a cornputer system. 

3) An analysis should proceed immediately to the differences 
in MTACC and CCIS-70 requirements to understand at an 
early date the points of departure from CCIS-70 systems 
and lTIodifications which need to be developed, if any. 

4) The same analysis would be obtained for joint develop
lTlent or interfacing systems with the U.S. Air Force 
and the U. S. Navy. 
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As stated prcviously, a nun1ber of contractors are qualified to 

develop COITlputcr systCITlS for an MTACC systCITl. There are, however, 

son)\.' irnportant questions which arise as to how the contractor should be 

selccted and how he should proceed in dcveloping the systeITl. There are a 

nurnber of contractors who are dcveloping proprietary approaches to COITl

putcr systelTIs. Since these are proprietary approaches, they are aiITled at 

a wide seglTIent of the computer nl.arket. They are useful in airborne appli

cations, land based cOITlbat operations, reconnaissance, and in fire control. 

However, this is not necessarily a disadvantage and, in fact, those con

tractors which have been aiITling at a wide military market seglTIent have a 

broader ,SYStClTIS concept and, in general, are in a better position to create 

a family of cOlnputers. 

The various computer manufacturers have differing approaches 

to cOITlputer SYStcH1S. For example, one cOlTIputer manufacturer may have 

a system concept where the high speed meITlory is ITlodular and cOlTImuni

cates with various processors. This systeITl concept is shown in Figure 6-1. 

Another Inanuiacturer ITlay have cOlTIputer modules where high speed melTI

ory is integral with each processor and various processors can communicate 

with each other. The alternative approach is also shown in Figure 6-1. 

Although one systeITl concept lTIay be preferred over the other one, the 

contractor with the least desirable systeITl concept might well be selected 

because of other factors entering into this decision. In other words, the 

choice of the contractor will depend on a balance of many factors ranging 

from the technical ones to more administrative aspects. 

Consider SOITle of the various factors which might figure in the 

choice of a contractor: 

1) Contractor experience. Has the contractor had experi
ence developing extensive computerized systems? Has 
this experience been extended to militarized systems? 
Has he had experience in developing families of computer 
systems? 
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2) Production capability. Has the contractor shown ability 
to produce cquipnl.cnt on time and with the required levels 
of reliability? Can he take a firm specification and develop 
a production schedulc which is realistic and which will be 
adhered to? 

3) Con1puter systcn1 concept. Does he have a concept for 
a C011l.puter fanl.ily which embraces the total system and 
the manner in which it might be used by MTACC? Does 
he have a concept in mind, for example, that allows 
modules to be joincd together to create computer systems 
of increasing capabilities? Does he have a cOlTIprehensive 
plan for adding peripheral equipment to the system or for 
adding higher speed memory or arithmetic and control 
n1.od ule s ? 

4} Systems expcrience. What systems experience has the 
contractor had in the specification and evolution of com
plex computer systems? Has he shown ability in the 
past to develop a total system concept and carry it 
through to a usable total product? Has he had the ex
perience in seeing the computer system imbedded in 
large scalc military systeITls? 

5) Basic computer speeds. What kind of circuit and menl.ory 
s pe ed ca pa bility is the c ontrac tor ca pa ble of iITlple me nting 
reliably? Is the speed of his intende.d computer system 
sufficiently high to guarantee a high capability/cost ratio? 
Is he pressing the technology with respect to speed or is 
he beind the state-of-the-art technology with respect to 
speed? 

6} Circuits/component design. Is he capable of using the 
111.0St modern circuits and components in his computer 
systeITl? Is he using integrated circuits to an advanced 
degree to allow sufficiently large throwaway ITlodules 
which will generate easily ITlaintained systeITls. Does 
he have a good balance between modern circuitry and 
components which are pushing the state-of-the-art and 
conservative circuits and components which are sure to 
yield good re suIts in the time frame desired? 

Contractor Selection Ground Rules 

There are a number of ground rules which can be advanced for 

cho~sing a contractor and for developing a responsive systeITl: 

I} Develop a nonrestrictive set of specifications which will 
take advantage of the existing in-house developments of 
the various contractors, then 
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2) Let two or lTIOre contracts for the development of a COlTI
puter systen1S concept, and then 

3) Select one contractor and let him continue to develop the 
system according to the principles specified in Section 6. 3 
which follows. 
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There have been serious shortcon1ings in the procurement and 

implen1entation of procedures used in cOD1puterized cOD1D1and and control 

SYStClTIS in the past. It is wOl·thwhilc to cxaD1inc these briefly t? analyze 

, what has been done and to deterD1ine the specific areas in which improve

ments can be nlade. This description is covered in the following sections 

which include a discussion of an implementation procedure which consists 

of the definition of various phases which relate to computer analysis, defi

nition and procurenl.ent. 

followed: 

6. 3. 1 

In the past the following procedures have apparently been 

1) Each lnajor functional area of the command and control 
systelTI has been analyzed in detail. 

2) For each function analyzed, detailed computer require
D1ents are deterD1ined. 

3) Detailed computer specifications arc then developed and 
procurement made on the basis of the detailed 
specifications. 

Disadvantage s 

SOD1e serious disadvantages are as follows: 

1) Specifying in detail the computer to be procured, advantage 
has not been taken of the contractor's in-house develop
rnents since he was constrained to respond to the speci
fications advanced. Extra cost in the procurement was 
therefore incurred. 

2) This has resulted in a basically different cOlll.puter systelll. 
for each type of application. 

3) The requirements which were considered to be adequate 
were changed with tilll.e as the application area becalll.e 
better understood. The cOlll.puter therefore in lll.any 
cases no longer fits the requirements as well as was 
intended. 
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Instead, consider the following approach to computer development: 

1) Develop a general purpose computer system on the basis of 
preliminary requireITlents and analysis of the technology. 

2) Continue application studies to obtain refined estimates 
of the requirenlents and the degree to which the computer 
system meets the requirements. 

3) Make continuous modifications and refinements to the 
computer system as necessary. 

In other words, the computer system under this plan would be developed in 

parallel with the systems analysis and continuing application studies. Even 

at the outset, before detailed application studies are made, the requirements 

are known sufficiently well to begin a development of hardware. The hard

ware then evolves as the system knowledge evolves. 

Consider the implementation proces s previously described in 

Inore detail. Figure 6- 2 shows the major implementation steps required 

in proceeding froln the preliminary requirements and technology analysis 

up to the specification of the amounts and types of equipment. The various 

steps are described in the following paragraphs: 

1) Anal yze requirements and technology. This is the step 
being accolnplished at the present tilne with the MTACC 
effort. The overall desired approach to the family of 
cOlnputcrs and the desired attributes for field use such 
as transportability, ITIodularity and systCITI expandability, 
would be spelled out. 

2) Dcfinc cornputcr systelTIS concept. This was the step' 
dcscribcd above as consisting of (perhaps) two contractors 
working in parallel on two cOITIpcting de sign concepts. 
During this phase the system is described from the 
standpoint of the modules to be developed, the inforlna
tion flow among the modules, communication within the 
computer system, the manner in which expandability will 
be accomplished and the basic approach to circuits and 
compon1ents. 
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3) Dl.~fine COl1l.putcr lll.odule details. During this phase the 
C0111puter 1110dule is spelled out in considerable detail. 
The l1l.odule design Hlust fit within the system concept 
described in the previous step. This phase of the work 
can be accornplished in parallel with the previous step 
on SystC111S concept or in fact, can precede the definition 
of the computer system concept. All details of the mod
ule are described: its instruction logic, all internal 
registers, input/ output control techniques, interrupt 
logic and cornponents and circuits. 

4) Deterl1l.inc ancillary and peripheral equipn1.ent reguirements. 
Based on the definition of the computer systel1l. concept 
and the requirenlents and technology which have been 
detcrrnined, the requirements for ancillary and peripheral 
equip111cnts are spelled out. This will includc all items 
such as nlagnetic tapes, printers, nlass nlagnehc storage, 
comlnunications interconnecting equipnlent and the 
like. 

5) System studies and data flow analysis. Based on the defi
nition of the system and the computer nlodule, systenl 
studies arc accomplished. Sanlple prograITlITling will 
probably be included in this step to insure that the COnl
puter systelTI will work as an efficient integrated whole. 
The various circul11.stances will be developed under which 
the computer system will be expected to operate such as 
various configurations, various degrees of systeITl degra
dation, various types of use such as time sharing, and 
the like. At this point also extensive specifications are 
developed for executive control programs and other 
standard software required. 

6) Develop system sirnulator. Based on a definition of a 
conl.puter nlodule detail and the system studies and data 
flow analysis acconlplished a system simulator is 
developed. The siITlulator first includes the instruction 
logic siITlulation, later stages of the sinlulation include 
the l~ntirc nl.ulticomputer s inlulation ca pa bility. Two 
objectives are accoITlplished. First, it proves out the 
systeITl design and, secondly, a capability is provided 
for the future systems application analysis. 

7) System application analysis. With the help of the system 
simulator which has been developed and with inputs from 
the contiriuing operational requirements which are under 
d.evelopment, the computer system is instantly analyzed 
a s to how it will be applied and how it ITle ets the known 
requireHlents. This includes the detailed programHling 
of many applications to obtain tiITling inforHlation and 
ITlel1l.ory requireHlents. Much of this analysis can be 
accomplished on the prototype equipments at this stage 
of the development. 
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8) Specify ancillary and peripheral equipment. As a result 
of inputs froHl the application analysis it is now pas sible 
to specify what ancillary and peripheral equipments will 
be necessary to rowld out the total system capability. 

9) Field test and systcrn refinenlent. At this point the first 
prototype cquiplTIents are on hand and have been exten
sively programlTIed to accomplish certain test's under 
field conditions. Some of the required tests may take 
place in conjW1ction with simulation of the system charac
teristics on a general purpose non-military computer 
such as was done with CCIS-70. As a result of this 
testing and further analysis, system refinements are 
spelled out and all information which has a bearing on 
the procurement of fieldable equipment is developed and 
collected. 

10) Specify amounts and type s of equipn1ent. This is the col
lection of all of the information into a request for a quo
tation on the basis of which fieldable equipments will be 
procured in the amounts and types desired. 
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TWO ADVANCED GENERAL PURPOSE DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

THE LITTON L-300 SERIES COMPUTERS 

The Litton L-300 family of computers is a series of integrated 

circuit militarized computers, currently consisting of the L-304, L-304A, 

L-305, and L-306. These computers are very similar logically and pro

grarris are interchangeable between the various models. They differ 

prin"larily in speed characteristics and in certain speci.alized features 

offered for the lar ger machine s. 

This computer is intended to fulfill requirements for military 

needs 9uch as for ATDS and MTDS applications and is described as offering 

the capability of a large general-purpose digital computer in micro

miniature packaging. It is the contention of the manufacturer that com

puter s of this type rna y serve in n"lany different capacitie s. For example, 

although it is designed primarily for use in a field shelter environment, 

it is also considered as well fitted for shipboard use and as an appropriate 

component for a conventional data proces sing operation. It is also suffi

ciently miniaturized to be considered for avionics applications. This 

attitude among manufacturers is important to note and will become a more 

compelling argument as the cost of miniaturization decreases relative to 

standard componentry. 

Computer Characteristic s 

The characteristics of the L- 300 computer s are summarized 

as follows: 

Physical Characteristics 

Volume 

Weight 

Temp 

O. 3 cu ft to 1. 1 cu ft * 
27 lb to 86 lb * 
_550 to +12SoC 



,'-

Physical Characteristic s 
(Cont. ) 

MTBF 

Cooling 

Power Consumption 

Word Length 

Speed 

Memory 

. Instruction Repertoire 

Multipro gramming 

Input/ Output 
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2300-8500 hours depending on 
configuration 

Fans on outside of case for air 
circulation 

140w-430w 

32-bit instruction words, 16 or 32 bit 
data words 

1. 92 ~sec read-write cycle; 
120 nano second clock interval 

4096 words expandable to 32, 768 
words 

62 instructions including special data 
handling commands 

Program Levels 

Up to 84 I/O device s 

~"Depending on niodel and memory size 

A comparison of the capabilities and features of the L-300 computers 

is indicated below: 

L- 304~~ L-305 L-306 

Execution Times 

Add 7 I-lsec 4 I-lsec 2 I-lsec 

Multiply 28-38 I-lsec 11 I-lsec 9 I-lsec 

Special Features 

Multipurpose 
Process Registers X X X 

Scratchpad Register 
Melnory (O. 3 ~sec) X X 

Look-Ahead Control X 

Simul taneou sl y 
Acces sible Memory 
Modules X 

~:c 
The L-304A is similar to the L- 304, an additional feature is the addition 
of 32-bit arithmetic. 
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The L-300 computer programs utilize a set of 8 multipurpose 

16-bit registers, each of which may be used as index registers, as ac

cUlnulation, and for shifting and logical operations. One of the .registers 

doubles as an instruction counter. For some operations two adjacent 

registers may be coupled to provide 32-bit capacity. 

These registers are silTIilar to the general registers in the 

IBM Systenl./360. The use of this type of internal organization may be 

identified as an industry trend. It permits the programmer access to the 

111.achine at a lo .... v logical level without imposing unusual conl.plexity. The 

ITlultifuT}ction aspect of general registers provides flexibility in addressing 

and increases the manipulative inventory of the computer organization. 

A notable feature of the Litton design is the provision for 

64 sets of the nlultiple purpose registers to facilitate multiprogramming. 

Thus, each progranl. has its own set of general registers which remain 

intact in case of interrupt. 

The mechanization of the Dl.ultiple process registers varies 

according to Dl.odcl. For the L- 304 the regi ster s are part of the melTIOry 

- the low-order 512 cells. For the L-305 and L-306, the multiple process 

registers are contained in a special O. 3 ~sec scratchpad memory. This is 

in line with the trend in computer design to make distinct the logical struc

ture versus the physical structure of the machine. The logical structure 

can then be kept consistent throughout a C01TIputer family to provide up

ward and downward compatibility and program interchangeability. The 

physical structure may be varied to provide economic versus performance 

trade off feasibility. This philosophy is especially espoused by the IBM 

System/360 and is adapted in the Litton computer family concept. 
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The instruction forn'1at includes a function field and two 3-bit 

fields which specify which process register is to be used as an address, 

and index regi ster as shown below. It also include s a 3- bit addre ss op-

tion (M) \vhich can specify any of 7 options. Indirect addressing, indexed 

addressing and literal addressing may be specified in various combinations. 

The last sLxteen bits (A) are used as an address field which allow addressing 

of 65K half-words; this field may also be used as a lit~ral, that is, the field 

may contain the actual operand rather than the address of the operand. The 

left-most bit of the word (E) is an indicator used to cause a program trap in 

case, of illegal arithmetic operations. 

F s A 

1 6 '3 3 3 16 bits 

The instruction repertoire contains a number of special in

structions de signed for data handling, rapid field manipulation and limit 

testing. 

The MOVE and MOVE AND ZERO instructions move a speci

fied field from one register to a field of equal length in another register. 

(The two registers may be the same.). The obvious application for this 

command is message format conversion, which is a very prominent re

quirement for MTDS. 

The four GATED COMPARISON instructions are used for 

lin'1it testing and \vould be particularly useful in telemetry applications. 

The four cOlnmands provide for JUMP IF INSIDE, JUMP IF OUTSIDE, 

JUMP IF OUTSIDE AND GREATER, and JUMP IF OUTSIDE AND LESS. 

It is noted that the special commands are hardware imple

mented, and do not constitute a combination of simpler comITlands as 

might be suspected. The ones named above all require the same execution 
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time as the ADD C0111n1anc1 (7,4, and 2 I-lsec for the L-"304, L-305 and 

L-306 respectively); the MOVE commands require an additionall-Lsec per 

bit that the field is shifted. 

The instruction sct also includes a NORMALIZE ins.truction, 

in case a floating point package is later needed, (useful also in interrupt 

processing), and an EXECUTE command. A good set of logic commands 

(both exclusive and inclusive OR) is also included. 

Addressing 

The addressing modes for the Litton machines are unusually 

flexible. The available options are: 

1) Direct 

2) Direct with Indexing 

3) Literal 

4) Literal with Indexing 

5) Indirect 

6) Indirect with Direct Indexing 

7) Indirect with Indirect Indexing 

Memory is addressable in 16-bit half-words; however, each 

access consists of two consecutive half-words. A bit in the instruction 

word determines which half-word is to be accessed. 

Packaging 

The modules of the L-300 series computers are arranged in 

drawers. The central computing section is contained in two drawers, the 

I/O section is contained in one drawer, and each 4096 word module of 

memory requires one drawer. The power supply units" which are each 

self-contained, also occupy one drawer (4 units). Three power supply 

units are required to operate the L-304. 
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Multiprocessing. Multiprocessing is a permanent feature of the Litton 

lTlachines. Communication is achieved by two methods: 1) via shared 

Inen10ries, and 2) by use of the input-output channels. For con'lputers 

which are colocated, bulk data transfer between computers is obviated 

by the use of shared memories. Therefore, only status and command 

information need be transmitted by I/O channels. 

Memory sharing is achieved by D'1eanS of a device called the 

Memory Allocator. This device allows any of up to 8 computer s to ac

cess memory modules selectively for up to 262K of memory. The com

puters rpay block each other out and similarly, they !nay unblock access. 

There is no external switch override, however. A fixed priority system 

resolves conflicts when !nore than one computer attempts to access a 

lTlenlory l1'1odule. The priority system also incorporates the Input/Output 

associated with each computer system. The input/ output devices are 

each assigned a priority in respect to the memory modules which, is 

higher than the priority assigned to the computers. Program protection 

is provided by means of limit registers associated with each computer 

in the system. 

Communication between computers may also be affected by 

data transfers on any of 64 input/output channels. This may be accom

plished by establishing a master-slave relationship. In this case only 

one I/O channel is used and the data transfer is in one direction only. 

Alternately, "vith the use of two channels, transfers of data in either direc

tion may be made. Communication between computer s which are either 

colocated or remote ,may be effected via I/O channels. 

Provision is made for the possibility of more than one com

puter having access to the same I/O device. In this case a fixed priority 

systelTl deterlTlines which computer has control at any given time. 
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Input/Output. The basic I/O transfer rate for an 8-bit character or a 

32-bit word is 4 tlsec. The I/O operations may be initiated either from 

the program or by the I/O device. A til11e-sharing multiplexor is avail

able which allows as many as eight I/O devices to share the same channel. 

Since the con1.puter can handle 64 program levels, it is possible' to relate 

each of the 64 devices to a program level and thereby determine I/O 

priority by program setting of a priority table. 

Interrupt logic depends on the setting of bits in two table s of 

control bits composed of 64 bits each of which contain status bits and 

interrupt-enable bits. These tables together constitute what is known as 

the ~rogram Activity Register (PAR) respectively. A program is eligible 

for operation if both bits relating to its program level are set. However,' 

such a program will operate at a given instant only if it has the currently 

highest assigned priority. Thus, to be recognized, an interrupt must be 

assigned a priority higher than the currently operating program, other

'wise response to the interrupt will be deferred. 

Programn1in£?; and Software 

Multiprogramming. 

lnul ti pr 0 gr amn1.ing. 

The computer is especially designed to accommodate 

Sixty-four program levels are pr~vided and each 

program has its own set of general registers. Program priority may be 

program determined by the setting of a priority table. The mechanism 

for determining which program operates is the Program Activity Register 

de scribed in the foregoing section. 

No hardware protect feature is provided for the L-304. How

ever, in the L-305 and L-306, provision is made for program floatability. 

In the L-306 , the assumption is made that memory protection is per

formed via software (as a part of the executive function) together with 

limit registers as sociated with each program level. 
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The use of the multilevel programming concept facilitates the 

common use of general subroutines and obviates the need for complex 

programming to solve the reentrant problem which would otherwise be 

required. 

Multiprogramming is anticipated for three distinct environ

mental situations. These are: 

1) Program mixes are completely defined and not subject 
to change. This situation does not require a distinct 
executive program. 

2) Program mix changes periodically but predictably. A 
limited executive program is required for program 
loading. 

3) ProgralTI mixes change dynamically and vary unpre
dictably. A real-time executive for scheduling and 
facility allocation is required. 

The first environn1.ent is anticipated at the lowest echelons 

and the others as successively higher ones. These environn1.ents also 

relate and have helped to determine the design of the Litton computer 

fan1ily concept, which specifies the L-304, L-305, and L-306, respec

tively, for the varying requirements. 

Prograrnrning and Relocation. Accordingly, the L- 305 and L- 306 include 

the capability for program floatability. This is accon1.plished with the 

use of a base address register which is added to the location register to 

obtain the effective instruction address. Relocation of programs within 

men1.ory is accomplished by changing the base address register. 

This n1.ethod works in the case of instruction accessing but 

lTIay cause difficulty in the addressing of data depending on whether the 

addressing is relative (to the program) or absolute. Certain program

ming restrictions are therefore imposed in order to preserve program 

compatability between machines. 
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Software Support. The programs developed, or to be developed include 

an assembler program, (CS-l), and an operational system composed of 

standard utility programs. A 7094 Logic Simulator Program was also 

written to test the L-304 internal logic. 

Status 

An engineering prototype L- 304 with 4K memory is in system 

checkout. The logic units have been checked out and the memory unit is 

now being integrated. 

In this test system the I/O Console, Control Console, Display 

Cons.ole and Magnetic (loop) Tape units have been tied in. 

Litton is currently writing proposals incorporating this equip

ment on a fixed price ba S1 s. 
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The Autonetics Data SystClTI Division of North American 

Aviation, Inc. has figured pron1incntly in the developn1cnt of n1iniaturized 

COl1'lputcrs .for 111ilitary usc. An'long these developrncnts are the Monica 

faniily of cOn1puters, the D26C and D26J, and the MINUTEMAN cOn1puters, 

the D17 and D37B. In addition, Autonetics has developed system concepts 

which ,are ba sed on studies of CCIS-70, 492L, 48 1 L, 407 L, and other 

systen1s .. Of particular interest are a nUn1ber of n10re advanced versions 

of their n1ilitarized cOn1puter s which are proposed for the ground mobile 

environment in advanced military systems. Among these are the D-28C, 

the D57, and the D58. 

System Concept 

A prinlary characteristic of the Autonetics system philosophy 

is the incorporation of a multiple computer system (MCS). The MCS is 

highly modular and may be arranged in several alternp,te configurations 

and operational niode s suitable for various echelon levels and for varying 

requirements. The system is characterized as a multiple-computer 

distributed-function system. 

COlnputation capability i.s increased by adding cOn1puter 

modules rather than by providing unusual speed capability. This system 

uses the "unit computer concept'! rather than the "family of computers" 

concept. Autonetic s has been studying several generic systems to apply 

to specific tactical requirements. 

The system concept maybe de scribed in terms of a chart, 

as shown in Figure A-l, which illustrates six computer modules. More 

or less (even one) modules can be used in a system. 



DISPLAY 

o Film G(!nerator 

o Console 

o MED 

o Graphic Entry 

o Tabular Dliplay , 

PERIPHERAL 

o Paper Tape 

o Cards 

o Printers 

\" I 
COMNET If 

MASS MEMORY 

o Magnetic Tape 

o Tape Controller 

o Disc File 

o Search Unit 

o Magnetic Core 

FEATURES 

o The disruption of communication at anyone point will not destroy 
capability. 

o Discrete channel used for command information and exchange of 
status information. 

o COMNET used for data transfer (14 channels). 

o No dedicated equipment. 

Figure A-I. Autonetic s SystelTI Concept 
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COMMUNICATION 

o Moderns 

o Communication 
Expander 

o Language 
Converfer 
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The system communication structure is based on a decentral

ized s\vitchi.ng scheme called the Comnlunication Network (COMNET). 

The COMNET consists of a number of hi-directional channels used for 

communication to high speed and low speed peripheral equipment and for 

"real-time" communication to communication terminals. A typical con

figuration including 14 channels is shown in Figure A-2. Also shown is 

the Discrete Con'1mand Channel, not a part of the COMNET, which is used 

for communication of command and status information. It consists of a 

single path for the use of command reque sts {from human intervention} 

and for control functions exercised from the executive computer. 

Each of the real-tin'1e channels may accommodate 6 devices 

via a multiplexor device called the communication expander. This device 

will provide terminals for 6 communications devices. Thus, a single 

module can be tied to up to 36 communications devices. 

Data traffic carried by the COMNET channels is classified as 

programmed or nonprogrammed depending on whether the transfer is 

under program control or externall y initiated (e. g., by operators, remote 

data terminals, another computer). This distinction corresponds to the 

usual categorization of interrupts - internal and external. 

Autonetic s Computer Characteri stic s 

The characteristics of the D28C and the D57 computer s are 

summarized as follows: 

Physical Characteristics 

Volume 

Weight 

Power ConsuITlption 

Packaging 

D28C 

3 cu it 

1 00 lb~~ 

585 w 

Field Case 

D57 

3 cu ft 

140 lb 

1100 w 

Rack or field 
case 



Data Rate 

2400 bits/sec 

125 KC (B-bit cha r) 

62.5 KC 

125 KC 

Computer 1 Computer 2 

I I 
I I 
I 6 channels I 

I I 

I I 
I 

I 4 channels 
I 

I I 
I I 
I 4 channels I 

1 channel 

Real-time 
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- Communication Tenn1nals 

High spee d - Bulk Storage 

Peripheral device (slow speed) 

Inter-computer communication 
~---------------------------------(Status and Control) 

Figure A-2. Communications Network 



Word Length 

Speed 

Cycle 

Typical Operation Times 

Add 

Memory 

Instructions 

Multiply 

Transfer 

Internal 

Internal Memory 
Extender 

No. of instructions 

Special Instructions 

Addre s sing. 

"-

D28C 

36 bits 

6 !-,-sec 

12 !-,-sec 

48 !-,-sec 

6 !-,-sec 

2 module s of 
4096 words ea 

"pp to 6 module s 
of 4096 words ea 

59 

:Half-word 
rnani pulation 
repeat, move 

Immediate 
(literal) 
Direct and 
Indirect 

"'Includes control panel and field case 

Input/ Output Systern 
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D57 

36 bits 

8 !-,-sec 

44-48 !-,-SCC 

4 Usec 

2 modules of 
8192 words ea 

Up to 2 modules 
of 8192 words ea 

68 

Bit and byte 
manipulation, 
repeat, move 
DCB, BCD, and 
floating point 

Immediate, 
Direct, and 
Indirect 

The Input/ Output system feature s independent and simultan

eous operation of I/O and computing operations. This is achieved through 

the use of a second memory module which 1l1ay be independently assigned 

to the I/O unit. A multiple stacking interrupt syste1l1 provides for 

asynchronous input of data. 
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The cOl11.munication scheme permits each processor to com

lTIunicate \vith each device in the SystClTI. Alternate paths between 

processors and devices are permissible and at least two paths exist be

t\veen critical units. The communication switch nodes arc processed by 

each processor internally (in the I/O lmit) so that failure in the switching 

elements effects only that device. This scheme avoids the characteristic 

vulnerability difficulty in mUlticomputer systems which depend on an ex

ternal s\vitching unit. The physically decentralized switching system 

therefore prornotes high systelTI availability. 

IntercoHlputer comlTIunication may be achieved via the Dis

cret~ Con1lTIand Channel for cOl11.ITIand and status information or by the 

I/O unit'channels for data transfer. Initially the design called for special 

intercornputer channels. Ho\vever, subsequent analysis using the Gordon 

SilTIulaior Prograrn suggested that the discrete channel and the normal 

I/O channels were adequate for the purpose. 

The Input/ Output System is Fieldata cOlTIpatible and, with 

minor lTIodification, is also compatible with ASCII requirelTIents. 

The Computer Or ganization 

. The cOlTIputer organization of the D-28C and D-57 are similar 
\ 

J\ 
and lTIay be thought of as variations of the saHle design. They differ only 

in Hlinor respects, such as the size of the HleHlory banks and the pro

vision for additional HleHlory Hlodules. This organization features two 

men-lory banks and provides for siHlultanity of processing and I/O. The 

COlTIputcr internal d~ta/control flow is indicated in Figure A-3 

MeHlory 1 r----t----..~ Me mo r y 2 

Figure A-3. Computer Internal Data/Control Flow 
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An advantage of the multi-n'len'lory arrangement is the pro

vision for the overlapping of the memories in order to achieve effective 

speed increases. This is achieved by a ~ook ahead feature which inter.;. 

leaves instructions (stored in one memory module) and operands (stored 

in the other). 

The Memory System 

In addition to the two interval memory modules additional 

memory modules external fo the computer may be used to increase 

storage capacity. These modules may be individually addressed by either 

the I/O unit or the processor unit. Each D-28C con'lputer can operate 

with 'a n1aximum of eight 4K memory lTIodules, 2 internal units, and 6 . 
external ones. With this arrangement it is possible for the processor 

unit and the 1/ a unit each to operate with four memory module s simul

taneously. The D57 cOlnputer can operate with 2 internal and 2 external 

8 K rnemory lTlodules. 

The external memory is called an Internal Memory Extender 

(IME). An IME of 24 K capacity weighs 94.5 lbs, requires 500 watts of 

input po'\ver and occupies 3. 6 cu ft. 

In a multiple computer system the IME's are ordinarily shared 

between the system computer s and are not dedicated to anyone computer 

or I/O unit. ComlTIunication between the computers and the IME is ef

fected by means of a logic switch. 

The D- 28 Interrupt Systen'l 

A multiple stacking interrupt system permits asynchronous 

input of data from external devices. Interrupts may result from events 

external to the computer or may be program initiated (internal interrupts). 

The interrupt system is affected by both hardware and software features. 

An executive interrupt routine performs the branching control for real

time operations. The hardware features include the usual provision for 
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saving and restoring the necessary working resistors. A mask register 

provides the mechanism for selectively inhibiting interrupts under program 

control. 

The interrupt structure of the D- 28 cOITIputer is indicatcd by 

the following lists of interrupt types. 

Internal 

Status 

PrograITI 

I/O Initiation and COITIpletion 

Real- TiITIe Clock 

Inhibit 

Diagnostic 

Discrete Channel and I/O Channels (External) 

Status 

Malfunction 

Count Down 

Action Reque st and Completion 

The Executive Concept 

The Executive Program has three levels; 1) Input/Output 

control routines, 2) Program sequencing and control, and 3) System 

Configuration Control. Each computcr in the ITIultiple-computer systeITI 

would have the first two levels of executive control. :However, only onc 

COl1'1puter (at anyone tin1c) would have the third onc. This computer would 

therefore be the ITIaster cOITIputer. As a part of the System Configuration 

Control function, the executive ITIaintains a table of systeITl hardware 

elements which it updates according to current assignlnent and scheduling. 

For exaITIple, when Internal MeITIory Extenders are used in a multiple 

computer system, they are assigned temporarily to particular processing 

units by order of the Executive COITIputer. When the assignITIent is 
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c0111pleted the l11.elTIOry is avai.lable for reassignment by electrically switch

ing the 111emory to another unit. A design objective of the Executive Control 

Progran1 is io permit the user progra111mer to write progralTIS without having 

to 111ake allo\vances for ho\v lTlany computers or peripheral equipment are' 

present in the system. 

A feature which enhances processing availability is the presence 

in the system of an on-line spare. In case of failure of one of the other 

COlTIputers, this con1puter would be available for the immediate resumption 

of the funciions of the failing computer. The on-line spare would normally 

receive data fron1 the other C0111puters to maintain currency of the essen

tial data base. It is also suggested that this computer could be assigned 

lo\v priQrity tasks as well. Self-checking functions are performed in each 

computer, and overall system health checking is performed by the master 

executive and monitored by the computer operator. In case of executive 

failure a restart capability is provided. 
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The use of general rather than specialized registers in COITl

puter organization is an important development. These registers are used 

for a nlultiplicity of purpo se s. For example, the multipurpose regi ster s 

of the Litton 300 series computers contains operands and addresses; they 

n1ay assurne tile function of accumulators, shift regisJiers, index registers 

and program counters; and they have the associated circuitry for the per

fOrlTIanCe of arithmetic and logical operations. Adjacent registers may 

be coupled to provide double word length shifting and arithmetic operation. 

The gen'eral registers are addressed (referenced) by a three-bit field con

tained in the instruction formats. The technique of using gene·ral multi

purpose (usually interchangeable) registers has reached its most advanced 

developnlent in the design of the IBM System/360. In this family of com

puters the Dlechanization of the general registers varies from model to 

rnodel; however, the programmer does not need to be aware of the differ

ences, since, logically he is presented with the same general register 

capability in each ll.'1odel. Earlier examples of this technique are found in 

the stored logic lTIicroprogrammed computers, the C-8401, the Raytheon 

440 and (to a lesser extent) the BR-130 (AN/UYK-l). 

This design obtains a natural appeal to the programmer who is 
~ 

given an inventory of n1anipulatable elements that can be used interchangeably 

in various ways. He is provided n'1any receptacles for his interin1 results 

(rnany accumulators), can use a value as an operand. at one step, an index 

value at the next. In effect, these registers provide a local, fast-access 

storage which pern1its operations involving several operands to proceed 

without men10ry access delays. 

Apart fron1 individual progran1mer preference, the use of 

general registers has a more cOn1pelling rationale which is reinforced by 
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the nature of the application span of tactical cOlnnland and control problclTIS. 

This is understood if one recalls the traditional and current gap between 

nlenl0ry speeds and live register spceds. To narrow this gap dual memory 

designs, fast control mCll10ries and scratchpad memories havc bcen em

ployed. I-lo\vever, to a degrec, the logic designer has been content to 

providc a faster capability for operations than for operand transfer. The 

register speed is a deterlTIinant for operator speed, that memory speed to 

a large extent is the determining limitation of operand transfer speeds. 

This speed gap is appropriate \vhen the main computer function is primarily 

a sequence of calculation. Ho\vever, for the tactical command and control 

application, thc greatest inlportance attaches to transfers of data, con

version of data, and in particular, to storage and retrieval of data • . 
The conclusion to be derived from this discussion is the relative 

importance of ITlemory access speeds, and insofar as the disparity between 

HlelTIOry access and live logical register operations still exists, the faster 

speeds of fast scratchpads and general registers should be used for, and 

geared toward efficient data conyer sion, retrieval and transfer. 
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A memory hierarchy IS a set of memory elements having vari

ous levels of speed and capacity. The speed and the costs per bit of the 

various melTIOry elements usually vary inversely with the size (capacity). 

The ideal hierarchy is usually described as one with a fine gradation of 

speed and capacity characteristics, from small alTIounts of very high speed 
I 

storage (registers and scratchpads) through high speed lTIemory main stor-

. age, "to ~uccessively larger amounts of lower speed storage. 

The attention to memories and their hierarchical organization 

is of importance because in future operations common accessibility to data 

bascs and the lTIcthods of organization of inforlTIation in those data bases 

so that easy, rapid, and accurate recall of such information will be possible 

is a cardinal problclTI in the design of computer based or computer aided 

systcms. \Vhere the rapid retrieval of information is necessary, in such 

applications as message switching or intelligence file retrieval, the par

ticular way in which the different kinds of memory are organized with 

respect to each other may be vital. Especially is this the case in which 

the available times of response of the computer based system is of the 

order of milliseconds or shorter. 

Although memory hierarchies are characterized mostly by 

speed and size, other aspects are noteworthy. Specialization of memory 

functions, topological relationships of memor,ies with processors, and 

control hierarchy are also important topics for consideration. In par

ticular, the development of read-only memories, read-mostly memories, 

and content-addressable memories is important to notice. 
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The advantage of a multi-level hierarchy is to increase the 

effective speed of the conlputer by placing the programs and data of most 

frequent usage in the highest speed devices and, at the same time, realize 

the econon1ies of less expensive storage devices for data not subject to 

rapid change. Techniques have been and are being deyeloped for exchanging 

data between memories on a dynanlic basis. Transfers are made between 

scratchpads and Inain memories and, on a slower time scale, froITl ITlain 

nlenlory to bulk storage. 

CONTENT-ADDRESSABLE (ASSOCIATIVE) MEMORIES 

The use of associative memories as possible cOITlponents for 

futurt! tactical systems appears promising. Several application areas of 

interest'for which associative memories are candidate are: 

1) Logistics File Maintenance 

2) Intelligence Retrieval 

3) Radar Data - Track Data Correlation 

4) Scan to Scan Radar Data Correlation 

5) Track Data Retrieval 

6) Weapons AssignITlent 

7) .Sorting 

8) File Search for Communication and Display 

9) Ivlessage Fornlat Conversion 

10) ECCM 

11) Decoy Discrimination 

CONTENT-ADDRESSABLE CHARACTERISTICS 

The addressing technique enlployed by conventional ITleITlory 

organization requires that the location of the iniorITlation to be retrieved 

be known. This is sOITletiITles referred to as coordinate addressing or 

addressing by location. An alternative addressing technique is the re

trieval of stored information on the basis of content. Word cells are 
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accessed by the characteristics of the stored data rather than by the physi

cal location of the cell. This elilninates current very tedious indexing 

operations. The physical location is irrunaterial in this case. Memories 

with this capability are said to be content-addressable and arc also rcferred 

to as a:3~ociative llh!1110rictj, parallel tjearch n1.clnoric~, recognition menl-

. orie s, and seve ral othe r te rms. 

The ter111 associative 111emory has only recently corne to rcfer 

to a particular hardware design. Forn1crly, the tcrm was used to refer to 

the use of conventional n1enl.Ory for purposes of associative logical pro

cesses. This usage of the term persists and IS of continuing validity. 

Thc devclopnl.cnt of new addressing techniques is not without 

precedent. It is son1etimes suggestcd that the development of contents 

addrcssing is analogous to that of indirect or other recognized addressing 

techniques (e. g., relative, indexed, implicit, immediate, truncated, ctc.). 

To a silnilar (or greater) extent, contents addressing provides generality 

to the conl.l1l.on task of "operand fetching. II 

The problems of addres sing are taken for granted to such an 

extent by the programlTIer that it is perhaps not evident that the association 

of an a.ddress with a quantity of inforn1ation is usually a somewhat super

ficial relationship. Unfortunately, the progralTI111er, particularly, the 

Inachine language pro'gral1l.mer, must often deal largely with addresses 

rather than inforlTIation itself. This preoccupation with location imposes 

a large housckeeping and data organization requirel1l.ent which can be ex

pensive of machine execution til1l.c and storagc, and prograrruning effort. 

Although it is perhaps not unreasonable to expect the programmer to keep 

track of and in some cases plan where information is to be kept, it is 

interesting to conjecture concerning the advantages to be obtained by a 

programming technique substantially free from the addressing require

ment. This is feasible with several designs of contents addressable mem

ories. Information is simply stored in the first available cell and may be 

retrieved later in one cycle (or two) without knowledge of its physical 

whereabouts. 
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Associative IYlel110rics currently under consideration cOIYlpose 

a broad spectruIYl of capability - [rolU the silUplest search based on the 

equality criterion only, to scarches using sclected bit patterns (masks) and 

based on any of perhaps a dozen search criteria, and extending to proposals 

which include cOlUputation on lUatched items. The feature in common with 

most designs is the capacity to interrogate sim.ultaneously, a region of the 

associative m.emory based on com.parison with an external key. The charac

teristic property is economical search speed. In the ITIore advanced designs, 

the individual rnenl0ry cells are capable of eleITIentary logical decisions in 

relating the stored data to the search criteria. By a modest extension of 

the logic;al capability, parallel operation of conventional cOITImands of the 

s ill1pler sort are obtained. 

SEARCH CRITERIA 

Search criteria are presented silUultaneous~y to all or selected 

subsets of the associative m.elUory. Criteria other than identity with the 

externally presented key are possible. For exaITIple, the associative lUeITI

ory ll1ay bc designed to search on the basis of--greater than, less than, 

between lill1its, minimull1, ll1axill1ull1, next higher, next lower, etc. In 

addition, n1Lxed modes lUay be specified involving combinations of inde

pendent searches perforll1ed in sequence. This is also referred to as a 

successive search criterion. In addition, a siITIultaneous search criterion 

nlay be provided which accolUplishes a search on lUultiple criteria in one 

search cycle. COInposite searches in which different search criteria are 

used for each of several fields in the search word are also proposed in 

SOlne designs. Thc "In of nil logical relationship is also possible; for this 

process, a successful search is defined as one which satisfies the ll1 out 

of n criteria (e. g. ,. any 3 out of 4 specified characteristics). 

The satisfaction of the specified search criterion is said to 

result in a "ll1atch. II A search will result in a ll1atch, no lUatch, or in 
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some cases multiple matches. Some designs include the option of specifying 

that the search be terlninated after the first match or after n matches occur" 

where n is a preset threshold paralTIeter. A more usual method is to pro-

. vide ~. Inulti- response resolver which provides unique to non-unique pro

cessing to allow a serial treatment of matched iteIns. Typically, the 

matched cells are identified, i. e., tagged or marked, in order that the 

contents may subsequently be retrieved. 

DATA CORRELATION 

A general classification of computer problem is data correla

tion. An exanlple of this type of problem is the requirement in many hig,h 

trac}.~ capacity surveillance and fire control radar systems to correlate . 
radar (sonar) data with established tracks. It is customary in such sys-

teniS to keep account of the currently known trackable entities in the com

puter store. These entities, orice recognized, become known as "tracks. " 

The information of interest concerning each track is usually kept as a body 

of information (as a block of track data) and dynamically updated by current 

inputs. Exaniples of track characteristic s are track pos ition, track velocity, 

track identification, threat priority, predicted position, etc. 

The association of a set of incoming radar returns with existing 

tracks is called radar correlation. This function is performed by deter

mining according to a tracking correlation logic if a given return lies 

within a volull1e of space which is .centered about a predicted track posi

tion. If it does, it is said to correlate. 

With a conventional cOll1puter the correlation process is quite 

time consull1ing since each return must be compared with all track posi

tions. The processing till1e, therefore, increases approximately as the 

square of the number of current tracks. With a parallel search memory, 

however, it is possible to compare the position of each return with all 

track positions in one search time. The track correlation problem solu

tion time thus increases only linearly with the number of tracks. The 

process is particularly efficient in an associative IYlemory processing 

between limits search capabilities. 
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b1 the general application areas of survcillance and tracking 

other associativc nlcrnory usages are apparent. In such applications, it is 

oftcn required that track data be updated frequently fron1 data r,cccived cx

ternally, and it is frequently found necessary to retricve track information 

by specifying one or more of the track characteristics. ill a conventional 

memory, the ordering of track data is according to one or n10re of these 

characteristics (e. g., track nurnber, track channel number). Sometirncs 

data concerning the same track is kept in different physical locations and 

ordered diffcrently as rnay be required. This will ordinarily necessitate 

that special cross referencing iteIns be maintained. If the ordering cri

terion ip not known (as in the radar data correlation problem), a search 

is required entailing observation of each iteIn. With the use of an associ

ative nleInory, track data could be retrieved by specifying any of its known 

attribute s. 

SORTING 

Sorting involves the sequencing or resequencing of data such 

that the ncwly forlTIed sequence satisfies SOlne specified ordering relation. 

Sorting has becornc a 111ajor con1puter application and one which is quite 

(conlputer) time consurning. The importance of the probleIn is evident 

froIn the eInphasis placed on research into efficient sorting Inethods. 

Sort progranls of considerable length and cOlTIplexity are written and 

improveInent of method is continuously sought. 

There are several aspects of the sorting problelTI which are 

related to the developlTIent of associative lTIenlories. The lTIost obvious 

advantage for such a usage is that in lTIany cases the need for sorting is 

elilTIinated. Since the data lTIay be addressed by its known characteristics, 

the need for ordering it is often obviated. 
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However, the need for sorting would still be required for certain 

tasks: for exan1ple, when sorted data rnust be transmitted to some other 

men10ry device, for preparation of sorted output lists, etc. II sorting is 

neccssary, the associativc n'lClnory Inay efficiently be put to the task. 

USE OF ASSOCIATIVE MElvl0RY FOR SYSTEM PROGRAMMING 

The production of system support programs such as assemblers, 

con1pilers, translators, ctc. is an appropriate application area for associ

ative In~nlori~s. In such progralns, the functions of scanning, table building, 

table lookup and table search are very con'lmon ones and in fact constitute a 

large part of the conlputer activity. In a machine featuring an associative 

D'lemory, these functions are greatly facilitated. Tables used during the 

asseD'lbly process could be stored in the associative memory to iD'lprove 

search speeds. 

Another aspect of assembly and cOD'lpilers progran'l is relocation 

of progran1s and data, and the assignment of absolute locations. Contents 

addressing elirninates the need for SOlne of this activity since data can be 

entered without undue concern about storage allocation. For exaD'lple, it 

is not necessary to deterD'line in advance if contiguous areas of core stor

age of the appropriate size are available nor even keep track of data loca

tions if retrieval keys are stored with the data. The "need for translation 

fron'l symbolic to absolute storage location may be to some extent elin'li

nated. In a sense, the cells could contain their own names (sin'lply another 

attribute - an array of bits which could be used as a basis for search). 

APPLICA TIONS 

S~vcral applications can be cited where the use of an associative 

Inen'lOry can result in order of magnitude time savings in the solution of 

probleD'ls particularly an'lenable to solutions using such a memory. Other 

applications show little or no improvement. Each application therefore 

must be considered independently. 
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The applicability of associative memories to future tactical 

data systenl.s depends largely on whether significant portions of the pro

cessing problems are of a type for which the content-addressing capability 

is dell.l.onstrated to possess decided advantages over conventional (location) 

addressing. It is, therefore, ilnportant to deterrninc those problcn1. charac

teristics which tend to guarantee that problem solution tiIne will be decreased 

(or effective work increased) with the use of this capability; and to define 

classes of data processing operations which Inake effective use of the in

herent parallelism afforded by associative memories. 

Content-addressing is efficient relative to location addressing 

for those applications for which: 

1) Files of data are rnanipulated and search for individual 
items in the data store is a significant part of the data 
processing task. 

2) Fast or immediate access to data is needed in order to 
avoid table search functions. 

3) Data is retrieved on the basis of a multiplicity of 
reference properties and cross referencing between 
files is a frequent program activity. 

4) List organized data storage is required. 

5) Sorting is performed. 

6) Encyclopedic data is stored froIn which retrieval of 
individual items is called for. 

7) Cataloging and cross indexing is required. 

8) Comparisons with data arguments are needed quickly 
and test answers concerning iteIn characteristics 
required. 

9) It is necessary to order data quickly for output or in the 
case where data tends to becoIne disordered dynamically 
during processing, or must be reordered according to 
varying criteria. 

10) Problem solution is obtained by solving large sparce 
ma t ric e s • 

These characteristics are to a large extent, concentrated on 

data-oriented probleIns. In particular, data with the following attributes: 
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2) Data for which unpredictable growth of tables, arrays, 
or other structures appear likely. 

3) Data with a large proportion of void or zero eleI?ents. 

Retrieval execution time is largely independent of table length. 

The associative luemory advantage is, therefore, n10re pronounced as file 

size increases. 

Several applications which are anticipated for future tactical 

data systems are of the type indicated in the foregoing list of characteristics. 

Several are discussed briefly in subsections to follow. Beyond the special 

applications for which advantages are easily seen, lie new usages derived 

from new software techniques. These further advantages will accrue from 

the reformulation of problems from the standpoint of explicitly exploiting 

the inherent parallelism; and from the unkn~wn but predictable advances to 

be derived froln experimentation in these techniques when associative metn

orie s are a practical hardware reality. 

ADDITIONAL APPLICA TraNS 

The associative nl.enlory would be useful for file searching of 

data for display, comll1unication, and data updating. Other applicable areas 

of interest are ECCM decoy discrimination, threat evaluation, and general 

areas such as: 

Reservation System 

Air Traffic Control 

Automated Intelligence 

Automatic Abstracting 

Ma trix Arithmetic 

Document Retrieval 

Language Translation 

Cotnpiler Writing 

Data Retrieval (Medical, Legal) 



Payroll 

Problern Solving 

P\.~ rpctual Inventory 

Linear Programn'ling 

Autornatcd Teaching 

C on'llTIunica tions Switching 

Airline Reservation 

Process Control 

Vehicle Registration 

lvlathematical Applications 
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Many of these have no foreseeable usage in connection with 

tactical.systelTIs. However, the fact that there is such a wide potential 

usage docs relate to the question of whether such devices will be available 

in econoITlically conuTIercial versions. If the range of applicability is broad 

enough, the motivation for COlTImercial development will be provided so that 

successful ilTIplemcntation will not depend entirely on subsidized development. 

RELEVANCE TO MTACC 

There is a strong likelihood that many MTACC applications 

\varrant the use of an associative memory. Because it is usually impos

sible to iorecast all of the uses to which files will be put and because even 

present uses of files may change in nature, it is necessary to develop a 

technique of SYStClTI dcsign and to use subsysten1s that will be as inde

pendent :l.ti possible of particular detailed requirements. For cX<llnple, an 

intelligence file contains iniorn'lation that is updated and retrieved in ac

cordance with current well specified procedures. It is foreseeable that 

many questions about data in the file will be asked which are not amenable 

to the current file organization or to the ways in which information is 

currently retrieved. Though this information is resident in the file, there 

is a premium on not having to reorganize it to secure this information. 

It is also possible that other functional areas, such as ground combat 
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operations will also wish to query the file for information in a manner that 

will not, with one forln of file organh~ation, be easy. Indeed, if the files 

for intelligence and ground cornbat operations are to be combined, then 

two different sets of criteria may have to be rationalized for the extraction 

of inforn1.ation. In general, this problem of working with unstructured file s 

or with files that have previously been given the stamp of one form of organ

ization is one in which the developlnents in content-addressable memories 

will find considerable application. 

For MTACC, the use of associative memories at the higher 

echelons is indicated for the functional areas of intelligence, logistics,. 

and air support. 

The advantages offered by associative memories are those of 

speed and flexibility. Since it is possible to retrieve desired information 

at a rate which is independent of the anl.ount of melnory searched, asso

ciative menl.ories can save substantial time in applications which involve 

a great deal of searching. There is also a case to be made for increased 

ease of progran1ming, since the requirement for certain internal house

keeping functions concerned with problenl.s of addressing are sinl.plifiecl. 

This is offset, however, by the necessity for using techniques which are 

currently unfalniliar to the programming community. 

The drawbacks are largely those related to implementation 

difficulties and the attendant costs associated with development and pro

duction. The cost for workable associative memories is much higher 

than for conventional memories of equivalent size. However, the impor

tant cost consideration is that of total system cost versus overall system 

capability. It is in this context that the utility and economy of associative 

memories will ultinl.ately be weighed. 

READ-ONLY AND READ-MOSTLY MEMORIES 

An important type of memory which is finding increasing appli-
( 

cation in computer systems organization is the read-only memory (ROM). 
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The cost of read-only rrlC1110ry 1S considerably less than [or read-write 

111CrrlOry o[ equivalent speed. This type of melTIory is referred to as per

Inanent, since the 111achine using it is ordinarily not capable o[ changing 

its contents. Often, the progralTI which does not change in use, constants, 

tables, and coefficients can be shared in the less expensive ROM with a 

separate read-write n1elTIOry being used for that data which changes. 

Read-lTlostly lTIelTIories whose characteristic feature is a fast

read, slow-write capability are also cOlTIing into increasing use. Here 

again, the criteria [or the developlTIent is a reduction in cost. This allows 

data that seldon1 changes to be updated inexpensively without ilTIpairing the 

ability to retrieve the data rapidly. 

A nUlnber o[ in1portant usages are envisioned for read-only and 

read-Illostly HlelTIories; among these are: 

1) storage o[ micro-programs (stored logic) 

2) storage of arithlTIetic tables 

3) lTIultiprogram control 

4) function generators 

5) storage of executive control progralTIS 

6) code conversion (e. g., radix conversion) 

7) interrupt processing routine storage 

8) storage of test routines 

Read-only and read-lTIostly Illemories are likely to be used in 

several MTACC computer systems. They may be used to substitute [or 

a part o[ main InerrlOry or for faster access for large capacity storage at 

lower cost. The primary characteristic of progralTIs which can effectively 

exploit the read-only meITloryspeed, are those which are relatively iIlllTIune 

to change and whose frequency of usage is sufficient to result in significant 

tiITle saving. 
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A version or dialect of FOR TRAN was one of the first languages 

for which a widely-used operational cOlYlpiler was cOlYlpleted. It is inlpor

tant for several reasons. It is well suited to a broad range of scientific 

applications. FOR TRAN processors have been written for a large nUlYlber 

of different types of cOlYlputers. The concepts it elTIbodies have instigated 

lTIuch research in cOlTIputer languages and lYlany attelYlpts to develop COn1-

putel; laI,1guages for non- scientific applications. The problen1s encountered 

in writing FOR TRAN processors have prolYlpted the developlYlent of n10st of 

today's COHlpiler technology. 

The capabilities of a particular FOR TRAN processor are a 

function both of the n1achine for which it was written and the capability of 

those who wrote it. Processors for smaller cOn1puters have fewer facil

ities. The newer processors contain fewer progran1 steps, work faster, 

and produce more efficient machine language programs. The extra facil

itie s which are provided in some cas es or the particular facilitie s on1itted 

in the processors for the smaller machines depend on the inclinations and 

background of the writers. 

The basic language is lTIost powerful for applications requiring 

111atrix rnanipulations. It is a very useful tool for lYlost scientific applica

tions. For the normal type of cOmITIercial problem it is rather inefficient, 

and caution should be exercised in using it on applications which are largely 

logical. But it would not be difficult to enrich a FORTRAN processor with 

functions and subroutines to the point that it would be useful for applications 

involving logic and be, in some cases, quite satisfactory for corrunercial 

data processing. 
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The principal drawback to FORTRAN is its vague and less 

than optin1u111 syntax, and its tendency to contain a degree of dependence. 

Because of this, a FOR TRAN progranl. which operates properly after being 

translated by a given FOR TRAN processor :may not work properly after 

being translated by another FOR TRAN proces sor which was written froIn 

the same specifications. Because the syntax is less than optimum, the 

processors are luore cornplicated than necessary. 

COBOL 

The COBOL language was developed by representatives of 

C0111puter users, Governluent instal,lations, and computer manufacturers 

at the in.stigation of the Department of Defens e. The intent of the com

lYlittee was to provide a problem- oriented prograrruuing language for 

con1puter users with business applications. The language was to be 

111achine independent, amenable to further dcvelopment~ and easy to 

learn. The progralTIs produced were to be self-documenting. Ideally, 

the problems of converting progral1l.s for use on different types or later 

l1l.odels of conl.puters would be eliminated and programs could be produced 

by personnel relatively inexperienced in the workings or language of 

computers. 

The language is machine independent, but the programs it 

produces are lTIachine dependent to a significant extent. Programs which 

run efficiently on one computer do not run efficiently on another. Sorne 

rnanuiacturers have special added features to the language which encourage 

the programrner to write programs which are more efficient for their equip

ment, but cannot be run on competitive equipment. The language is offi

cially anl.enable to developrnent, but it is evident now that, although it is 

a:menable to change, the basic concepts preclude the integration of new 

techniques in a reasonable manner. Ease of learning and self-documentation 

were achieved at the expense of enforced verbosity. 
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It can be predicted that the business data processing world 

will n'love rapidly away [roln symbolic asscInbly languages. Many will 

adopt COBOL, but Inany others n'lay dclay the move until they see if PL/l 

will bccon'lc the de facto standard. 

ALGOL 

Thc word ALGOL IS a contraction of international algorithmic 

language. As its name might imply, it is the product of an international 

con'ln'littec of computer language experts. Quoting from the report which 

defincs and describes the languagc, "This is a language suitable for ex

pressing a large class of nun1crical processes in a form sufficiently con

cise 'for, direct automatic translation into the language of prograrruned 

autolnatic computers. II It has the following important characteristics: 

1) It is a procedural language. 

2) The syntax is both concise and precise. Thc form in 
which it has been presentcd will probably becon!e the 
canonical forn! for any new language s that are devel
oped. It has been given the special name "Backus 
(or Backus-Naur) Normal Form" after these n!embers 
of the dcvelopn'lent cOn!mittee who invented it. 

3) In the United State s, acceptance and in!plementation 
have been slow. 

4) It is recognized as the publication language for pro
grams, algorithms, and techniques of general interest. 
But no input- output equipmcnt can handle its character 
set. To date, it has no official input-output facilities. 

Scveral factors have precluded rapid acceptance and wide

spread ilnplen!entation. The language requires the usc of many uncommon 

symbols with special Ineanings which are useful only in the writing of 

ALGOL progran!s. Manuiacturers have been reluctant to provide the 

hardware required to read and print the symbols directly. The language 

is 'sufficiently unique that programmers have been reluctant to il!vest the 

effort necessary to master it. Some of the features are sufficiently diffi

cult to implement and would be used so rarely that only subsets of the 
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language have been incorporated into processors. In short, it has been a 

language fo~' the expert. 

On the other hand, ALGOL, as an influence on future languages 

will aSSUlTIC increasing importance with the passage 0'£ time. Its generality 

and capabilities are as great or greater than the class of computers for 

which it is intended. Peripheral equiprnent which will accommodate larger 

characte r sets, at such a price that it can be dedicated to the programmer, 

will be lTIade available. Above all, the facility it affords for the precise, 

concise, and unambiguous expression of procedures in a machine inde

pendent nl.anner will make it the prototype of languages for the computer 

expe;rt of the future. 

JOVIAL 

JOVIAL is a procedure oriented language produced by the 

System Development Corporation. It incorporates many of the features 

of FOR TRAN and ALGOL together with special features gained [rom the 

System Devcloprnent Corporation's experience with the developlTIent of 

the SAGE air defense system. 

Although the language IS patterned after ALGOL, use is lTIade 

of self-explanatory English words and ordinary algebraic notations in a 

Inanner similar to FOR TRAN or COBOL. Unlike most FOR TRAN and 

COBOL processors, JOVIAL processors permit the incorporation of 

asseITlbly language instructions. 

One of the most important features of the language is the 

COMPOOL concept whic.h pcrlnits a progranlnl.Cr to refer to and 111anip

ulate COMPOOL data. The COMPOOL is a library for a large program

ming system which supplies the JOVIAL cornpiler with data description 

parameters. Thus, it is unnecessary for the individual progranuner to 

be concerned about or, in rnost cases, even be a·ware of data formats. 

By changing the data descriptions in the COMPOOL, it is also possible 

to change the ITlanner :in which the data is manipulated in all the prograITls 

ITlaking up the systeITl. 
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~1achine independence is achieved by introducing an intermed

iate language. The JOVIAL processors incorporate a generator which 

translates the JOVIAL programs to the intermediate language and a trans

lator which converts the interlTIediate language to the machine language of 

a particular cOlTIputer. 

Early in 1965 the U. S. Army's AutolTIatic Data Field System, 

forrnerly known as CCIS-70, undertook a study of computer languages. 

The objective of the study was to furnish a basis for selecting a standard 

language for Army use. JOVIAL was selected as the interim language 

for use by the Automatic Data Field System organization. 

CS-l 

CS-1 is the language currently being used by the Navy in the 

preparation of programs for NTDS. This language provides some" but 

not all the facilities found in FOR TRAN. Provision is lTIade for control 

and aritluTIetic statements but not for input/ output statements. The level 

of sophistication of control and arithmetic statelTIents is not as high as in 

FOR TRAN. Since it does not include input and output statelTIents, the file 

definition facilities of COBOL are not present. The syntax is very silTIple 

and uncomplicated when cOlTIpared to ALGOL" and is comparatively easy 

to use. 

In general" only those functions necessary to the NTDS appli

cation have been provided. 

NELIAC 

NELIAC (Naval Electronics Laboratory International Algebraic 

Compiler) is a procedure oriented language and is sometimes described as 

a dialect of the ALGOL family. It was developed concurrently with ALGOL 

58, a predecessor of the current publication ALGOL. 
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It is an effective cOlnpiler from the standpoint of object pro

graIn efficiency. Special facilities include partial 'word (and single bit 

proces sing, boolean operations and the option of including machine coded 

routines. 

An interesting feature of the compiler program is that it is 

written in its own language. There are two major effects. It is possible 

to expand the cOHlpiler to accomnlodate any special features which may 

be desirable: it is self compiling. And, a compiler for one computer 

Inay be written and compiled on a second computer: it is therefore 

lnachine independent. 

Nc~t, a decompiler for NELIAC has been written. A decom

pih~r is capable of producing syn1.bolic programs from machine language 

progran1.s. Through the use of a decompiler on one machine and a com

piler on another, direct translation of programs may be achieved. 

NELIAC con1.pilation features the use of Current Operator /Next 

Operator (CO/NO) linkage tables. This method is based on the treatment 

of two consecutive operators and the intervening operand as a basic unit. 

During cOlnpilation, the program \vill transfer control to a particular pro

gram "generator" which will process the current CO/NO combination. 

PL/l 

PL/l is the new programn1ing language from IBM, the pro

gran1n1.ing language currently being implemented for IBM's Systen1./360. 

Although it is not radically new, it must be included because of the impor

tanc e it is expected to have in the near future. 

It is anticipated that the language will be extensively used. 

IBM intends to market System/360 to all its customers as a single product 

line and PL/l will be the primary and best- supported prograrruning lan

guage offered. Other manufacturers intend to market "compatible 
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cquiplnent" with cOlnpatible software. Probably, SOlTIe of thclTI already 

arc ilnplclTIenting PL/l for their existing equiprrlent. Thus, PL/1 lTIay 

beco111.e the 111.ain progranuning language in general use and the single 

language into which the COlTIputing industry places a substantial develop

lTIental effort. 

In general, the language is based on Fan. TRAN, is influenced 

by ALGOL, incorporates the data handling capabilities of COBOL, and 

recognizes problen1.s associated with lTIultiprogralTIming and multiprocessing. 

PL/l can be thought of as FOR TRAN with added capabilities. Some of the 

more important capabilities that have been added include: 

1) File Handling. Files H1ay be described, created, and 
edited. The structure (iteni size, identification and 
forlnat) rnay be defined so that the ite11i attributes need 
not be considered in later data translation and nUrrleric 
cOlnputation operations. Items n1.ay be stored and re
trieved with cOlTIlTIancis such as GET, PUT, lvl0VE and 
SEARCH. 

2) Tinic Sharing. Programs written for PL/l are assumed 
to be executed under the control of an executive progralTI. 
The syntax of the language is such that execution of a 
progran1. in a tilTIe shared environment is possible. 
Conversely to date, the executive has not been defined 
and the language contains no instructions to the 
executive. 

3) Data Base Definition. Quantities used in computation 
(variables) 111a y be defined to be global, local or own. 
Global quantities have the samc value and are located 
in the same place for all subprograms which use them. 
Local quantities Inay be referenced only by the sub
progran'1s for which they are defined and during the 
execution of that subprogram. Own quantities are used 
to cOlnlTIunicate inforlnation to subroutine s of the sub
progranls. Global quantitie s, then, 11iay be thought ot" 
as itelns of a COMPOOL for the prograni in que stion. 

PL/1 is an advanced language for the general user because 

it allows him to write prograITls to be operated in a tilTIe shared environ

ment without being required to be aware of memory or storage allocation 

procedures. 
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Other significant advantages of PL/l as they apply to MTACC 

1) Character n1anipulation 

2) Data directed I/O 

3) Real ti:me progralnming features such as prov~sion of 
auto:matic handling of reentrant procedures 

4) Operations on bit- strings 
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The following is a glossary of terms used throughout this 

report. The terms are grouped by function only. These definitions were 

extracted from the IFIP/ICC Vocabulary, June, 1964 edition. 

OPERA TION CODE 

INSTRUCTION 

COMPUTER INSTRUCTION 

INSTRUCTION SET 

INSTRUCTION CODE 

COMPUTER INSTRUCTION CODE 

A code used to represent the elemen
tary operations of a computer. 

A general term for a string that 
specified partially, or completely, 
an operation or a unit portion of a 
process. This specification is 
capable of being used, possibly in 
conjunction with other data, to cause 
that operation to take place. In 
some programlning languages the 
tern'). STATEMENT is used for cer
tain type s of instruction. 

An instruction that specifies a 
computer operation. 

NOTE 

What is specified by the computer 
i.nstruction and the way in which it 
is executed are not under control 
of the programmer, since such in
structions are inherent in the 
structure of the computer. 

The set of all the different instruction 
type s pcrlnittcd by a particular 
programrning language. Some pro
gramming languages are of such a 
nature that the concept of an instruc
tion set doe s not apply. 

A code used to represent the instruc
tions of a programming language. 

An instruction code for computer 
instructions. 



COMPUTER INSTRUCTION SET 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT 

OPERATION PART 
(Function Part) 

ADDRESS PART 

INSTRUCTION WORD 

INSTRUCTION ADDRESS 

REGISTER 

S1-lIFT REGISTER 
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The instruction set of a computer 
language. 

The allocation of the characters 
con1prising an instruction bet'\veen 
the component parts of an instruction, 
e. g., the address part, operation 
part. 

That part of an i.nstruction which 
specifies the operation to be performed. 

The part of an instruction which 
specifies an address partially or com
pletely. An instruction may have 
several addre ss parts which n1ay 
specify addresses of various locations. 
Such in structions are called MULTIPLE 
ADDRESS INSTRUCTIONS OR MULTI
ADDRESS INSTRUCTIONS. 

A ,\vord, part or all of '\vhich is 
executed by the computer as an 
instruction. 

The address of the location where an 
instruction word is stored. 

A store or part of a store usually 
having a capacity of one \vord, and 
generally intended for some special 
purpose or purposes in a computer, 
which has no address and therefore 
can be specified only implicitly (or 
even not at all) by con1puter instruc
tions. For exan1ple, in one-address 
computers, the accumulator is 
generally a register and is always 
implicitly specified by the operation 
pa rt of computer instructions 
t1ffccting its contc~nt. 

A register adapted to perform shifts; 
e. g., a delay line register whose 
circulation time may be indreased or 
decreased so as to shift the content; 
or a register cOn1posed of binary 
storage cells in which bits are trans
ferred from one cell to the next by 
the application of a pulse common 
to all cells. 



INSTRUCTION REGISTER 

ARITHMETIC REGISTER 

REGISTER LENGTI-I 

TRANSLATE 

SEARCH (TO) 
SEEK. (TO)(cleprecated) 

TRANSLA TING PROGRAM 

COMPILING PROGRAM 
(Compiler) 

AUTOMA TIC PROGRAMMING 
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A re g.j Sler in the control unit v:hich 
stores the current instruction of the 
progrZllTI so that i t may be interpreted 
by the control uni. t. 

.l\. !.£.gistl.:E associClicd with an arith
rnetic ullit which holds the 'opernnds 
and results of arithmetical and other 
operations. 

The capacity of a register. 

To transforln statelnents from one 
language (the SOURCE LANGUAGE) 
to another (the OBJECT or TARGET 
LANGUAGE) without significantly 
changing the meani.ng. 

To examine a set of itCITIS for any 
that have de sired property. 

A program which translates from 
one langua ge into another language. 
In the field of programming thc 
terIn is con1monly used in the more 
restricted sense of the translation 
froln one progran1n1ing language to 
another. 

A program designed to transform 
(c. g., translate, assemble and 
structure) progranls expressed in 
tcrlTIS of one langua~e (e. g., a 
procedure-oriented language) into 
equivalent progran1s expressed in 
terlTIS of a cOlTIputer language or a 
language of silTIilar forin. A com
piling program may often include 
an asselnbly progralTI. 

The usc of an Clutornatic data 
l)l'ocl~ssing sysle1l1 to pcrforn1 son1e 
stages of the work involved in pre
paring a program. In particular, to 
translate a program expressed in a 
procedure-oriented language into a 
program expressed in a computer 
language or into a computer - oriented 
language. 



INTERPRETIVE PROGRAM 

ASSEMBL Y PROGRAM 

LANGUAGE 

COMPUTER-INDEPENDENT 
LANGUAGE 

PROCEDURE- ORIENTED 
LANGUAGE 

PROB LEM- ORIENTED 
LANGUAGE 
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A prograrn which deals with the 
execution of a progrClm by translating 
each instruction of the source language 
into a sequence of con1puter instruc
tions and by Clllowing these to be 
executed before translatin1J the next 
instruction. The major characteristic 
of an interpretive program is that the 
translation of an instruction is per
£orn1cd each time the instruction is 
to be obeyed. 

A progran1 which assen1bles parts of 
a program (sometimes including the 
acceptance or selection of library 
progran1s), making the necessary 
adjustn1ents to cross-references 
(such as links) and allocating storage 
as requirecr:- It tnay also provide 
translation into computer language. 

A general term for a defined set of 
syrnbol s and rule s or conventions 
governing the manner and sequence 
in \vhich the symbols may be com
bined into a meaningful comn1unication. 
An unambiguous language, intended 
for expressing programs, is called 
a PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE. 

A relative term for a programming 
language which is not a computer 
language, but which is, however, 
intended to be translated, in norn1al 
practice, to a variety of computer 
languages. 

A relative term for a computer
independent language e specially 
convenient for expre ssing a proce s s 
in tern1S of procedural or Cllgorithmic 
steps. Exan1ples are a flow diagran1, 
COBOL, FORTRAN and ALGOL. 

A language designed for convenience 
of specifying a clas s of problen1s, for 
example, algebra for specifying 
n1athematical problen1s. 



ASSEMBL Y LANGUAGE 

COMPUTER LANGUAGE 

COMPUTER-ORIENTED 
LANGUAGE (Con'1puter
Dependent Language) 

PRAGMATICS 

SYNTAC 

NOTE 
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The concepts computer lan,~uage, 
con1putcr-orientcd language, computer
independent language, procedure
orjt:l1t~d lan~uagc, and problen'1-
oriented language are not all lTIutually 
exclusive. 

A progranJnJing language which is 
closely sinJilar to cOnJputer language 
and is designed to be used in conjunc
tion \vith an assenJbly progran'1; in 
particular, the instructions of an 
asscnJbly language are generally in 
a one-to-one correspondence although 
they may be in a on,e-to-luany corres
pondence with computer instructions. 

A pro gramnJing language the instruc
tions of which are computer instructions 
only. 

A relative ternJ for a programming 
language, such as computer language 
or a closely related language. 

The study of the extent to which 
practical use may be made of con
structions in a language. 

Example: A progran'1 designed to 
solve a complex problem requiring 
the full power of an advanced .£E..£
gralnming language will be syntactically 
correct if written in accordance with the 
rule s of the language and will have 
sen'1antic content to the extent that if 
embodies a method of forn'1ing the re
quired solutions, but its pragn1a tic 
value will be lessened if the con1piling 
con'1puter available (or the compiling 
prograITl itself) impo se limitations not 
inherent in the source language. 

In a language, the rules for the forma
tion of permi s sible constructions (e. g. , 
symbol strings or sentences, valid 
inferences, etc.) without regard to 
the meaning. 



SEMANTICS 

ADDRESS 

RELATIVE ADDRESSING 

SYMBOLIC ADDRESSING 

INDIREC T ADDRESSING 

REPETITIVE ADDRESSING 

ABSOLUTE ADDRESSING 
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The stud y of the purpos efnl meaning 
jointly assigned fo constructions in a 
lang1.la~(~ by the users of the language, 
by other staten1cnts in the language 
or by the context. 

In allto111atlc (late processing, a 
nUl1H'ral or other refercnc'e that de
signates a particular part of a store 
or sorne other data source of desti
nation. 

1-\ 111cthod of add res sing in \vhic h the 
ab.5olutc addrcss is obtained by means 
of a given nU111ber to the address part 
of an instruction. The address part 
of the instruction is known as the 
RELATIVE ADDRESS, 

The 111cthod of addressing using an 
addrl~ss (known as a SYMBOLIC 
ADDRESS) chosen for convenience in 
prograrnn1ing in which translation of 
the syl11bolic address into an absolute 
address is required before it can be 
us ed in the con1pute r, 

A 111ethod of addl'cs sing in which an 
address part of an instruction speci
fies another location which contains 
the addres s of the location spec ificd. 
The address part of such an instruc-
tion is known as an INDIRECT ADDRESS. 

A 111ethod of addressing in certain ~
puters that have variable instruction 
forrnat, in which instructions having 
z. e r 0 add res sin s t r u c t ion for n1a t ref e r 
again autornatically to the location by 
the last instruction executed. 

A n1ethod of addres sing in whic h the 
address part of an instruction is the 
actual address to be specified. The 
address part in this case is known as 
the ABSOLUTE ADDRESS. 



ALGORITHM 

HEURISTIC 

RECURSIVE DEFINITION 
OF A FUNC TION 

SEARCH CYCLE 
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A set of rules for the solution of a proh
len1 in a finite nU111ber of steps; c. g., a 
full staten-lcnt of an arithlnetical proce
dure for evaluating s inc x to a stated 
precision. 

An adjective uscd to describe an ex-
p lor at 0 r y n 1 e tho d 0 f t a c k li n' gap rob -
lenl, in whic h the s olut ion is dis cove red 
by evaluations of the progress lTIade to
wards the final result; that is, a process 
of guided trial and error. Heuristic 
methods are in contract to algorithmic 
nlcthods. 

A function that is defined in ternlS of 
itself, that is, a function defined by a 
substitution operation in which the 
operand includes the function. 

In autornatic data processing, a RE
CURSIVE PROCESS is a method of 
conlputing the values of a function, 
taking advantage of a recursive de
finition of the function. 

NOTE 

A distinction nlay be drawn between 
recursive and iterative processes. In 
an iterative process each stage of the 
process is completed before the next 
begins, while in a recursivc process 
cach stage contains all subsequent 
stages, so that the first stagc is not 
completed until all other stages have 
be en c olTIpleted. 

That part of a s carc h which is re
peated and which nornlally consists 
of locating an itelTI and carrying out a 
conlparison. Thus a search in which 
L' a chi ten 1 ina ran don 11 y 0 r d L' t' L' c1 ~ e t 
is cxanlined in turn, until the de sired 
itenl is found, will take on average a 
number of search cycles equal to half 
the total numbe r of items in the set. 



DICHOTOlvIISING SEARCH 

CHAINING SEARCH 
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A ~earch in which an ordered set of 
itl..~111;: i~ divided into two parts, one of 
which is rejected, and the process rc
peate cl unt il the itclns with the de sire d 
property are found. If the nun1ber of 
iten1~ in the set is n1ade even at each 
step of the process and then divided into 
two equal parts, the search n1ay be 
known as a BINAR Y SEARCH. 

A search of an interconnected set for 
an itenl whos e ~ l11atches the SEARCH 
KEY. The search key is trans formed 
to yield an initial address. If the con
tents of this addres s include a key 
111atching the search key, they a.lso in
clude either the iteal itself, or the 
location of the itern sought; if not, a 
further address if found in the contents 
and the process is repeated until either 
the item is found or the chain terminates. 
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preparing this report. 
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A. J. Critchlow, Proceedings, F JCC, 1963. 
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FJCC, 1963. 

"Multi-computer Programming for a Large-Scale Real-Time 
Data Processing Systeln, II G. E. Pickering, E. G. Mutschler 
and G. A. Erickson, Proceedings, SFCC, 1964. 
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Pacific Computer Conference, Pasadena, California, March 1963. 
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Nonr 233(52), R. H. Fuller, Dcpartnlent of Engineering, 
University of California, Los Angeles, California 

"An Associative Processor," R. E. Ewing and P. M. Davies, 
Proc., FJCC, Novcn'lber 1<)64, pp. 147-159. 

"An Organization of an Associative Cryogenic COlnputcr," 
R. F. Rosin, Proc. AFIPS SJCC, May 1962, pp. 203-2(2. 

"i\. Hardware-Integrated GPC/Scarch Memory, " R. G. Gall, 
Proc. F JCC, Novelnbcr 1964, ppo 159-1 73. 

"Associative Melnory with Ordered Retrieval, " R. R. Seeber 
and A. B. Lindquist, IBM J. Res. and Dev., January, 1962. 

"Associative Self-Sorting Men-lory, II R. R. Seeber, Jr., Proc. 
EJCC, December 1960, pp. 1 79-188. 

"A Machine for a General Purpose List Processor, II 
R. L. Wigington, Trans. IEEE on Electronic Computers, 
Vol. EC-12, Dec. 1963, p. 707-714. 

"IBM System/360 Engineering, liP. Fagg, J. L. Brown, 
J.A. Hipp, D. T. Doody, J. Woo Fairclough, and J. Greene, 
AFIPS Proceedings F JCC, 1964. 

"Automatic Assignment of COlTIputations in a Variable 
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